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To the Trinity Student 
THE HANDBOOK contains information about 
the non-academic aspects of life at the Col-
lege, as well as certain academic information 
not in the COLLEGE CATALOGUE. It is designed 
to answer many questions which may arise 
about the operation of the institution. Stu-
dents sho-uld thoroughly familiarize them-
selves with THE HANDBOOK's contents. 
Each year THE HANDBOOK is revised and up-
dated. The Office of the Dean of Students 
welcomes suggestions for changes in forth-
coming editions. 
Published by 
Office of the Dean of Students 
Trinity College 
Hartford, Connecticut 
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Registration continues 
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1977. Any student planning voluntarily 
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should file a "Notice of Withdrawal" 
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1977 
All bills for Trinity Term 1977 must 
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ticket plan (7-day) begins with eve-
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Meal ticket plan (5-day) begins with 
breakfast 
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General Information 
TRINITY COLLEGE, Connecticut's second oldest college, was 
founded in 1823 by a group of Episcopal clergy and laymen under the 
leadership of Bishop Thomas Church Brownell as a non-denominational 
liberal arts college for men. Trinity became coeducational in 1969. Infor-
mation concerning the history of the College may be found in the Cata-
logue Issue of the Trinity College Bulletin. 
The Campus 
When you enter the campus from the parking area through the main 
arch in Downes Memorial Clock Tower you will pass beneath the Presi-
dent's Office. The entrance in the arch to the right leads to such adminis-
trative offices as those of the President, Admissions, Financial Aid, and 
the Dean of Studies. An information desk is located in the main hallway. 
Leading from the arch to the left is a cloister which connects Downes 
l\Iemorial with the College Chapel, an excellent example of Gothic archi-
tecture. Persons, events and activities of the life of the College are 
commemorated in the stained glass windows and the many remarkable 
carvings. In addition to the main Chapel, the building includes the 
Chapel of Perfect Friendship, the Crypt Chapel and the offices of the 
Chaplain. The south cloister of the Chapel opens on to the Funston 
Memorial Garden. 
To the right of Downes is Williams Memorial. Here are the offices of 
the Dean of the Faculty, the Vice President, the Registrar, the Treasurer 
and Comptroller, the Cashier, the Business Office, the Dean for Educa-
tional Services, the Development Office, the Director of Personnel Ser-
vices, Central Services, the office of the Director of Campus Security and 
some faculty members. 
Turning left in front of Williams Memorial and proceeding down 
the Long Walk you have the seven sections of Jarvis Hall ( 1878), 
then Northam Towers (1881) and finally Seabury Hall (1878). Jarvis 
Hall and 1 ortham Towers are dormitories. In addition to individual 
faculty offices, Seabury Hall contains classrooms, a dance studio, the 
offices of The Tripod and The Ivy, and the language laboratory. 
Continuing down the Walk beyond Seabury you will find at the south 
end of the Quadrangle, Hamlin Dining Hall and the Faculty Club in 
Cook Lounge. Upstairs are the Cook-A Dormitories and the College 
Guest Room. The offices of the Dean of Students and the Director of 
College Residences are located beyond Cook Arch. 
Before you enter the Cook Arch, you will see stairs on your right 
leading to a campus laundry. Turning to your left and walking straight, 
you will see Cook-E Dormitory which houses the campus radio station, 
WRTC-FM, Cook-C, the Woodward Dormitory and the Goodwin Dorm-
itory and Lounge. Directly in front of you is the Clement Chemistry 
Building which adjoins Goodwin and contains the Krieble Auditorium 
(Cinestudio). 
The Library, located across Funston Court directly behind the 
Chemistry Building, contains approximately 550,000 volumes and houses 
Trinity's valuable 130,000-volume Watkinson Collection. 
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Passing through Bancroft Arch, which separates Goodwin Dorm-
itory from the Chemistry Building, you will face the south portion of the 
campus. 
On your right is William Gwinn Mather Campus Center. It contains 
a large student dining hall; a snack bar; student lounges; bowling 
lanes; Post Office; Bookstore; student lockers; headquarters for the 
Student Government Association and the Mather Board of Governors; 
other student meeting rooms; the Washington Room, a large assembly 
hall; and the Alumni Lounge. 
To the south of Mather Campus Center are two dormitories, Elton 
Hall and Jones Hall. Beyond these dormitories are the Wheaton, Jackson 
and Smith Dormitories which house 250 students. The Medical Office is 
located in Wheaton Hall. Jackson Hall contains a campus laundry area. 
The Hallden Engineering Laboratory and the McCook Mathematics-
Physics Center are located to the left of Jones Hall as seen from Bancroft 
Arch. The Austin Arts Center forms the east side of the Quadrangle. 
To the right of the Austin Arts Center and beyond the Hallden Engi-
neering Laboratory are the Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center, the 
Department of Buildings and Grounds and the studios of Connecticut 
Public Television station WEDH. 
Beyond the Austin Arts Center are found the tennis courts and 
Trowbridge Memorial, housing the swimming pool, six championship 
squash courts and athletic offices. 
Adjoining the eastern end of Trowbridge is the Alumni Field House, 
which provides facilities for many indoor sports. To the north and west 
of the Trowbridge Memorial is located the George Ferris Athletic Center. 
Returning across campus from the Field House toward the Chapel, 
you will encounter the varsity baseball diamond, the field hockey and 
practice fields, the statue of Bishop Brownell on the left at the brow of 
the hill and, straight ahead, two fields for soccer and lacrosse. To their 
right is Jessee Field. 
Beyond the Chapel on Vernon Street is the home of the President of 
the College. The office of Public Information and the Alumni Office are 
located at 79 Vernon, down the street from the President's home. A stu-
dent residence is located at 90-92 Vernon Street. 
I.K.A., a former fraternity at 70 Vernon St., houses faculty offices. 
X.T.X., a former fraternity at 76 Vernon St., houses the College Coun-
selors, the Upward Bound Program and the Individualized Degree Pro-
gram. 
The fraternity houses, with one exception, are on Vernon Street .. Sit-
uated on the corner of Vernon and Summit Streets is Ogilby Hall, a dor-
mitory building including Haight Dining Hall. 
Between Vernon Street and Allen Place are the North Campus Dor-
mitory, the High Rise Dormitory, and Allen East and West. The High 
Rise Dormitory contains a campus laundry area. 
Residence halls are also located at 194-96 and 216 New Britain Ave-
nue, and at 78-80, 82-84 and 111 Crescent Street. 
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ALMA MATER 
'Neath The Elms 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
Oh it's seldom we'll meet, 
In the moonlight so sweet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
College days are from care and sorrow free, 
And oft will we seek in memory 
Those days that are past, 
Far too joyous to last, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
Then we'll sing to our old Trinity, 
To our dear old Alma Mater, Trinity; 
We're together today, 
And tomorrow away, 
Far away from our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
No more shall we meet, 
Our classmates to greet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
Augustus P. Burgwin '82 
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Charter of Trinity College 
as Amended and now in Force 
WHEREAS sundry inhabitants of t his State, of the denomination of 
Christians called The Protestant Episcopal Church, have represented, by 
their petition addressed to the General Assembly, that great advantages 
would accrue to the State, as well as to the general interests of literature 
and science, by establishing within the State another Collegiate Institu-
tion ; therefore, 
I. Resolved by this Assernbly : That Thomas C. Brownell, Harry 
Croswell, Elijah Boardman, Samuel W. Johnson, Birdsey G. Noble, 
Samuel Merwin, Nathaniel S. Wheaton, Elisha Cushman, Charles Sigour-
ney, Thomas Macdonough, Richard Adams, David Watkinson, Ebenezer 
Young, Jonathan Starr, Jr., Nathan Smith, John Thompson Peters, Asa 
Chapman, Elias Perkins, John S. Peters, and Luther Loomis, and their 
successors be, and the same hereby are, constituted a body politic and/cor-
porate for ever, by the name of "THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE," 
and by that name shall and may have continual succession hereafter and 
shall be able in law to sue and be sued, implead and be impleaded, answer 
and be answered unto, defend and be defended, in all courts and places 
whatsoever, and may have a common seal, and may change and alter the 
same at their pleasure; and also shall be able in law to take by purchase, 
gift, grant, devise, or in any other manner, and to hold any real and per-
sonal estate whatsoever; P1·ovided always, That the clear yearly value of 
such real estate to be so acquired shall not exceed the sum of fifteen thou-
sand dollars; and also that they and their successors shall have power to 
give, grant, bargain, sell, convey, or otherwise dispose of, all or any part 
of the said real and personal estate, as to them shall seem best for the 
interest of said College. 
II. Resolved, That the said Trustees and their successors shall for-
ever hereafter have full power and authority to direct and manage the 
Funds for the benefit of the institution, and also to prescribe and direct 
the course of study, and the discipline to be observed in the said College; 
and also to elect from their own number or otherwise, a Board or Com-
mittee, to be called the Fellows of the College, to whom they may commit 
the superintendence of the course of study and discipline; and also to 
select and appoint a President of the said College, and such Professor or 
Professors, Tutor or Tutors, to assist the President in the Government 
and education of the Students belonging to the said College, and such 
other officer or officers as to the said Trustees shall seem meet, all of 
whom shall hold their office during the pleasure of the Trustees; P1·ovided 
always, That no President shall be dismissed by the Trustees, without 
10 
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; and Provided further, That no Professor, Tutor, or other 
officer shall be eligible to the oiTice of a Trustee. 
Resolved, That any five of the said Trustees, lawfully convened 
directed, shall be a quorum for the dispatch of all business 
for the disposal of real estate, or for the choice of a President, or 
election of Trustees, for either of which purposes there shall be 
a majority of the whole number of Trustees. 
IV. Resolved, That the President of the College shall a lways be, 
officio, a member of the Board of Trustees; and that a Secretary of 
Board shall be elected by the Trustees, to hold office during their 
Resolved, That the said Trustees shall have power to meet from 
e to time upon thei r own adjournment, and so often as they shall be 
oned by their Chairman or President, or, in his absence, by the 
nior Tmstee, whose seniority shall be accounted according to the order 
in which the said Trustees are named in this act, and shall be elected 
hereafter; Provided alu·ays, That the said Chai rman, or Pres ident, or 
the Senior Trustee, shall not summon a meeting of the Corporation, un-
required thereto in writing, by three of the members; and Provided 
idso, That he cause notice of the time and place of said meeting to be 
given in such manner as the Trustees sha ll in their by-laws prescribe. 
VI. Resolved, That the said Trustees and their successors shall have 
power and authority to grant all such li terary Honors and Degrees as are 
usually granted by any University, College, or Seminary of learning in 
this State, or in the United States; and in testimony of such grant, to 
give suitable Diplomas, under their seal and the signatures of the Presi-
dent and Secretary of the Board, which Diplomas shall entitle the 
possessors respectively to all the immunities and privi leges which, either 
by usage or by statute, are allowed to possessors of similar Diplomas from 
any other University, College, or Seminary of learning. 
VII. Resolvrd, That the said Trustees and their successors shall 
have full power and authority to make all ordinances and By-Laws which 
to them shall seem expedient, for carrying into effect the designs of their 
Institution; Provided al1cays, that such ordinances or By-Laws shall not 
make the religious tenets of any person a condition of admission to any 
prh·ilege in the said College, and that no Pres ident or Professor or other 
officer shall be made ineligible for or by reason of any religious tenet that 
he may profess, or be compelled, by any By-Law or otherwise, to sub-
scribe to any religious test whatsoever; and Provided also, that none of 
the By-Laws as aforesaid shall be inconsistent with the Constitution and 
Laws of the State, or with the Constitution and Laws of the United States. 
VIII. Resolved, That the Funds which may at any time belong to 
the Institution now incorporated, shall enjoy the like exemptions from 
taxation, and the Institution itself, and its officers, shall enjoy the same 
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privileges and exemptions, as have already been granted, or may here-
after be granted to Yale College, its officers, and its Funds. 
IX. Resolved, That whenever Funds shall be contributed or secured 
to the said College, to the amount of Thirty Thousand Dollars, and not 
before, the Trustees may proceed to organize and establish the said Col-
lege in such town in this State as they shall judge most expedient. 
X. Resolved, That notwithstanding any provision heretofore con-
tained in the Charter of The Trustees of Trinity College or the Standing 
Rules of the Board of Trustees of Trinity College, the following provis-
ions dealing with the Board of Trustees of Trinity College shall govern 
the number, term of office, and manner of election of the Board of 
Trustees of Trinity College: 
SECTION 1. The activities, property and affairs of The Trustees of 
Trinity College, a corporation specially chartered by the General Assem-
bly, shall be managed by a Board of Trustees of not less than twenty nor 
more than twenty-seven persons, including the President of the College 
while in office. 
SEC. 2. The present persons who have been elected to serve for 
life as Trustees of Trinity College, and the President while in office, 
shall be Charter Trustees of Trinity College, together with such other 
persons as may be elected under the provisions of Section 8 of this 
Article. 
SEC. 3. The Trustees may by majority of votes of the Trustees 
present at a meeting duly warned at which a quorum is present elect 
not more than eight persons to serve as Term Trustees for such term 
of not more than eight years from the date of election as said Trustees 
may prescribe. The Trustees may fix a retirement age for Term Trustees 
upon the attainment of which the term of office of any such Term 
Trustee shall end, and may provide a limitation on the number of terms 
for which Term Trustees may be re-elected. 
SEc. 4. Trustees Emeriti may be elected by the Board of Trustees 
in accordance with such provisions as may be prescribed by the Trustees. 
The number of such Trustees Emeriti shall be at the discretion of the 
Trustees, and shall not be counted in the membership limitations of the 
Board as set forth in Section 1. 
SEC. 5. The present persons who have been elected to serve as 
Alumni Trustees shall be Alumni Trustees of Trinity College, together 
with such other persons who may be elected from time to time as herein-
after set forth. From and after the day next preceding the public Com-
mencement Day in the year 1968, there shall be not more than six Alumni 
Trustees. 
SEC. 6. Any person shall be eligible to serve as an Alumni Trustee 
who has the qualifications required for voting for that office as set forth 
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been admitted to a degree in Trinity College. 
SEC. 7. All persons who have been admitted to any degree in Trinity 
College and all petsons who have matriculated at Trinity College in a 
class which has been admitted to a degree and who no longer are in under-
graduate status at Trinity College, may, on the day next preceding the 
public Commencement Day of said College in the year 1962, and on the 
day next preceding each subsequent Commencement Day, cast their votes 
for an Alumni Trustee of said College, and the person for whom a 
plurality of such votes which shall on each of these days be cast shall be 
an Alumni Trustee during the following six years; if the same number 
of votes is cast for each of two or more persons, one of them shall be 
designated by lot conducted by the Board of Trustees to be such Alumni 
Trustee. The Board of Trustees may provide for the election of more 
than one Alumni Trustee on the day next preceding the public Commence-
ment Day in the year 1962, or in any year subsequent to the year 1962, 
in which event any Alumni Trustee other than an Alumni Trustee elected 
for a term of six years shall be elected for such terms not in excess of 
five years as may be determined by the Board of Trustees of Trinity 
College. 
SEC. 8. The Board of Trustees, by a majority of votes of those 
present at a meeting duly warned at which a quorum is present, may 
elect, upon the death or other vacancy of the place of any Term Trustee, 
another in his stead. Vacancies of any Charter Trusteeship may be filled 
in the same manner as that of a Term Trusteeship, except that no such 
vacancy may be filled until the total number of Charter Trustees is less 
than 12, at which time said vacancies may be filled only to the extent 
that no more than 12 Charter Trustees shall be on the board. Any vacancy 
of the place of any Alumni Trustee shall be filled by election on the day 
next preceding the public Commencement Day after such vacancy and in 
the manner set forth in Section 7 hereof. The Board of Trustees may 
make and declare vacant the seat of any Charter, Term or Alumni 
Trustee who shall absent himself for any term of two years or from any 
four successive meetings duly notified. 
SEc. 9. The Board of Trustees may establish, and at its pleasure 
alter, rules and regulations as to the manner in which votes shall be cast, 
and such other rules and regulations as it may deem necessary to carry 
into execution the provisions of this resolution. 
Be it further Resolved: That any provisions of the Charter of The 
Trustees of Trinity College or of the Standing Rules of the Board of 
Trustees inconsistent with the foregoing resolution shall be suspended for 
such time as said resolution remains in effect. 
Approved May, 1823, Vol. 1, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 468 
Amended May, 1845, Vol. 2, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 67 
Amended June 23, 1857, Vol. 5, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 79 
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' . Amended Mctrch 21, 1883, Vol. 9, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 
739 
Amended Mctrch 7, 1889, Yol. 10, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 
809 
Amended April 14, 1962, Vol. 21, Page 806, Secretary of State's 
Records of Specially Chartered Corporations 
Amended April 13, 1971, Vol. 24, Page 371, Secretary of State's 
Records of Specially Chartered Corporations 
Am ended October 7, 1972, Vol. 25, Pages 29 and 30, Secretary of 
State's Records of Specially Chartered Corporations 
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Advisory Services 
There are several administrative officers who are directly responsible 
for the welfare of Trinity's students. Some of these the freshmen will 
come to know during their first few weeks on campus. Others they will 
come to know when they need advice or help in specific areas. 
Vice President of the College 
The Vice President of the College is Thomas A. Smith. The Vice 
President supervises and coordinates the work and planning of the fol-
lowing offices: Buildings & Grounds, Career Counseling, College Coun-
selor, Dean of Students, Security, and Student Services. Mr. Smith is 
avai lable to consult with individual students or with student groups. His 
office is in Williams Memorial. 
Office of Dean of Students 
This Office concerns itself with student relations within the student 
body and with student relations to the institution and its non-student 
subdivisions. It seeks to encourage the development of an environment in 
which academic pursuits can be conducted freely and with dignity and in 
which each student's non-academic interests can be directed toward ed-
ucational ends. 
Pursuant to its responsibility for the student's overall intellectual 
and social development, the Office provides academic counseling and help 
with personal problems not requiring the services of a clinician. It also 
administers the Medical Office, the Student Health Insurance Program, 
and the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dispute, 
as well as conducting such programs as the orientation of new students. 
Within the Office of the Dean of Students is the Director of Resi-
dence Halls. The Director administers the residence halls and residence 
hall programming, coordinates the Resident Assistant program, and op-
erates the student and staff identification system. 
The Dean of Students is David Winer, the Assistant Dean is Mo-
hamed J. Jibrell, and the Director of Residence Halls is Elinor Tilles. 
Their offices are in Hamlin Hall. 
Director of Student Services 
Within the Office of the Dean of Students the Director of Student 
Services is responsible for the services and programs in the Mather Cam-
pus Center. He is also the administrator who works most closely with 
extracurricular organizations and activities. 
The Director oversees the operation of the food service, the Post 
Office, the Bookstore, the bowling lanes, the print shop, etc. He advises 
student organizations and is available to help groups of students who 
wish to initiate new extracurricular programs. He is also available to stu-
dents for counseling on problems of a personal nature. 
The Director of Student Services is M. David Lee, who maintains his 
office on the second floor of Mather Campus Center. Jeff Wilson is Di-
rector of the Saga Food Service, and Verlen Kresin is Manager of the 
Follett Trinity College Bookstore. 
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Director of Master Calendar & Special Events 
The Director of Master Calendar & Special Events coordinates the 
scheduling of lectures, receptions, parties and other events using College 
facilities. Requests for catering, such as coffee hours or special dinners, 
should be addressed to the Director, as should all requests for reserved 
space in the Mather Campus Center and all other College buildings. 
The Director of Master Calendar and Special Events is Janice 0. 
Burr, whose office is located in the Mather Campus Center. 
Dean of Studies 
The Dean of Studies is primarily concerned with the academic pro-
gram of the College in its relationship to students and faculty. In addition 
to overseeing various aspects of the curriculum and curricular develop-
ment, he is available to discuss with undergraduates their academic ex-
pectations and performance and questions of curricular policy. The Dean 
of Studies is J. Ronald Spencer, whose office is in Downes Memorial. 
Assistant Dean of Faculty & Adviser to the Freshman Class 
The Assistant Dean of Faculty and Adviser to the Freshman Class 
works with students and faculty on such matters as admissions and finan-
cial aid policies. He is responsible for the development and administration 
of an integrated program of academic support and counseling for fresh-
men and, in cooperation with the Freshman Seminar Coordinator and the 
Dean of Studies, he oversees the freshman-year course of study. He is 
available to counsel individual freshmen on their academic problems and 
progress. The Assistant Dean of Faculty and Adviser to the Freshman 
Class is John Waggett, whose office is in Williams Memorial. 
Dean for Educational Services 
The Dean for Educational Services, Robbins Winslow, is responsible 
for working with students who propose to study abroad (including Junior 
Year Abroad), at another American institution either within or beyond 
the 12-College Exchange Program, at the Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus 
or on an Open Semester. He is Trinity's representative to the Institute 
of European Studies, the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Ed-
ucation, the Washington Semester Program, and the College Venture Pro-
gram. He coordinates the exchanges with the University of East Anglia 
in England, the University of Puerto Rico, and Trinity College in the 
Philippines. He is responsible for helping students prepare Individually 
Tailored Interdisciplinary Major proposals and for the registration of 
those who wish to enroll for Chinese language courses at Central Connec-
ticut State College. 
Dean Winslow's office is on the first floor of Williams Memorial, and 
he maintains a reading room with information on many off-campus and 
overseas programs. The Dean for Educational Services is also responsible 
for fellowship nominations (including the Watson Fellowships), Honors 
Day, preparation of the academic calendar, and considering applications 
from and advising incoming exchange and visiting students. 
Registrar 
The Registrar, Ralph L. Maddry, and the Assistant Registrar, Joanne 
M. Miller, maintain student records and direct registration, mid-year 
and final examinations. Students who wish to enroll in courses at other 
institutions within the Greater Hartford Consortium (including music 
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courses at Hartt College) or who wish to commute to Wesleyan or Con-
necticut College to take a course should make arrangements through the 
Registrar's Office. Students who plan to Voluntarily Withdraw (those 
transferring to another school, taking a non-academic Leave of Absence, 
or leaving college completely) are to give the Registrar written notice on 
a form provided by him for that purpose. The office of the Registrar is 
in Williams Memorial. 
Director of Career Counseling 
The Director of Career Counseling is available to students and alum-
ni/ae to discuss all aspects of career planning. A vocational interest in-
ventory may be taken free of charge. The office handles part-time off-
campus and summer jobs, and supplies application blanks for graduate 
school admissions tests, civil service exams, Peace Corps, etc. The office 
maintains a vocational library with occupational information and graduate 
and professional school catalogues. Representatives from graduate schools, 
businesses and government agencies visit the Career Counseling Office to 
talk with students. The Director of Career Counseling is Christopher 
J. Shinkman and the Assistant Director is Jean M. King. 
Advisory Committee for the Health Professions 
The Advisory Committee for the Health Professions counsels students 
about careers in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, hospital ad-
ministration and related fields. The Committee serves as the liaison be-
tween Trinity and the various professional school admissions committees 
by forwarding letters of recommendation and other information about 
the applicants. The Committee cannot guarantee admission to professional 
schools. Freshmen considering the health professions should consult with 
one of the members of the Committee regarding course se lection. They arc 
Professor Edward Bobko of the Chemistry Department, Professor Rich-
ard Crawford of the Biology Department, Professor Karl Haberlandt of 
the Psychology Department and the Director of Career Counseling, Chris-
topher J. Shinkman. 
Pre-Law Advisory Committee 
The Pre-Law Advisory Committee counsels students on procedures 
for applying to Jaw schools and on the choice of law school programs. 
Members of the Committee are Professor Thomas Reilly of the Political 
Science Department, Professor Edward Sloan of the History Department, 
Thomas Lips, the Director of Institutional Affairs, and the Director of 
Career Coun eling, Christopher J. Shinkman. 
Advisory Committee for Management Study 
An Advisory Committee on Management Study has been established 
to assist students who plan to apply to schools of business and/ or man-
agement. Members of the Committee are Professor Ward Curran of the 
Economics Department, Professor George Doten of the Psychology De-
partment, Professor Richard Scheuch of the Economics Department and 
the Director of Career Counseling, Christopher J. Shinkman. 
Pre-Architecture Advisory Committee 
Trinity College does not offer a major specifically designated as 
preparation for graduate study in Architecture, Planning, Urban Design, 
Landscape Architecture, and other related design areas. However, gradu-
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ates of the College have entered programs of this nature and are practic-
ing professionals in these fields, although they have sometimes had to 
do further work on the undergraduate level before proceeding to gradu-
ate programs. 
A Committee of faculty has been chosen to aid students in planning 
for work leading toward the design professions. They include Professor 
Andrew Gold of the Urban & Environmental Studies Program, Professor 
Judith Rohrer of the Fine Arts Department, Professor Harvey Picker of 
the Physics Department, Professor David Woodard of the Engineering 
Department and the Director of Career Counseling, Christopher J. Shink-
man. 
College Counselors 
The College Counselors, Dr. George C. Higgins and Dr. Randolph 
M. Lee, have special training and experience in dealing with emotional 
problems and are available to all students who desire assistance in coping 
with personal and emotional difficulties and social relationships. In ad-
dition to personal counseling, opportunities are available for group coun-
seling and discussion, and, where appropriate, psychological testing. 
Both Dr. Higgins and Dr. Lee are licensed by the State of Connecti-
cut as clinical psychologists, and all contact with them, both formal and 
informal, is legally confidential. According to both Trinity College policy 
and federal Jaw, information and material gathered by the Counseling 
Staff are available only to the counseling staff and will not be transmit-
ted to anyone inside or outside the College without the written consent 
of the student. 
In addition, the counseling office staff includes a Counseling Intern, 
who is also available to all students. The intern is an advanced graduate 
student with training in dealing with emotional problems. Under the su-
pervision of the College Counselors, contact with the Intern is also en-
tirely confidential. 
Chaplain 
The Reverend Dr. Alan C. Tuii, College Chaplain, is available for 
conversation or confidential counseling with any student at any time. 
Chaplain Tull may be reached in his office adjoining the Chapel garden 
or at his residence, 86 Vernon Street, Apt. #2. 
Medical Office 
The Medical Office is on the first floor of Wheaton Hall. It is li-
censed by the State of Connecticut as an infirmary and has beds for nine 
in-patients. 
Dr. Mark W. Izard, the Medical Director, visits the Medical Office 
at approximately 1:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and is on call for 
medical emergencies the remainder of the day and night, as well as week-
ends. 
Monday through Friday a nurse is on duty in the Medical Office 
around the clock, except for the evening mealtime ( 6-7 p.m.). A nurse is 
also in the Medical Office for four hours each weekend, according to a 
schedule posted at the Office. The remainder of the weekend a nurse is 
"on call" at her apartment on the campus and may be contacted by calling 
the Mather Campus Center Front Desk (527-3151). 
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A weekly gynecological clinic is held at the Medical Office. Appoint-
ments should be scheduled in advance through the nurse on duty. The 
clinic is staffed on a rotating basis by Drs. Donato Palermino, Lawrence 
Malinconico and Lloyd Roberts. 
In an emergency, prompt notification of parents is made; but if 
parents cannot be reached, College authorities reserve the right to act as 
seems best for the welfare of the student concerned. 
A Medical Advisory Panel, composed of three elected undergraduates, 
advises the Medical Director, the Dean of Students and other College 
officials about matters of mutual concern in the provision of medical 
services. 
Student Accident & Health Insurance 
Any student who pays the General Fee is automatically covered by 
an Accident and Health Insurance Plan during any semester for which 
this fee is paid. The Plan is underwritten by the Aetna Life & Casualty 
Co. of Hartford. Coverage can be extended to the summer months by 
payment of an additional fee directly to Goodwin, Loomis & Britton, Inc., 
of Hartford, the agency which administers the policy. Prior to the start 
of the academic year each student receives a brochure detailing the ben-
efits of the insurance plan. Additional copies of the brochure are avail-
able from the Office of the Dean of Students. 
Claims for benefits must be made on forms obtainable at the Medi-
cal Office in Wheaton Hall. Such claims should be filed immediately 
when possible, and in no instance later than 20 days after the date of 
accident or commencement of illness. 
Physical Examinations 
All entering and re-entering students will be required to submit the 
completed prescribed medical examination form. 
All intercollegiate sport team candidates will be screened each year 
by the college physician. 
It will be the implied responsibility of each student to determine 
his or her ·contraindications for participation in club, intramural, physi-
cal education, and recreational sport activities. 
Financial Aid 
The Office of Financial Aid is located in Downes Memorial. The 
Director, John Taylor, and the Assistant Director, Kristina Dow, admin-
ister all scholarships and loans and refer students to on-campus employ-
ment. They act as counselors for all students in financial aid matters. 
Director of Campus Security 
Alfred A. Garofolo, D-irector of Campus Security, has his office in 
Williams Memorial, Room 112. He is available there weekdays from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Earl Moffatt, Assistant Director of Security, is available most 
evenings. Evenings and weekends security officers can be reached by call-
ing the Mather Campus Center Front Desk. 
Security officers stand ready to assist in almost any serious emer-
gency, and they should also be notified in the event of offenses against 
persons or property on the campus. 
In a serious emergency, should a security officer not be immediately 
available, it is recommended that the Hartford Police Department be 
notified by telephone (522-0111). 
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Drug and Alcohol Effects 
The College Counseling Office has a number of pamphlets and re-
search reports available on the effects of alcohol and the so-called "stu-
dent drug~.'' These are available for students to peruse or borrow if they 
want further information about alcohol and other drugs such as mari-
juana, LSD, psylocybin, mescaline, etc. 
Attitudes about student drug usage are very polarized at the present 
time in this country. On the one hand, many look upon the use of drugs 
by students as a form of pernicious evil which threatens to debilitate 
and destroy all of the youth of the country. On the other hand there are 
those who feel the use of drugs leads to states of "cosmic joy" and "mind 
expansion" which are higher quality human experiences than any other 
experiences available to man. The observations of student drug use by the 
Counselors at Trinity College confirm neither view. 
It seems important to point out to students that in our experience in 
the counseling office, while there have been individuals who firmly be-
lieve that their lives have been enhanced immeasurably by the use of 
drugs, it is still clear that there are precise dangers inherent in drug use. 
In the recent past there have been at least a dozen individuals who 
have had prolonged psychological disturbances precipitated by the use of 
marijuana. We have observed a number of students who have suffered 
acute psychotic episodes and other serious psychological disturbances for 
a period of time after using such drugs as LSD and mescaline, or after 
excessive abuse of alcohol. Many have had to enter into ongoing intensive 
therapy; a few have had to be hospitalized and some of these for periods 
ranging up to a year or more. 
It may be true (although no one knows for certain) that such psy-
chological disturbances are due not to drug use per se , but to the personal-
ity of the drug user. But the central point is that e ,e drug user who is so 
affected never knows prior to using the drug that he has such a personal-
ity predisposition. The grave problem is that or:ce such a psychological 
condition exists, cessation of the drug does not cure it. 
One other observation should be made about the use of "psycholog-
ically active" drugs and addictive narcotics such as heroin. It is the belief 
of the Counselors that there is some evidence of the possible presence of 
diffuse irreversible brain damage in some people who have used drugs in 
large quantities over long periods of time or who have used especially 
"strong" drugs. One of the problems with all use of non-commercially 
manufactured drugs that any user should be aware of is that there is no 
guarantee of the quality, nature of the substance, or quantity of the drug 
used. For example, such additives as rat poison, insecticide, and strych-
nine have been found in what purport to be innocent doses of marijuana. 
The college physician has emphasized the extreme medical hazards 
of self-prescribed "antidotes." Because the human metabolic system is a 
complicated mechanism, with many individual variations, it cannot always 
be accurately predicted how a given drug will affect a given individual. 
Hence, there is always a danger that additional medication will compound 
medical problems. Adverse interactions of the original drug and its 
alleged antidote (s) occur frequently, thus converting minor medical prob-
lems into major hazards. The possibility of acute respiratory depression 
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and circulatory collapse is greatly heightened when an alleged antidote is 
added to other drug-induced states. Death can occur. Or, to phrase it dif-
ferently, when the initial drug causes an adverse reaction, subsequent 
medication multiplies the risk. Thus "bad trips" deserve professional 
management rather than "home remedies." 
More recently, and with the relative decline in the use of the so-
called "harder drugs" (mescaline, LSD, etc. ), the College Counselors 
have observed an increase in the frequency of severe psychological and 
physical problems associated with excessive use of alcohol. The frequency 
of alcoholism on college campuses has increased noticeably. It should be 
emphasized that alcohol addiction is as potentially dangerous as other 
drug addiction and can lead to fatal physiological deterioration and 
disease. 
In summary, many students will be confronted by the need to make 
decisions on drug and alcohol usage; they should be aware that there are 
risks involved and that these risks should be considered with the advan-
tages which they expect to receive from drug usage. The College Coun-
selors are available to all students at any time for strictly confidential 
counseling concerning problems with drug use. 
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Student Life 
STUDENT FACILITIES 
College Residence 
Trinity is primarily a residential college, although no student can 
be guaranteed on-campus housing throughout his or her four years at 
the College. The daily associations of student with student and student 
with faculty are an important part of the educational process at Trinity. 
It is to this end and that of the well-being and safety of the College 
community that the following provisions for college residence have been 
made. 
Rooms are assigned to freshmen by the Director of College Resi-
dences in cooperation with the Office of Admissions. Upperclassmen select 
their rooms according to a priority system which gives seniors first 
choice, juniors second, and sophomores third. Permission to change rooms 
must be obtained from the Director of College Residences. Dormitory 
rooms are available for occupancy at the beginning of Freshman Week. 
Basic furnishings are provided in dormitory rooms. Students may 
make arrangements with the telephone company for telephone installa-
tion. 
Existing building and occupancy regulations imposed on the College 
by the State of Connecticut and the City of Hartford stipulate that all 
decorative wall coverings must be rendered "flame resistant." If deco-
rative wall coverings have been rendered flame resistant, the owner 
should have a dated certificate of flameproofing or evidence of the 
material used in the process. Cooperation by dormitory residents is neces-
sary in order to permit the College to operate its multiple occupancy 
dwellings. 
Students are urged to lock their rooms at all times. The College 
cannot accept responsibility for loss or damage to students' property. A 
security officer will assist students who are locked out of their rooms 
when janitors are not on duty. Lost keys can be replaced through the 
Director of College Residences. 
Rooms should be kept reasonably clean and neat. Particular effort 
should be made to leave rooms in good order prior to departure for va-
cations and at the end of the academic year. All rooms are checked at 
the end of the year, and occupants will be charged for damages and any 
excessive clean-up which is necessary. 
Bicycles must be parked outside in racks provided. They may not be 
brought into or left in college buildings. 
Students are not allowed on roofs of the buildings. 
Solicitors, canvassers, salesmen, peddlers and unauthorized persons 
are not permitted to enter the college buildings. Students should not ne-
gotiate with such persons or admit them to their rooms, but should report 
their presence to a security officer or to an officer of the College. (See 
Student Business.) 
Requests for repairs and other matters pertaining to college resi-
dences will be handled through the Director of College Residences and the 
Director of Buildings and Grounds. 
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Residence halls are closed for a period of time between semesters. 
The deadline for vacating and cleaning dormitory rooms is the Mon-
day following Commencement. Storage space is provided for the students' 
convenience, but the College assumes no risk. It is the student's responsi-
bility that the fully identified article is actually placed in the storage 
area. Abandoned property will be subject to disposition by the College 
at the student's expense. 
The Resident Assistant 
The position of Resident Assistant offers an undergraduate student 
the opportunity to work with other students in a counseling, advising, and 
administrative capacity. The Resident Assistant works with the Director 
of College Residences and other administrative officers, and has some 
responsibility for the entire residence program with specific emphasis 
given to the student on the floor where he/ she lives. 
The Resident Assistant will be available to students within the resi-
dential unit. Each new student will be assigned to a Resident Assistant 
on or before the day of arrival in September. 
The Resident Assistant will help orient students to the college en-
vironment and will attempt to answer any questions concerning the stu-
dent's stay at the College. 
HOUSING AGREEMENT 
Academic Year 1976-77 
An agreement between the undersigned, a student at Trinity Col-
lege, and Trinity College to rent the undersigned accommodations, to be 
specified below, in the residence halls of Trinity College. This agreement 
will be in force only as long as the undersigned individual is enrolled as 
a student at Trinity College. An individual te1·minated as a student will 
vacate the premises within 48 hours of the date of hisj heT sepamtion. 
THE UNDERSIGNED RESIDENT AGREES: 
1. To respect the rights of other residents to privacy and to the 
conditions necessary for study. 
2. To pay half the annual rental for the accommodation before the 
start of each semester. 
3. To remain in the assigned accommodation unless approval by 
the Director of College Residences to change to other campus 
accommodations is granted. 
4. To take the accommodations as they are at the opening of the 
Christmas Term and to leave them in the same state and condi-
tion as reasonable use and wear will permit. 
5. To make no alterations, including painting, without written con-
sent of a Resident Assistant or of the Director of College Resi-
dences. 
6. To reimburse the College for the cost of repairing any damages 
to the assigned accommodation, damage to or loss of furniture, 
and for a proportional share of the cost of repairing any dam-
ag-es done to multiple use facilities including collection costs 
when such damage or loss is caused by the resident (s) or their 
guest(s) . The burden of proof is upon the resident, not the 
College. 
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7. To hold the College harmless for the loss, theft, or destruction 
of any personal property located either in the room or in a 
storage area. 
8. To allow to reside in this accommodation those students as-
signed there by the College, occasional guests of the residents, 
and none others. 
9. To allow the ove~night accommodation of no more individuals 
than the capacity of the room as determined by the College at 
the time of room assignment. 
10. To have no weapons, explosives, or fireworks in the residence 
halls. 
11. To have no kitchen appliances, hot plates, heaters, or any 
units with exposed heating surfaces in the assigned accommoda-
tion unless such accommodation is provided with a kitchen. 
12. To install no outside antenna, or other devices on the exterior 
of a residence hall. 
13. To have no animals in residence halls. 
THE COLLEGE AGREES : 
A. To maintain the residence halls in a reasonable state of repair. 
B. To supply custodial service for public areas. 
C. To have the accommodations available by August 29, 1976, for 
the Christmas Term and at least four days prior to the start 
of classes for the Trinity Term. Accommodations will remain 
open for 24 hours after the end of examination period each 
semester. The residence halls will be closed for a period of time 
between semesters. 
D. To allow residents the opportunity, within appropriate rules and 
procedures, to fill vacancies in their rooms. 
E. To notify residents of a particular room in advance, whenever 
possible, under normal circumstances, of the assignment of in-
dividuals to fill vacancies. 
F. To respect the rights of the residents to privacy, with the under-
standing that the College reserves the right to allow staff mem-
bers to enter accommodations as outlined in the College State-
ment on the Privacy of Individuals. 
G. To bill the student for the entire year if he/ she withdraws from 
college and reregisters in the same academic year. 
H. To release a resident from this Agreement with forfeiture of the 
$100.00 Dormitory Deposit Fee if she/ he terminates as a Trinity 
College student or enters an approved program of study requir-
ing the resident to live off campus. 
I. To release a resident from this Agreement for appropriate rea-
sons not covered by G or H above with the understanding that 
any such request is subject to approval by the Director of Col-
lege Residences. 
Any violation of this Agreement by the undersigned resident will allow 
the College to terminate the Agreement, take possession of the accommo-
dation indicated below, and hold the resident responsible for the remain-
der of the rental. 
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The Chapel 
Trinity is firmly committed to the position that religion plays an 
important role in the life of the College as well as in the full development 
of human life. Trinity College was founded by members of the Episcopal 
Church, and the Charter, granted May 16, 1823, provided that the-College 
"shalJ not make the religious tenets of any person a condition of admis-
sion to any privilege in said College," whether as a student or teacher. 
From this beginning Trinity continues to be an independent college hav-
ing this historic relationship with the Episcopal Church as well as a 
Chapel and Chaplaincy. 
Founded in freedom, Trinity is proud that a diversity of religious 
affiliations exists in its student body. The College provides resources and 
an atmosphere where the religious dimension of life is taken seriously 
and examined. All its members may find Trinity not only a place for 
deepening their own faith as a part of the educational process but also a 
place where the educational process is confronted by the perspective of 
faith. 
The College Chapel is both a part of Trinity College and also a 
Christian church maintained by an endowment provided by benefactors. 
It is under the jurisdiction of the Episcopal Bishop of Connecticut. The 
regular services of the Chapel, while deriving from many and often 
ecumenical sources, accord with the provisions and traditions of the 
Episcopal Church. Other Christian communities may use the Chapel on 
occasion for services; as determined by the ewman Chaplain, Roman 
Catholic Mass is celebrated on some Sundays in the Chapel. 
Within the context of the Canon Law of the Episcopal Church the 
Chapel and its facilities are available to members of the College for 
baptisms, weddings, funerals and other special services. Marriages arc 
solemnized in the Chapel by Episcopal clergy and follow the order of 
service of The Book of Common Prayer; clergy of other denominations 
can be invited to participate in the service. Either the bride or the groom 
must be a baptized Christian but it is not necessary for either to be an 
Episcopalian. In the case of previous marriages the canons provide for 
certain dispensations within the discipline of the Episcopal Church. 
At the Eucharist in the College Chapel those persons who wish to 
respond to the service and to participate fully in the Eucharist are in-
vited to do so, and this is not understood as a change in their own de-
nominational allegiance. 
The College holds certain of its own events in the Chapel, such as 
Matriculation and Honors Day. These services follow the College's own 
tradition, and hymns and prayers are non-denominational in character. 
Many musical events take place in the Chapel and often use its fine 
organ. Occasionally the Chapel is used for dramatic productions and the 
showing of films. 
The Undercroft of the Chapel is available for use by campus groups. 
The Hillel adviser has his office in· this room and keeps office hours 
there one day a week. The piano in this room and the organs of the 
Chapel are available for practice under supervision of the music faculty. 
The Chapel often joins campus religious groups in sponsoring such 
activities of common concern as lectures, Succoth brunches, discussions, 
etc. The Office of the Chapel tries to assist the religious groups where-
ever possible. A large portion of the offerings at Chapel services is given 
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to support the ecumenical work of the Greater Hartford Campus Min-
istry. 
Weekday services are conducted by members of the College. On 
Sundays the Eucharist is celebrated at 10:30 a.m. The Chapel often 
brings prominent Christian thinkers and leaders to the campus to speak 
in the Chapel or elsewhere on campus. 
All members of the College are invited to attend and participate in 
the services of the Chapel and to share the duties of acolytes, lay-readers 
and ushers. A student sacristan chosen from each class assists at all 
services. 
The Trinity College Chapel is a community of commitment which 
witnesses and celebrates the religious perspective and raises the issues 
which it reveals in contemporary life. With the Trinity Hillel, Newman 
Apostolate and the Greater Hartford Campus Ministry the Chapel main-
tains the value for college life of commitment, questioning and conviction 
within a community and tradition. 
Ferris Athletic Center 
Use of the Ferris Center by all elements of the campus community 
and alumni has continued to exceed the College's most optimistic expecta-
tions. Programs involving neighborhood and disadvantaged youngsters 
have also been accommodated in the new facilities. 
The Athletic Center is, however, experiencing serious problems in 
connection with its evening and weekend operation. Use of the facilities 
by a burgeoning number of unauthorized persons has resulted in two 
unfortunate consequences. First, there has been serious overcrowding so 
that Trinity students and faculty are often without play space; and sec-
ond, there have been recurrent instances of malicious vandalism and 
theft. In the interest of preserving priority rights to these facilities, con-
trols have been instituted upon admission to the Center on evenings and 
weekends. They are as follows: 
1. The only door which will be open is the one facing west toward 
the walk up to the Austin Arts Center. This is the door which is 
immediately adjacent to the wrestling room, and below the 
locker room complex. 
2. There will be a student worker at this door who will request 
identification of all who enter. Students must produce their ID 
cards, and faculty and administration members should show 
their Athletic ID cards. (Note: if any member of the faculty or 
administration has not received his or her Athletic ID card, we 
will issue one immediately upon notification.) No one will be 
admitted who cannot produce proper identification. 
3. Faculty and administration members or students who wish to 
bring a guest may do so, but they must secure a special pass 
from the Physical Education Department in advance, and pre-
sent it upon admission to the Center. 
4. Faculty and administration members or students who wish to 
bring a group in at any time, including weekends, must make 
arrangements to do so through the Athletic Director's Office. 
5. The special exercise room (weight room ), wrestling room, steam 
rooms, and crew tanks will not be open for use on evenings and 
weekends. 
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6. Issue of locks, lockers, and towels will be limited to undergrad-
uate students, faculty, and staff. Graduate students, upon pay-
ment of a $50.00 fee, will also be entitled to the above privileges. 
These measures are being taken not to discourage use of the Ferris 
Center, but rather to protect the rights of the campus community .for op-
timum use and to minimize the need for added security costs. 
The Library 
The Library contains over 555,000 volumes and subscribes to 1400 
periodicals. The building is air conditioned and has seating for about 400. 
The Watkinson Library on the third floor is a collection of special collec-
tions and rare books. 
HOURS 
The Library is open during term time Monday through Friday from 
8:30a.m. to 12:00 midnight; on Saturday from 9:30a.m. to 12:00 mid-
night; on Sunday from 12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight. Special schedules 
are posted for vacations. 
LOANS 
The loan peTiod is a minimum of one month and a maximum of two 
months. The date due stamp is set at the first of the month and remains 
set for the month (e.g. books borrowed in January are due on March 1). 
Books may be borrowed for a semester for use in connection with 
a thesis or other research project by requesting this privilege at the 
Circulation Desk. The Circulation Department reserves the right to limit 
the number of books borrowed for this period by any one borrower. 
Any boolc is subject to 1·ecall from any borrower for another reader. 
The former is allowed 7 days from the date of recall in which to return 
the book. 
FINES 
Fines fo1· oveTdue books are payable at the Libmr·y when the books 
are returned. Failure to pay a fine at the time that it is due results in 
the fine continuing to mount to a fixed maximum until it is paid. 
The fine fo1· a stack book is 10¢ per day for each day overdue until 
the book is returned. If the fine is not paid when the book is returned, 
it increases at 5¢ per day until payment. The maximum fine for a stack 
book is $5.00. 
The fine foT a closed Tese1·ve book, i. e. a two-hour or overnight 
reserve book is $1.00 per hour for each hour overdue until the book is 
returned. If the fine is not paid when the book is returned, it increases 
at 50¢ per hour until payment. The maximum fine is $10.00. 
The fine foT an open TeseTve book, i. e. a one- or three-day reserve 
book, is 25¢ per day for each day overdue until the book is returned. If 
the fine is not paid when the book is returned, it increases at 10¢ per 
day until payment. The maximum fine is $10.00. 
Fines are not initially chargeable to a student's General Deposit ac-
count. However, if a student allows a fine to run to the maximum charge 
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without making payment, it remains as a charge against him and is sent 
to the Treasurer's Office to be charged to his General Deposit at the end 
of the academic year. 
FAILURE TO RETURN LlliRARY BOOKS 
A student who fails to return overdue or "re-called" books receives 
two notices from the Circulation Department. Failure to respond to these 
notices results in a letter from the Librarian. 
If a student still fails to fulfill his library obligation, the Registrar 
is requested to withold his / her registration for the next semester. Trans-
cripts will be withheld for graduating students until their library obliga-
tions are fulfilled. The diploma may be withheld for students with an 
inordinate amount of unreturned material. 
LOST BOOKS 
The Teplacement cost for an "in-pTint" book Tepo?'ted lost is the list 
price of the book plus a $5.00 processing charge to cover the cost of re-
ordering and re-cataloging the book. The replacement cost fo?' an "out-of-
print" book 1'epo1'ted lost is $15.00 plus a $5.00 processing charge. Re-
placement costs may be charged against a student's General Deposit 
account. 
LIBRARY ACCESS 
Trinity's Library is the largest academic library in the Greater Hart-
ford area and consequently attracts individuals not associated with Trini-
ty College. Because of limited staff and space it is necessary to restrict 
access to the Library to members of the Trinity community. Students 
from member institutions of the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher 
Education are admitted during the day until 4:30 p.m. Trinity students 
receive the same privileges at other Consortium institutions. Students 
from other schools and colleges are given reference privileges upon pre-
sentation of letters from their librarians explaining their needs, or upon 
payment of a reference fee. The reference fee is $25 a year. 
SECURITY 
An electronic security system is in operation to insure that all books 
are available for the ·use of students. All materials must be properly 
charged out at the Circulation Desk. Failure to do so will cause the exit 
gate to lock. 
USE OF OTHER LlliRARIES 
Trinity students from Connecticut may use their home public li-
brary cards to borrow at Hartford Public Library under the Connecticard 
Program. Students from other states should consult the Lending Depart-
ment at Hartford Public Library for borrowing privileges. 
Reference privileges are available to Trinity students at Case Me-
morial Library (Hartford Seminary Foundation), Connecticut State Li-
brary, Hartford Public Library, Institute of Living Library, Hartford 
Graduate Center Library and University of Connecticut Health Center 
Library. Trinity students wishing to use other academic libraries should 
consult the Reference Librarian. In some cases a letter of introduction 
may be required. 
INTERLIBRARY LOANS AND PHOTOCOPY REQUESTS 
Interlibrary loan requests are limited to graduate students and 
those undergraduates writing theses or involved in other major research 
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projects. Photocopies will be obtained for undergraduates. The number of 
inter-library loans and photocopy requests is limited to two transactions 
per person at any one time. Any exception to these guidelines is made by 
the Librarian. The Library participates in a teletype network to facili-
tate interlibrary loans and photocopy requests. 
There is no charge for interlibrary loans. The charge for photocopies 
received through the teletype network is 10¢ per page, $1.00 minimum. 
Libraries not on the teletype network charge for photocopies according 
to their individual billing policies. 
Information sheets describing Library policies in fuller detail and 
Library resources are available from the information stand in the Li-
brary lobby. In addition, the Library publishes a monthly Newsletter. 
Study Areas 
Study areas generally available throughout the night are located in 
Jones Hall Lounge, Elton Hall Lounge, and in the Ante-Crypt in the 
College Chapel. Students· are expected to maintain these facilities in good 
order . 
William Gwinn Mather Campus Center 
Mather Campus Center is a focal point of student activity on the 
campus. The building is open from 7:00 a.m. until 1 :30 a.m., except dur-
ing vacation periods or when college is not in session. 
The Master Calendar Office is responsible for scheduling all campus 
activities and special catering requests. 
DINING FACILITIES 
Meal tickets are available to all students. Dining hours in the dining 
halls are: Monday through Friday, 7 :30 to 9 :00 a.m., 11 :30 a.m. to 1:15 
p.m., and 5 :00 to 6:45 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, brunch is offered 
from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and dinner from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m. 
Meal tickets are not to be honored during Thanksgiving Vacation, 
from the end of exams until the first day of the following semester, and 
during Spring Vacation. 
A snack bar, the "Cave," is open from 8:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday; 7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Friday; 8:00 a.m. 
to 10:00 p.m. Saturday; and 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Sunday. 
The College Rathskeller is open evenings except during vacations and 
special holidays. 
There will be no food service provided during Thanksgiving Vaca-
tion, during Christmas Vacation, and during the month of June. 
Shoes must be worn in the dining halls, snack bar, and Rathskeller. 
Public Health Code Regulation 19-13-1342 states: 
"No live birds or animals shall be allowed in any area used for 
the storage, preparation or serving of food, or for the cleaning or 
storage of utensils, .. . or in any other area or facility used in the 
conduct of food service establishment operations, provided guide dogs 
accompanying blind persons may be permitted in dining rooms." 
LOST AND FOUND 
Articles that are found may be turned in to the front desk at Mather 
Campus Center. All items are forwarded to the Director of Security. 
Any thefts must be reported to the Director of Security. He can 
assist with insurance claims and in the notification of local law enforce-
ment officials. 
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POST OFFICE 
The post office, under the supervision of the Director of Student 
Services, is located on the lower level. The office is open for all postal 
services between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. The 
post office is equipped to handle money orders, special delivery, certified, 
insured and registered mail, parcel post and the sale of postage stamps. 
Mail arrives on campus at approximately 9:00a.m. and 1:00 p.m. on 
Monday through Friday and 9:00 a.m. on Saturday. The outgoing mails 
are at 11 :30 a.m., 12 : 15 and 3 :00 p.m. on Monday through Friday; 5 :00 
p.m. Saturday from the mailbox in the basement of Mather Campus Cen-
ter. Parcel post comes in only once in the morning, Monday through Fri-
day, and is not delivered on Saturday. No general stuffing of mailboxes 
is permitted. Arrangements for special return boxes for questionnaires, 
volunteer work, etc., should be made with the Director of Student Serv-
ices. General publicity for activities should be placed on the distribution 
table, Mather foyer. 
Each student is assigned a postal box for the four-year stay on the 
Trinity campus. It is essential that all mail, parcel post and express be 
addressed in care of the postal box number, not the dormitory room. 
THE FOLLETT TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
The bookstore, on the lower level of Mather Campus Center, is reg-
ularly open on Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Dur-
ing the first week of each semester, and on certain Saturdays, there are 
special hours. Check the weekly calendar. 
The store is operated by Follett Corporation to make available the 
required textbooks and classroom supplies for all courses. These are sup-
plemented by a selection of scholarly paperbacks as well as reference 
books, gifts and basic drug items. A wholesale book-buying service and 
the sale of used books will be offered through the year. 
Checks up to $30 may be cashed at the bookstore. ID cards must be 
shown. Any student cashing a "bad check" will not be permitted to cash 
any checks in the bookstore for the balance of the year. 
BOWLING LANES 
The bowling lanes are operated under the supervision of the Director 
of Student Services. They are completely automatic with Brunswick 
equipment. The lanes are open from 6:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. Monday 
through Friday and from 2:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. on Saturday and 
Sunday. The charge for bowling is 50¢ per string. 
THE LAUNDRY 
There are coin-operated laundromats open 24 hours a day in seven 
areas: Cook A, High Rise Dorm, Jackson Dorm, 90-92 Vernon Street, 
194 New Britain Avenue, 216 New Britain Avenue, and 111 Crescent 
Street. A contract linen service is available; it supplies students with 
fresh sheets and towels in individual lockers. 
CAMPUS SECURITY 
Your Motor Vehicle on Campus 
PARKING RULES, REGULATIONS, AND PENALTIES 
Trinity College appreciates the cooperation and courtesy shown to 
one another by students, staff, faculty and friends who observe the estab-
lished rules and regulations. 
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Rules and regulations have been put into effect to control the use of 
limited parking facilities and to eliminate inconvenience and dangers to 
members of the community. 
Due to an ever increasing flow of traffic through the campus, stu-
dents are requested to cooperate by keeping the use of motor vehicles on 
campus at an absolute minimum. 
I. GENERAL: APPLICABLE TO ALL STUDENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, 
STAFF AND VISITORS 
1. All vehicles used on or in the immediate vicinity of the campus 
by students, faculty, administrators and staff must be registered 
with the Director of Campus Security of Trinity College and 
must display a college decal. Students must display one of two 
college decals - either a campus parking permit or an off-
campus registration. 
Registration is essential so that the Security Office can 
assist in cases of theft, fire, vandalism, motor vehicle accidents 
and in the control of traffic on campus. The Security Office may 
be unable to assist in such cases if the vehicle is not registered. 
2. Each person using a vehicle on or near the campus should know 
and abide by the rules and regulations stated herein. 
3. Trinity College assumes no r-esponsibility for vehicles parked or 
operated on College property; the risk remains fully with the 
operator and/ or the owner of the motor vehicle. 
4. It should be understood that from time to time blocks of parking 
spaces will be reserved for special events. 
5. Cars found abandoned or improperly parked or without state 
registration may be towed at the owner's expense. 
6. One is responsible for on-campus parking of any vehicle regis-
tered in one's name even though it is driven by another person. 
7. All personnel and students should respect the "Stop" signs 
which are installed on campus for the safety of pedestrians and 
for traffic control. 
8. The speed limit on any College roadway is 15 M.P.H. 
II. RESTRICTIONS: APPLICABLE TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, ADMINISTRA-
TION, STAFF AND VISITORS 
1. Do not park on campus roads or driveways at any time. 
2. Sidewalks, lawns, or cultivated areas are not to be used as 
roadways or as parking areas at any time. 
3. Parking is forbidden at all times in delivery areas, loading plat-
forms, service roads and in fr-ont of any doorway or- Fir-e Exit. 
4. Do not park under any archways, South Campus Lounges, or on 
any quad area, especially the Jackson-Wheaton Quad. 
5. Do not park in such a manner that you are blocking other 
vehicles. 
6. Motor vehicles must never be brought into any dormitory or any 
other college building. 
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III. FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF REGISTRATION 
Faculty, administration and staff must register with the Director of 
Campus Security, Room 112, Williams Memorial, extension 264. They 
may park in any authorized parking lot. 
IV. STUDENT REGISTRATION AND CAMPUS PARKING PERMITS. 
Student registrations and parking permits must be obtained each 
academic year prior to the first day of classes or within 48 hours 
of the time the car is brought to Hartford. If, for any reason, one must 
operate a vehicle that is not registered with Trinity College, he should 
contact the Security Office within 48 hours and give the necessary infor-
mation so the vehicle will not be tagged for failure to register. 
Campus parking permit decals may be obtained at the Office of the 
Director of Campus Security in Room 112 in the Williams Memorial 
Administration Building. 
The fee for undergraduate campus parking permit is $20 a year and 
is renewable in September of each academic year. Students obtaining a 
decal after the close of the fi rst semester will be charged $10 for the 
second semester. 
Off-campus registration decals are issued for those who will use fra-
ternity parking lots and to others who wish to use off-campus parking 
facilities near the College. Such vehicles may not be parked on any of the 
College owned parking areas at any time. The registration fee is $2.00. 
Due to lack of space the above restrictions must be observed, and the 
cooperation of all will make it possible for each motor vehicle owner in 
the Trinity community to have a suitable space in which to park. 
In order to obtain a campus parking permit decal, the year, make, 
model and plate number of the vehicle is required. No decal will be issued 
until the fee is paid. 
Failure to register will result in a $15 fine. 
Special students must also register with the Director of Campus 
Security in order to receive a campus parking permit. The registration 
fee is $5. 
Students enrolled in other institutions in the Greater Hartford Con-
sortium- University of Hartford, St. Joseph College, Hartford College 
and the Hartford Graduate Center-whose vehicles are duly registered at 
that institution may park in designated student parking areas at Trinity 
College and are bound by the regulations applying to Trinity students. 
Wesleyan and Central Connecticut State College are also included. (See 
Student Parking, Section V.) 
Trinity students taking courses at colleges in the Consortium with 
valid Trinity stickers may park in student areas in those institutions, pro-
viding they abide by the regulations of such institution. Responsibility 
for knowing the r·egulations at other Consortium institutions r·ests with 
the student. 
Graduate and summer school students shall register with the Grad-
uate Office in order to receive a campus parking permit. The fee is $5. 
Graduate and summer school and special students must follow the 
parking rules and regulations applicable to all students during the hours 
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which is most readily available to them. (See Student Parking, Section 
V.) 
A Trinity College motor vehicle campus parking permit decal will be 
issued upon registration and must be displayed on the lower right hand 
side of the front windshield or on the right front vent window. 
Motorcycles, motorbikes, and scooters are defined as motor vehicles 
for the purposes of these regulations. (Note: They are also defined as 
motor vehicles by the State of Connecticut.) They should display the 
sticker on the rear fender. 
Vehicles seen on campus and not bearing a Trinity parking permit 
decal will be checked with the state motor vehicle department to ascer-
tain ownership. 
All registration fees are applied to the construction, maintenance 
and improvement of campus parking areas and roads. 
V. STUDENT PARKING 
The following regulations are in effect year round whether the 
College is in session or not : 
1. Registered cars may park at any time, 24 hours a day, only in 
the following authorized parking areas and within the designated 
white lines. 
North Campus Lot, east of building 
South Campus Lot, west of Buildings & Grounds 
Field House Parking Lot, east and south side of building 
Life Sciences Building, rear, sauth end 
High Rise Lot, north side of building 
Ferris Gym, west side 
Broad and Vernon Street Lot 
Allen East and Allen West Lot, rear 
Wheaton Lot, south of Wheaton 
Trowbridge Lot, south of swimming pool 
Austin Arts Center, rear 
2. No undergraduate student parking is permitted in the Chemis-
try or Library lots from 8 :00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m. daily except 
Saturdays and Sundays. This area is highly congested and must 
be left open to handle special events on campus, evening classes 
and other .evening affairs. 
3. Registered cars may use all other lots except Chemistry and 
Library from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. Monday through Thursday 
and from 5:00 p.m. Friday to 8:00 a.m. Monday. 
4. No parking is allowed in the area around the Mather Campus 
Center. The roadway is closed to all except College-owned vehi-
cles. 
5. Students who wish to park on the city streets do so at their own 
risk and are subject to the parking laws and ordinances of the 
City of Hartford. One of the City's regulations is that there 
shall be no unreasonable parking on the City streets. (Three 
hours or more constitutes "unreasonable" parking.) 
WARNING: The roadway in front of the Life Sciences Building 
is not an authorized parking area. 
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VI. PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO ALL PARKING ON CAMPUS 
1. Failure to register or change registration 
2. Speeding/ reckless driving 
3. Other improper driving 
4. Failure to display decal 
5. Blocking doors or violating fire laws 
6. No parking/ overtime 
$15 
10 
10 
5 
5 
2 
7. Other improper parking (e.g. wrong lot) 2 
8. Parking on . road/ access area 2 
All members of the Trinity College community are expected to 
familiarize themselves with the College Regulations in The Handbook, 
Section III, Regulations items #15 and #21 which pertain to serious or 
repeated violations of parking and driving regulations. Penalties apply to 
all members of the Trinity College community. 
Payments are to be made in cash or by check to the Security Office. 
The indicated fine must be paid within 10 days of the dated violation. 
Responsibility for receipt of payment rests with the violator. Failure to 
pay within 10 days will double the fine and result in charges through 
the appropriate disciplinary mechanism. 
Responsibility for prompt payment rests with the violator. 
Students with unpaid fines outstanding at the end of any semester 
will not be permitted to r-egister in courses for the following semeste1· 
until their fines are paid. S eniors must pay their fin es before gmduation. 
VII. APPEALS 
Anyone questioning the validity of a parking violation may appeal to 
the Director of Campus Security. The appeal must be made within 5 days 
of the dated violation - Saturday, Sunday, and holidays excluded. Ap-
peals denied by the Director of Security may be brought before a desig-
nated board. 
VIII. REPLACEMENT OF PARKING DECAL- CHANGE IN VEHICLE USE 
Any transfer of ownership such as purchase, sale, or exchange of a 
vehicle which bears a Trinity registration decal must be reported prompt-
ly to the Security Office. 
If the registration decal is damaged or fails to adhere properly, it 
may be exchanged for another permit by applying at the Security Office. 
Vehicles which change in class of use (e.g. staff or faculty vehicle 
which becomes student vehicle, special student vehicle which becomes a 
regular student vehicle, etc.) must have their registration changed with 
the Director of Security within 48 hours of the change. The fine for 
failure to change vehicle registration is $15. 
Personal Safety & Protection 
The following policies and procedures are a guide for all who study 
and work at the College; please follow them and please help others do 
the same. 
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1. Never walk alone at night. Try to establish a buddy system; 
walk with someone. 
2. Avoid dark, vacant areas and short cuts. If you arc being fol-
lowed, head quickly for lighted areas or toward a group of peo-
ple. Stay near people. 
3. Do not hitchhike and do not pick up hitchhikers. It is a very 
dangerous practice. 
4. Never carry large sums of money. Establish a checking account. 
Local banks invite free checking accounts with a minimal sav-
ings deposit. 
5. While driving, keep all doors locked and windows rolled up. 
When you stop for traffic lights or at intersections keep your 
car in gear. If threatened, blow the horn and drive away. 
G. If you have car trouble, raise the hood and stay in the car with 
the doors locked. If strangers offer assistance, ask them to re-
port you r predicament to the nearest police or service station. 
7. Don't leave valuables in sight in your car; lock all valuables in 
the trunk. Keep car doors locked. Take keys with you. Look in 
the car before entering. 
8. If you remain on campus over holiday periods when most stu-
dents are away, team up with another student. Try to ascertain 
who else is staying on the same floor. 
9. Do not let strangers into your room. Keep your door locked at 
all times even if you are leaving the room for only a few mo-
ments. Identify a caller before you unlock the door. If unable 
to do so, ask the person to slip an ID under the door. 
10. Elevators can be a source of trouble. It will be better to wait 
for an empty car rather than get on with a stranger. 
11. Draw the shades after dark and NEVER dress or undress in 
front of windows. 
12. It is difficult to know how best to respond in the face of a 
serious threat of violence. Confronted by such a threat, you 
must consider which of many possible responses seems most ap-
propriate under the circumstances. Frequently a calm, passive, 
"cool" response puts off or disarms such a threat. 
If actually attacked, your response will also depend on the cir-
cumstances. In some cases, a passive response has prevented a 
bad situation from becoming worse; in others, a violent reaction 
to violence has frightened off the aggressor. If compelled to 
resist an attack, do the best you can with your hands, feet, 
knees, and elbows, whi le screaming as loudly as possible to at-
tract help. 
Of utmost importance in averting the possibility of physical 
assault is not to run risks. This means avoiding dark and iso-
lated areas in which an assault is possible; maintaining a safe 
distance from suspicious persons; and not opening the door to 
your residence before positively identifying the caller. 
13. Keep your Police, Fire and Campus Security numbers handy. 
Call them on any crime or attempted crime; don't be afra id to 
report your suspicions. Emergency numbers are li sted on the 
back cover of the College Handbook. 
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14. Report suspiCIOUS persons and unusual circumstances. Obtain 
a good description and if a vehicle is used jot down the state 
registration plate number, the make and the color of the car. 
15. Use only your last name and initial on mail boxes, door plates 
or your listing in the telephone directory. 
16. Solicitors are never allowed in dormitories or other College 
housing. For your own protection never buy from them. 
17. Never prop any door open for someone who will be joining you 
later or while you leave for "just a minute." It takes less than 
20 SECONDS to burglarize a room. 
18. Keep your I.D. card handy; if you are asked to identify your-
self, please cooperate. 
19. Record the make, model and serial number of all stereo equip-
ment, television sets, radios and other expensive items. Keep a 
description of other valuables, watches, rings, jewelry, etc. The 
Security Office has forms for "OPERATION IDENTIFICA-
TION," and electric pen engravers to assist you in this proce-
dure, and it's all free; it will only take a few minutes of your 
time. 
20. Never leave purses or wallets lying around, especially when 
making a purchase on or off campus. 
21. If you have a motor vehicle, obtain a campus parking sticker 
and use the college parking facilities. Check your car at least 
once daily to ascertain that it's all right. If you come in late at 
night and park in one of our peripheral lots, use ouT "Escort 
Procedure." 
22. Enroll in our Self Defense and First Aid Courses. 
23. Do not tamper with fire extinguishers or fire hoses, and do not 
prop open any fire doors. 
24. Keep bicycles out of stairwells and hallways. 
25. Read the instructions on "What to do in case of Fire," emer-
gency information page in the Handbook. 
Solon, the ancient law-giver of Athens almost 600 years B.C., was 
asked to name the most essential ingredient of the ideal community. He 
replied, "When those who have not been injured become as indignant as 
those who have." 
Escort Procedure 
The individual seeking an escort from a campus parking lot should 
contact the person on duty at the Mather Campus Center, and ask that 
a Security Officer be available for an escort. The person requesting the 
service must give name, make of car and registration number to the duty 
attendant. An ID card should be presented upon request of either Mather 
Center or the Security Officer. Mather Center will contact a Security 
Officer, ascertain how soon he will be available and relay this informa-
tion to the student who is seeking an escort. 
Others seeking escort service from one place to another on campus 
should call the Mather Campus Center extension 273 or 274 if a campus 
phone is being used or call 527-3151 on outside phones. The callers should 
identify themselves, give their campus location and their destination. 
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Mather Center will contact Security and advise the person requesting 
service how soon a Security Officer will be available. 
NOTE : This is an escort service, not a cab service. The escort does 
not necessarily mean you will be transported by car. 
THE BUSINESS OFFICE 
(Payment of College Bills) 
The Business Office is concerned with the handling of college bills, 
student emergency loans and student organization accounts. All inquiries 
about bills and fees should be made to this office on the first floor of 
Williams Memorial. 
Term bills are payable on the dates shown on the College Calendar -
approximately two weeks prior to the start of each semester. Supplemen-
tary and miscellaneous bills are payable within two weeks. 
No student may receive his grades and course credits, degree, or an 
honorable dismissal until this office certifies that all his bills have been 
paid. 
Student Businesses 
Soliciting, buying and selling on the campus is open only to Trinity 
undergraduates who may act as agents of outside firms. 
There are two groups of concessions: closed and open. (1) Closed -
those which have such a limited market that one person is granted the 
right of monopoly. (2) Open - all other concessions which are general in 
nature. The question of open or closed concessions is left to the discretion 
of the Comptroller and the Director of Student Services. 
These concessions are open solely to the Trinity College undergrad-
uates. 
Written permits must be obtained from the Treasurer's Office in 
order to conduct business. These permits must have the approval of the 
Comptroller and the Director of Student Services. Permits must be re-
newed annually. Failure to obtain a permit before conducting business or 
failure to adhere to the rules herein will result in administrative action. 
Concessions may not be sold. 
Fraternities shall handle the problem of solicitation in any manner 
they see fit. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
The following organizations form the basis for student government 
at Trinity. Most of the voting members of these organizations are elected 
by the undergraduate student body, but participation in each organization 
is not limited to elected students. The organizations are constantly seek-
ing expertise and input from any interested student. 
Student Government Association 
The Student Government Association is composed of students elected 
at large as well as one student from each committee at the College on 
which undergraduates serve. The SGA deals with a broad range of issues 
relating to student life on the campus. It is interested in hearing from 
students who have recommendations for improving the educational value 
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of T~·inity Colleg~. It oversees th~ operation of the following committees 
an? I.s the centralized, representative body for student government on the 
Tnmty College campus. 
Twice yearly the SGA publishes a Cou1·se Evaluation as a gu ide to 
courses for both students and faculty. 
Budget Committee 
The Student Budget Commi ttee, which repor ts directly to the SGA, 
is comprised of students elected by the student body; students appointed 
by the SGA; and representatives of the College administration. This com-
mittee sets policies and procedures for all recognized student organ iza-
tions, and handles the daily operation of the Student Activities Fee and 
organization budgets, pending final approval of the SGA. The SEC also 
makes recommendations to the SGA concerning student activities which 
do not fall within this committee's jurisdiction. Information concerning 
the Student Activities Budget can be obtained from the Director of Stu-
dent Services Office, or the Student Government Office. 
Mather Board of Governors 
The Mather Board of Governors is comprised of undergraduate stu-
dents, elected by the student body, and the Director of Student Ser vices, 
an ex officio member ser ving in an advisory capacity. The Board's pur-
pose is to provide a balanced schedule of diverse social and cultural activi-
ties to meet the varied interests of the Trinity College community. It is a 
committee of the Student Government Association. The Mather Board of 
Governors welcomes ideas and help from the student body. 
Mather Policy Board 
The Mather Policy Board consists of five students elected by the 
student body and the Director of Student Services. The Board monitors 
the use of Mather Campus Center and other facilities with r egard to ex-
tracurricular activities and formulates policy pertaining to such use, 
subj ect to the approval of the Student Government Association. 
Student Government Office 
The Student Government Association and the three committees listed 
above maintain an office in Mather Campus Center. 
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE 
The Student Activities Fee, which is collected by the College at the 
direction of the Student Government Association, is used to fund extra-
curricular organizations and activities. (See section on Student Organiza-
tions, below.) Proceeds of the Fee are controlled and disbursed by the 
Student Budget Committee. 
It should be consider ed a privilege to receive money from the Stu-
dent Activities Account. In order to provide for effective and efficient 
operation of the Student Activities Account, all organizations receiving 
funds are subject to the rules, regulations, and penalties established by 
the Student Budget Committee and the Student Government Association. 
In the Spring of 1976, the Student Government Association set the 
Activities Fee at $70 for the 1976-77 academic year. Four dollars ($2 
each semester ) are allotted to the Connecticut Public Interest Research 
Group ( ConnPIRG). This $2 per semester may be refunded at the request 
of the student at the start of each term. 
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GUIDE TO SERVICES OF MATHER CAMPUS CENTER 
I. USE OF COLLEGE FACILITIES 
A. Master· Calenda1· and Policy : With an average of over 3,000 
events scheduled on campus each year, it is necessary to maintain a calen-
dar of events (Master Calendar) at one location to coordinate all re-
quests and to aid in avoiding, when possible, conflicts. 
The Master Calendar Office is located in Mather Campus Center. All 
events, whether a meeting for six or a dance for six hundred, whether 
scheduled to be held in Mather Campus Center or anywhere else on cam-
pus, are to be cleared through the Master Calendar Office. Any request 
for food service, such as coffee hours or dinners, is handled at the Master 
Calendar Office as well. Check the Master Calendar befm·e planning an 
event to see if the facility is available. Make reservations early. Sched-
uling is to be done Mondays through Fridays from 9:00a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Any club or organization may sponsor an activity on campus, depend-
ing upon the availability of a facility or other events already scheduled. 
When an organization plans an event, it should assign one student to be 
in charge of making all arrangements. 
Most inquiries concerning activities from both members of the Col-
lege and off-campus individuals are received by the staff of Mather Cam-
pus Center. Give all details (name of lecturer, title of event, special 
equipment needed, etc.) when scheduling the event. If an event is can-
celled or postponed, notify the Master Calendar staff. All facilities must 
be left in good order. 
The Master Calendar Office and the Director of Student Services in 
Mather Campus Center will aid in planning, presenting and evaluating 
all programs. Staff offices are located on the second floor of the Center. 
B. Typ es of Facilities A vailable: The College offers a wide variety 
of facilities that are open for use. Check with the Master Calendar Office 
for assistance in selecting the best facility for your event. 
Dormitory lounges are used primarily as study halls and social cen-
ters of dormitories. Normally these lounges cannot be reserved by clubs 
for closed meetings or activities. They may be used by groups within the 
dormitories for social activities. Planned programs should be listed at the 
Master Calendar Office to avoid conflicts and to enable the staff to an-
swer inquiries. E vents must be registered at Mather Campus Center at 
least seventy-two hours prior to the event. All indoor parties on campus 
in public areas and fraternity houses must end no later than 1:00 a.m. 
Outdoor concerts and parties must end no later than 11 :00 p.m. 
Some classrooms are available for meetings in the evening. Inquire 
about classroom use at the Master Calendar Office. 
II. POSTAL SERVICES 
A. General In formation 
1. Use postal box numbers on all inter-campus mail for students. 
Notify your friends, relatives, and magazine publishers of your 
box number. 
2. Collect your own mail. Postal employees are not permitted to 
give mail to anyone but the addressee. 
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3. Local express companies will not deliver to individual dormitory 
rooms. Address such packages c/ o postal box of student. The 
student is responsible for picking up such shipments in the post 
office. 
4. Parcel Post delivery is made to the post office each morning. 
Notices will be placed in addressee's mail box. 
5. Special Delivery mail arriving after the post office is closed 
will be delivered to the front desk of Mather Campus Center. 
The student on duty will make every attempt to notify the ad-
dressee. If the addressee is not reached, the mail will be pro-
cessed through the College post office during regularly sched-
uled hours of operation. 
6. Themes, term or test papers cannot be accepted for distribution 
through the campus mail unless put in an envelope and ad-
dressed. 
7. When the College is clqsed for vacation or semester breaks, 
notify magazine and newspaper companies since the post office 
has no facilities to store newspapers or magazines. First class 
mail wiii be forwarded. 
8. When going on Open Semester or the Exchange Program, notify 
ail correspondents of the new address. 
B. Post Office Stuffing Policy 
1. No blanket stuffing of mail boxes is permitted. A distribution 
table on the first floor of Mather Campus Center should be used 
for flyers, publicity, etc. 
2. Questionnaires or other notices that are to be filled out and re-
turned to a certain individual cannot be handled by the post 
office unless the returning information is in envelopes with box 
numbers. Space is available at the Front Desk of Mather Cam-
pus Center to any student or organization for such returns. 
Make arrangements at the front desk. 
Ill. PUBLICITY 
A. General Information 
1. All publicity, including posters and flyers to be posted in Ma.ther 
Campus Center, should be left with the secretary in the Direc-
tor's office on the second floor. 
2. Since there are adequate bulletin boards and publicity facilities 
in Mather Campus Center, please refrain from posting anything 
on walls and doors throughout the building. This will help to 
limit damage to painted and stained surfaces. There is a mini-
mum fine of $5 per sign posted in Mather on any surface other 
than bulletin boards. 
3. Because of the large number of activities and the amount of 
publicity required for them, there is a limit of three posters per 
activity in Mather Campus Center. 
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4. Special advertising requests that cannot be handled on existing 
space allotted for the use should be cleared with a staff member 
of Mather Campus Center before the project is begun. 
5. Calendars of Events in Connecticut are posted on the Bulletin 
Board near the Front Desk. 
6. The Public Information Office will be notified by the staff of 
Mather Campus Center of all events with the exception of general 
meetings. For any off-campus publicity, contact the News Bu-
reau, Public Information Office. They are well equipped to help 
you, and they have a thorough knowledge of personnel and pro-
cedures for both local and non-local newspapers. 
Bear in mind the capacity of the facilities scheduled when 
determining whether or not to open an activity to the general 
public. The College community has first priority for all events. 
B. Bulletin Boards: There are various bulletin boards in Mather 
Campus Center and throughout the campus. 
With the large number of publicity requests, no:ices, etc., it has 
become necessary to allocate some bulletin boards in Mather Campus 
Center for specific purposes. This has been an aid to all students since 
posted material can be located easily at specific places throughout the 
building. It would be appreciated if all would cooperate by becoming 
familiar with the bulletin board scheme and would post material in the 
proper places. Since new material is posted regularly, please check bulle-
tin boards as often as possible. 
C. Print Shop: Poster making, ditto and duplicating services, in-
cluding color reproduction, are available at the print shop located in the 
basement of Mather Campus Center. Completion of posters is guaranteed 
within seven days of the order, dittos within 24 hours, and duplicating 
services within 48 hours of the order. 
The print shop operates on a "break-even" basis with the charges 
covering the cost of material and labor. To prevent unnecessary billing, 
only organizations that have money allocated from student activities funds 
to a College account, and College departments may charge for work done 
at the print shop. Please provide your account number when placing an 
order. 
Read the section on "Publicity" and "Stuffing" before requesting 
these services. 
IV. LOCKERS 
Lockers located in Mather Campus Center are for student use. There 
are a few lockers available in the bowling lanes for bowling equipment. 
The charge is $1 per academic year or any part thereof. Make arrange-
ments for lockers in the Director's office, second floor, Mather Campus 
Center. 
All lockers must be vacated the Friday before Commencement. 
V. VENDING MACHINES 
All vending machines on campus are owned and operated by private 
companies. Notify the secretary in the Director of Student Services' Of-
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fice when machines are out of order or have been vandalized. Refunds are 
available from the secretary from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 
VI. WAS HERS AND DRYERS 
These machines, located in seven locations on the campus, are all coin 
operated. Refunds for money lost in the washers and dryers are available 
from the secretary in the Director of Student Services' Office from 9 :00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Please report all out of order 
machines to this office. 
Public Use of College Facilities 
Over the years the College has received an increasing number of 
requests for use of facilities from people representing various groups 
and agencies in the area. It is impossible to honor all such requests. 
Therefore, the following guidelines have been developed: 
1. The term "the public" is understood to mean any individual, group, 
or agency not connected with the College. 
2. Requests will be considered and granted, whenever possible, in the 
following priority: 
a. Nonprofit and tax-exempt educational efforts both individually 
and organizationally sponsored. 
b. eighborhood groups and associations in Hartford, priority ac-
cording to their proximity to the College and their degree of need 
for the use requested. 
c. The City of Hartford school system, other governmental agencies, 
various state and federal agencies with special responsibilities in 
urban and educational affairs. 
d. Groups which make direct contributions to the cultural develop-
ment of the region. 
3. No requests for use can be considered when they come from individ-
uals or organizations which are not tax-exempt and nonprofit, which 
seek to use facilities for fund raising not connected with Trinity, 
which are political parties, and which are not centered in the 
Capitol Region. 
4. Public use of college facilities will not be granted when such use 
might conflict with or intrude upon normal activities of the College 
or might cause excessive wear upon or damage to the facilities. 
5. Most college facilities and areas are available for public use with the 
exception of residence halls and their lounges, areas set aside for 
faculty, administrative and staff use, the Quad and other areas 
adjacent to the residence halls, laboratories and any other areas not 
considered safe or suitable. 
6. When a request for continuing use is made, it may be granted for 
no more than one semester and never for more than one year. Any 
further use beyond that must be approved by the President of the 
College based upon a recommendation of the Vice President. 
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College Regulations 
The regulatory system of a residential college such as Trinity should 
contribute to the creation and to the maintenance of an environment in 
which teaching, learning, research and other activities related to these 
pursuits may be undertaken freely and responsibly. In order to provide 
this environment, it is imperative that each member of Trinity College 
shall have concern for himself, for others, and for the welfare of the 
community. 
The College Charter provides that the disciplinary responsibility and 
authority of Trinity College reside in the Board of Trustees. The Board 
of Trustees charges the President of the College as its chief executive 
officer to see that both order and justice prevail, and also to keep the 
Board of Trustees closely advised if problems arise in either of these 
areas which would call for action by the Trustees. 
Complaints arising under College Regulations are handled through 
the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dispute 
(see below). 
The following Regulations are presented for the information of 
members of the community, who are expected to be familiar with them. 
A. Offenses applicable to faculty, administrators, students and 
their respective organizations, when such offenses occur on cam-
pus, in housing administered by the College, or at College-spon-
sored events : 
1. Physical or other abuse or physical assault of any person. 
2. The unauthorized use or unauthorized possession of weapons such 
as firearms, air rifles, ammunition, explosives, or fireworks of all 
kinds. 
3. Turning in a false fire alarm. 
4. Tampering with or rendering inoperable any structures, equip-
ment or supplies that are for the common safety and welfare. 
5. Dishonesty such as forgery, or unauthorized alteration, use or 
theft of College property. Cases of academic dishonesty are ad-
judicated by the Academic Affairs Committee under separate 
procedures that have been developed for such cases. (See section 
on Academic Dishonesty, below.) 
6. Misuse of instruments of identification. 
7. Knowingly furnishing false information to or of the College. 
8. Disturbance of the peace or disorderly or indecent conduct. 
9. Interference with members of the College community in the per-
formance of their duties. 
10. Interference with free and open discussion, including the disrup-
tion of invited speakers. 
11. Interference with entrance to or egress from the College or any 
College facility. 
12. Discrimination against a member of the College community on 
the basis of race, creed, color, sex, or national origin. 
13. Theft or willful destruction, damage, defacement, or misuse of 
College property or of the property of others. 
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14. Unauthorized entry into College buildings or storage areas. 
15. Repeated violation of campus regulations on the operation and 
parking of vehicles. 
16. Interference with authorized recruitment. 
B. Offenses applicable to special groups or special occasions, includ-
ing among others : 
17. a. Violation of administrative regulations concerning dances, 
parties, organized social affairs, etc. 
b. Violation of the special administrative regulations in force 
during vacation periods. 
c. Violation of the special administrative regulations governing 
the conduct of fraternity affairs. 
18. The uses of alcoholic beverages: 
a. Students are expected to observe the Connecticut law prohibit-
ing the purchase of alcoholic beverages by a minor and the 
serving of alcoholic beverages to a minor by a person other 
than his parent or guardian. 
b. The possession of alcoholic beverages by students under 18 
years of age, even in the event that such beverages have been 
purchased legally in another state, is strictly prohibited by 
Connecticut law. 
c. Students 18 years of age may consume alcoholic beverages on 
campus only in their fraternity houses or dormitories. 
d. No member of the community shall be required to contribute 
to any arrangement for the purchase of alcoholic beverages as 
a condition of his membership in any college-associated organ-
ization or activity. 
e. Common courtesy requires that non-alcoholic beverages be 
available at all social functions at which alcoholic beverages 
are served. 
f. Public display of drinking is not permitted on the Trinity 
campus. 
g. Intoxication in no way releases an individual from full re-
sponsibility for the consequences of his actions. 
19. Students are expected to observe all local, state and Federal 
laws and ordinances relating to gambling. 
20. Essential to any ordered community is the right of individuals to 
regulate their own personal lives without undue interference or 
intrusion. Thus it is sensible that Trinity College strive to pro-
tect the interests of its community members in upholding the 
principle of privacy while expecting compliance with those regu-
lations that govern the corporate life of the College. The preserva-
tion of this principle and the accompanying respect for these re-
sponsibilities are integral parts of the College's general concern 
for the quality of life on campus. 
Each individual must make decisions which involve moral judg-
ments and which often affect others as well as himself. It is recog-
nized that no set of regulations can enforce morality, but the Col-
lege has an obligation to assure an environment in which members 
of this community can work out a system of values appropriate 
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to the dignity of the human person. The community expects its 
members to strive toward a quality of human relations which 
inspires a high regard for one another as mature persons. As 
long as there is manifest support of this ideal by the members 
of our community, actions in private that do not violate the Jaw 
or do not abuse the rights of others will be protected against 
official intrusion. The maintenance of this principle assumes a 
climate of collective responsibility and a genuine continuing con-
cern for the welfare of all. 
In accordance with these considerations, the following regula-
tions apply: 
a. When a member of the police or of another government 
agency seeks permission of the College to search a student's 
room, such permission will not be granted without a warrant. 
When a College official seeks access to a student's room to de-
termine compliance with College regulations applicable to 
that living unit, the student should be notified in advance of 
such planned entry and should be permitted to be present. If 
the student is not present, then a disinterested person will be 
sought to accompany the official. In emergencies, where dan-
ger to life, safety, health or property is reasonably feared, en-
try does not require advance notice. In all cases entry should 
be signalled by a knock on the door. Whenever a student's 
room has been entered by a College official, and the occupant 
was not present, then the occupant will be notified as soon as 
possible thereafter by the appropriate official. 
b. Students may entertain guests in their rooms at their own dis-
cretion. In such cases, students should recognize that the fol-
lowing provisions must be upheld: 
1) federal, state, and local Jaws and such College regulations 
as apply shall be observed; 
2) no disturbance which constitutes a public nuisance or in-
fringes upon the rights of others in the building shall be 
condoned; 
3) no exploitation or coercion of any other person shall be 
allowed ; and 
4) the College does not condone overnight visits by members 
of the opposite sex; 
5) appropriate arrangements for the comfort and safety of 
guests shall be provided. 
Individual freedom in a residential community can exist only 
when people conduct their lives with ordinary prudence. Collec-
tive responsibility requires action by offended parties. Therefore 
complaints by a community member should be made promptly 
to the appropriate official. 
21. Motor Vehicles: Motor vehicles shall be operated in a manner 
which regards the safety of the members of the Trinity commun-
ity and the larger community. As improper parking of motor 
vehicles on campus may infringe upon the rights of other persons, 
endanger the common safety, and interfere with the orderly con-
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PENALTIES 
Penalties authorized by the College are fines, pensums, admonition, 
censure, restriction, suspension, dismissal, and expulsion. 
Fines are imposed, for example, for parking violations, damage to College 
property, and the like. 
Pensums are assignments of extra work, often imposed in an effort to give 
punishment a constructive or rehabilitative function. 
Restriction is imposed upon an individual to prevent him from partici-
pating in some aspect of the College's operations and life. 
Admonition is a formal warning of the incurrence of serious blame. 
Notice of admonition is sent to a student's parent or guardian, a faculty 
member's chairman, or to the President in case the warning involves an 
administrator. 
Censu1·e is the result of more serious blame than that for which admoni-
tion is given. Notice of censure is published for the College community. 
Censured persons are not in good standing, are not eligible for honorable 
dismissal, and may be automatically suspended if they receive a second 
censure. Notice of censure is placed on the student's permanent r ecord 
card, either permanently or for a length of time specified when the cen-
sure is imposed. 
Suspension is a temporary separation from the College and may involve 
the performance of specified tasks. 
Dismissal is the permanent separation of a member from the College. 
Expulsion is dishonorable dismissal. 
Suspensions, dismissals and expulsions are permanently recorded on the 
student's permanent record card. 
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES IN MATTERS 
OF DISCIPLINE & DISPUTE 
Whenever any member of the student body, of the faculty or of 
the administration believes that a student has violated tte published 
Regulations of the College or that conditions necessary to a proper 
academic environment have been impaired, he should bring a complaint 
before the Dean of Students. Initially, complaints may be either verbal 
or in writing. 
One may bring a complaint on one's own behalf, on the behalf of 
some other member of the community, or on behalf of what one considers 
the interests of the institution. (When a complaint is brought to tte Dean 
by a group on its own behalf, the complaint will be presented by two 
persons designated by the group as its representatives. Once a complaint 
is brought to the Dean, and after he has verified that they have been 
designated by a group as its representatives, these two persons, or 
replacements designated by the group, will be expected to continue as 
would any other complainants involved in these procedures.) 
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Within a reasonable time after a complaint is made, the Dean will 
discuss it with the complainant and determine what course to follow. 
When the Dean determines that the complaint does not involve a 
possible violation of a published Regulation, he will hold a conference 
with the complainant and the person complained against, giving whatever 
advice seems appropriate and seeking to arrange a solution acceptable 
to all parties concerned. If no solution is possible, the Dean may, at his 
discretion, refer the matter to a Board of Inquiry, composed of a student, 
a tenured faculty member and an administrator chosen from the nine-
member Board of Inquiry Panel, for advice or arbitration. 
When the Dean determines that the complaint does involve a possible 
violation of a published Regulation, the following procedures will be 
followed: 
I) After discussing the matter with the complainant, and after 
completing such investigation as he deems necessary, the Dean will ar-
range a conference with the complainant and the person complained 
against, referred to hereafter as the respondent. At the conference .the 
Dean will 'attempt to work out a resolution of the matter that protects the 
interests of both parties and is acceptable to all concerned. Resort to 
formal hearings will be avoided whenever possible. When, however, either 
the complainant or respondent is not satisfied with the resolution sug-
gested by the Dean, he may so state in writing and request a hearing 
before a Board of Inquiry. 
II ) Whenever a complainant or respondent requests a formal hear-
ing, the Dean will ask the complainant immediately to provide him with a 
formal written statement of the complaint, complete with a bill of par-
ticulars regarding the nature of the alleged offense, its consequences, 
its date and location, witnesses and so forth. This statement will also 
include a pledge by the complainant that he will attend and participate in 
any subsequent hearings stemming from the complaint. 
III) Within a reasonable time, but no longer than 72 hours after 
receiving a formal complaint, the Dean will provide a copy of it to the 
respondent. Within 48 hours after the Dean sends him a copy of the com-
plaint, the respondent shall reply in writing to the Dean that: 
A) He acknowledges the validity of the complaint, in which 
event the Dean will take whatever disciplinary action he deems 
appropriate ; 
or 
B) He denies the validity of the complaint. In this event he 
will include a summary of his reasons for denying the complaint's 
validity, name witnesses on his behalf, and state that he will attend 
and participate in any subsequent hearings stemming from the 
complaint. 
If the respondent does not reply within 48 hours, or if he does 
not pledge to attend and participate in the hearing, the Dean may 
proceed to conduct the necessary hearings himself and take whatever 
action he deems appropriate. 
IV) If the respondent has denied the validity of the complaint, and 
if, after a final conference, it is impossible to reach a resolution accept-
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able to all concerned, then the Dean will empanel a Board of Inquiry, 
composed of one student, one tenured faculty member and one adminis-
trator, each chosen from the Board of Inquiry Panel. The Dean will in-
form the complainant and the respondent of the hearing date, will review 
the procedures to be followed, and will give both parties such other in-
formation as seems pertinent. The Dean and the Board will then proceed 
to conduct the necessary hearings. 
V) The following rules and procedures will govern all hearings: 
A) Neither a complainant nor a respondent may peremptorily 
disqualify a member of a Board of Inquiry, but if either party 
objects to one of the Dean's selections for the Board, he may state 
his reasons in writing and the Dean shall have the authority to 
replace the person objected to with another person of the same 
status from the Board of Inquiry Panel. 
B ) The Dean will serve as the presiding officer throughout the 
hearing. If he must absent himself from a part of a hearing ses-
sion, the Board will choose one of its members to preside at the hear-
ing until the Dean's return. 
C) The complainant and the respondent are required to attend 
all sessions of the hearing, except that either may be excused at 
his own request by the Dean of Students. No hearing session will be 
held without the complainant and the respondent having been given 
ample notice and opportunity to attend. 
D) The Dean of Students will summon all witnesses, and any 
member of the student body, the faculty or the administration is 
expected to respond to such a summons. From time to time other 
members of these groups may be called for consultative purposes, 
and they too are expected to respond. 
E) The Dean will normally attend all sessions of a hearing, and 
he will provide such assistance and services as are required by the 
Board of Inquiry. As presiding officer he will serve to initiate a 
hearing, to summon all parties to it, to summon witnesses and, when 
needed, consultants. It will be his responsibility to interpret the Col-
lege Regulations, to inform the Board of correct procedures, to rule, 
with the Board's agreement, on the relevance of questions asked by 
parties to the case and to rule on questions which are redundant, 
and to see that fair treatment and an opportunity for civil and order-
ly participation are accorded to all parties. 
F) The Dean will cause to be kept a full and accurate record 
of all hearing sessions. 
G) Each party to a case may be accompanied by one adviser 
during each hearing session. Advisers may not participate directly 
in the session, but they may consult freely with the person whom 
they are advising. Ordinarily, the adviser will be a member of the 
College; but an outside adviser may be present at the request of the 
complainant or the respondent if the presiding officer agrees. 
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H) Hearings will be private and the proceedings kept con-
fidential. Witnesses will appear individually, as will consultants; 
and the latter may appear at any time in the proceedings that the 
presiding officer thinks proper. When a consultant is called to 
provide medical or psychological information about one of the 
parties to a case, that consultant may, with the concurrence of the 
presiding officer, exclude from the hearing room the complainant, 
the respondent, or both. 
VI) Ordinarily, the hearing will follow this sequence: 
A) At the outset, the Dean will read aloud the complaint and 
the response, written copies of which will be provided to the mem-
bers of the Board of Inquiry and to the complainant and respondent. 
The Dean will specify the College Regulations involved in the matter 
and the alleged actions by the respondent that would constitute a 
violation of these Regulations. (If it is subsequently determined that 
Regulations other than those specified by the Dean are involved, the 
Dean will promptly inform all parties of this fact in writing.) The 
Dean may at this time set forth basic factual questions to be an-
swered during the hearings. The Dean will then offer the complain-
ant and the respondent time to comment on the statements he has 
read and on the list of factual questions which he has presented. 
B) The Board and the Dean will hear testimony from the 
parties to the case. During this phase of the hearing only the com-
plainant, the respondent, and their advisers shall be present. Next, 
the Board and the Dean will question the complainant, then the re-
spondent will be given an opportunity to question the complainant. 
Next the Board and the Dean will question the respondent, and then 
the complainant will have an opportunity to question him. In the 
event that there is more than one complainant and/ or more than one 
respondent, the Dean and the Board will determine the order in 
which parties are to be questioned. 
C) If witnesses have been summoned, they will next appear, 
one by one and in an order determined by the presiding officer. Each 
witness will be questioned first by the members of the Board and 
the Dean, then by the parties to the case. Witnesses may be recalled 
to the hearing as required. 
D) After all witnesses have appeared and been questioned, the 
Board and the Dean will question the complainant and the respon-
dent. The complainant and respondent will also be provided a final 
opportunity to question one another. 
E) The hearing will then recess for a reasonable period of 
time to permit the complainant and the respondent each to prepare 
a summary of his position, or such statement as he thinks appro-
priate. Ordinarily, this summary or statement will be written. 
F) The hearing will then resume with the presentation of the 
summary or statement of, first, the complainant and, then, the re-
spondent. After the Board and the Dean have had an opportunity to 
ask final questions, the hearing will adjourn. 
VII) Within a reasonable time after the hearing adjourns, the 
Board of Inquiry will, in writing, report its findings of fact to the Dean, 
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together with any additional information or explanation it thinks neces-
sary. The Board will also recommend penalties or other actions where 
it deems them appropriate, together with its rationale for such recom-
mendations. After such study as he finds necessary, the Dean may concur 
with and implement the Board's recommendations; or he may reconvene 
the Board, state that he does not concur, specify the action he thinks 
appropriate and attempt to reach an agreement with the Board. If agree-
ment is not reached, the Dean may then implement the decision he deems 
appropriate, providing the Board with a written statement of his reasons 
for doing so. This written statement will become a part of the record of 
the proceedings and will be forwarded to the Board of Reconsideration 
if either the complainant or the respondent requests reconsideration. 
At the same time that the Board reports its findings to the Dean, 
it may also make general policy recommendations suggested by the case 
at hand. The Dean, who may also make such recommendations at this 
time, will forward any such recommendations to the President of the 
College for consideration. 
At the conclusion of each case heard by a Board of Inquiry, the 
Dean will issue a public statement setting forth: 1) the nature of 
the complaint heard and the College Regulations that were involved; 2) 
the names of the members of the Board of Inquiry who heard the 
matter; 3) a summary of the Board's findings and recommendations; 4) 
the decision finally implemented by the Dean. Ordinarily this statement 
will not identify the complainant and the respondent by name. 
VIII) If the complainant or the respondent wishes a reconsidera-
tion of the Dean's final decision, that person will so inform the Vice 
President of the College in writing within 48 hours; and that officer 
will empanel a Board of Reconsideration, composed of one member of the 
senior class, one tenured faculty member and one administrator chosen 
from the Board of Reconsideration Panel. 
The Vice President will furnish the Board with all pertinent evi-
dence, records, findings and statements for review; and if it thinks it 
necessary, the Board may rehear a case in its entirety, following the 
procedures outlined above, except that the Vice President will have 
the responsibilities of the Dean of Students. 
The Board will have the authority to recommend to the Vice Presi-
dent modifications of the Dean of Students' decisions or actions, or it 
may recommend that the Dean be upheld. Within a reasonable time after 
the Board reports its recommendations to the Vice President, he will 
either concur and implement them, or he will reconvene the Board and 
proceed in a manner identical to that followed by the Dean of Students 
in a case of nonconcurrence with a Board of Inquiry. 
IX) Other pertinent information: 
A) At any time between the initial receipt of a complaint 
and the start of hearings, the Dean may suspend temporarily (i.e., 
for no more than 72 hours when classes are in session) any party 
to a case whose continued presence he believes would constitute a 
danger to the person himself, to other members of the community, 
or to the well-being of the institution. Such temporary suspensions 
will not be entered on the student's permanent record. 
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B) Disciplinary action under these administrative procedures 
will be taken only when the complaint involves a published Regula-
tion of the College. 
C) The Board of Inquiry Panel, from which the Dean of Stu-
dents will select members of the Board of Inquiry, shall consist of 
three students who have been enrolled and on campus for at least 
four semesters, three administrators, and three tenured faculty 
members serving on the Faculty Adjudicative Panel. The Board of 
Reconsideration Panel, from which the Vice President will select 
members of Boards of Reconsideration, shall consist of two mem-
bers of the senior class, two administrators, and two tenured faculty 
members from the Faculty Adjudicative Panel. Student and faculty 
members of the Board of Inquiry and the Board of Reconsideration 
Panels are elected by the groups they represent; the administration 
members are appointed by the President. 
D) The relation of the Vice President to a Board of Reconsid-
eration will be the same as that of the Dean to a Board of Inquiry. 
E) Boards of Inquiry will function only during those periods 
when classes are in session at the College and during Open Periods. 
During vacations and examination periods the Dean may either hold 
a complaint in abeyance until classes resume or he may take what-
ever other actions seem necessary. During the summer, the Dean, or 
in his absence an appropriate officer designated by him, will hear 
complaints and take such disciplinary action as may be warranted. 
F) Requests for reconsideration of a disciplinary action may 
be submitted to the Vice President during a vacation or examination 
period. A Board of Reconsideration will meet only while the College 
is in regular session. At other times the Vice President may hold 
requests in abeyance, or he may take such action as he deems neces-
sary. 
G) The Dean of Students will be available to assist complain-
ants and respondents to prepare their written complaints and re-
sponses, and to provide other pertinent advice. 
H) It must be recognized that the above administrative pro-
cedures are not capable of application to instances arising out of 
complaints caused by the concerted action of sizable numbers of 
students. Should such an action occur, the Dean of Students will re-
tain authority to act in the best interests of the College and to invoke 
summary suspension. He may also seek the aid of the civil authori-
ties and take action under the law. Following such an instance, should 
College disciplinary procedures be employed, they will be similar to 
those described herein. 
COMPLAINTS AGAINST FACULTY 
AND ADMINISTRATION 
A student who believes that a member of the faculty or administra-
tion has violated a published Regulation of the College may bring a 
complaint to the Dean of Students. The Dean will then confer with the 
officer of the College immediately superior to the person complained 
against. If it is not possible to bring about a resolution of the complaint 
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informally and to the satisfaction of all concerned, the Dean may empanel 
a Board of Inquiry, composed of one student, one tenured faculty mem-
ber and one administrator chosen from the Board of Inquiry Panel, to 
hear the matter. The hearing will be governed by the same rules and 
procedures that apply when a student is the respondent. 
At the conclusion of its deliberations, the Board of Inquiry will 
report its findings and recommendations to the officer of the College 
immediately superior to the respondent. That officer may concur with 
and implement the Board's recommendations; or, if he does not concur, 
he will then proceed in a manner identical to that of the Dean of Students 
in a case of nonconcurrence with a Board of Inquiry . 
If either the complainant or the respondent is dissatisfied with the 
final decision, that person may appeal for a reconsideration to the 
President of the College, who shall have final authority in such cases. 
The application of these Procedures to faculty members shall be 
limited to those cases in which the complaint would lead to a maximum 
penalty of fine or admonition. If at any time in the proceedings against a 
faculty member it should appear that more serious action might be 
considered, such action should be pursued in light of provisions in The 
Faculty Manual and of American Association of University Professors 
guidelines. 
ARBITRATION OF DISPUTES 
When students or groups of students find it impossible to settle 
or terminate disputes, either party may address the Dean of Students 
and request arbitration. In most instances the Dean will attempt to settle 
such disputes in his own office, without resort to formal hearings. When 
such a settlement appears unlikely, however, the Dean will convene a 
Board of Inquiry, composed of one student, one tenured faculty member 
and one administrator chosen from the Board of Inquiry Panel, and ask 
it to hear both sides. 
After such hearings and deliberations as it finds necessary, the 
Board will hand down the settlement it believes proper. It may also 
establish penalties to be imposed should either party fail to adhere to the 
settlement. 
COLLEGE POLICY ON FELONIES 
1) In the event that a student has been charged by any public prose-
cutor, grand jury, or in any court with a felony, there shall be an inquiry 
to determine whether the student should continue in student status, or 
whether he should be suspended until the issue is resolved in the courts 
because his continued presence is considered a threat to the physical 
safety of himself and/ or others, or a threat to college property. The pre-
liminary inquiry will be conducted by the Dean of Students. At the con-
clusion of his inquiry, the Dean will either notify the student that he may 
remain in student status pending court disposition of the charge, or the 
Dean will refer the matter for a hearing by a Board of Inquiry composed 
of two students, two tenured faculty members and two administrators 
chosen from the Board of Inquiry Panel. At the conclusion of the hear-
ing, the Board will recommend to the Dean either that the student be 
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suspended or that he be permitted to remain in student status. The Deu, 
who shall attend all hearing sessions, may concur with and implement 
the Board's recommendation or he may, after conferring with the Board, 
state his nonconcurrence and implement the decision he thinks appro-
priate. In the event of the Dean's necessary absence, another officer of 
the administration, designated by the President, shall act in his stead. 
(If the President or his deputy has found it necessary to invoke summary 
suspension, a Board of Inquiry hearing will occur as soon as practicable, 
and not later than 72 hours after the original suspension when classes 
are in session.) 
2) Whenever convicted of a felony, a student 
indefinitely. 
3) If convicted of a felony and then released on probation, or if 
convicted and imprisoned for any period of time and then released on 
parole, or if convicted and released on bond pending appeal, or if con-
victed and released after serving his sentence, the student may petition 
the Dean of Students for readmission. A panel of six persons - two 
students, two tenured faculty members and two administrators - will 
then conduct a private hearing to advise the Dean as to whether the stu-
dent should be readmitted to the College, or whether he should be denied 
readmission because he is considered potentially harmful to himself or 
to others in the College or because his presence would be detrimental to 
the College. The panel may also propose special conditions under which 
readmission would be permitted. The Dean of Students, who shall attend 
all hearings, may concur with and implement the panel's decision or he 
may, after conferring with the panel, state his nonconcurrence and im-
plement the decision he thinks appropriate. 
4) In cases where felony charges are held in nolle prosequi, a student 
who had been suspended pending court disposition of the case may 
petition the Dean for readmission in accordance with the procedures 
outlined above. If the student had not been suspended pending court dis-
position of his case, he shall retain student status if the charges are 
held in nolle prosequi. 
5) In all hearings the person being heard may have counsel, but 
may not have counsel act directly for him at the hearing. The person 
being heard may call witnesses and may question witnesses called by 
others. The person being heard may not challenge panel members. All 
hearings shall be conducted with scrupulous regard for fairness and 
equity. All hearings will be private and th(! proceedings confidential. All 
pertinent documents and exhibits and all notes on the hearing will be 
transmitted under seal to the Vice President's office at the conclusion 
of the hearing, and they shall not be a part of the student's regular Col-
lege file. 
6) In any case where it is unclear whether the charge is a felony 
or a misdemeanor, the Dean of Students will seek clarification, and when-
ever he deems the charge sufficiently serious, he shall invoke the pro-
cedures outlined above. 
7) Nothing in this policy shall nullify a student's right to appeal 
to the President of the College. 
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REGULATIONS ON DRUG USAGE 
The use of drugs has become so widespread a danger in society that 
no college or university can ignore the problem. Thus, certain members 
of the College staff are available to those who become involved so that 
they may obtain appropriate confidential counseling and medical · assist-
ance. Their services have been effective, and the College enc::mrages their 
use by students who find need for them. The College is concerned with 
preventing the serious difficulties which arise for the individual from 
illegal drug usage and from illegal drug distribution. 
There are, however, other aspects to illegal drug usage and distribu-
tion. The College community should be fully informed of the possible con-
sequences. Therefore, the following regulations apply. Members of the 
community should be aware of the deleterious effects which drugs and 
the traffic in drugs may have upon the individual and upon the welfare 
of the academic institution. 
Regulations 
1. Students are expected to be aware of and to observe the Connecti-
cut and Federal statutes concerning the illegal possession, distribu-
tion, sale, manufacture, prescription, and/ or administration of those 
drugs which "contain any quantity of a substance which has been 
designated as subject to Federal narcotic laws, or which has been 
designated as a depressant or stimulant drug pursuant t? Federal 
food and drug laws, or which has been designated by the public 
health counci l and commissioner of consumer protection pursuant to 
section 19-451 as having a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic 
effect upon the higher functions of the central nervous system and 
as having a tendency to promote abuse or psychological or physio -
logical dependence, or both. Controlled drugs are classifiable as 
amphetamine-type, barbiturate-type, cannabis-type, cocaine-type, 
hallucinogenic, morphine-type and other stimulant and depressant 
drugs. Specifically excluded from controlled drugs are alcohol, nico-
tine and caffeine." 
2. Although the College wishes to counsel, aid, and advise individuals 
and groups who are having difficulty with drugs, the College may 
find itself obligated to apprise the appropriate public agencies when 
it has knowledge of violations, because the possession, use, sale, 
manufacture, prescription or distribution of illegal drugs is an 
offense against Connecticut and Federal laws. 
3. Students charged with and/ or convicted of felonious possession, 
use or sale of drugs will be subject to the College Policy on Felonies 
(see above) . 
Nothing in these regulations alters the concern of the administration 
and faculty to help those individuals who wish counseling on drugs. The 
hope is that we can maintain a healthy campus community, a prospect 
severely jeopardized by the use of dangerous drugs and by certain activi-
ties related to drugs. The welfare of Trinity College requires frank recog-
nition of the risks involved and continuance of a search for effective 
means to solve this problem. 
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Pets 
Students are not permitted to have dogs, cats or other pets at 
College. This prohibition is designed to protect the health, safety 
convenience of all members of the community. Any student who 
the ban on pets will be subject to disciplinary action. Violaters may 
be removed from College housing, since the housing contract 
that no animals are permitted. 
Age of Majority 
Since October 2, 1972 eighteen has been the age of majority 
Connecticut law. As a consequence of the new age of majority, the TrinitJ 
College Council made the following recommendations to the President of 
the College, and they were subsequently approved by the Trustees aa 
College policy: 
1) That catalogues, viewbooks, student handbooks and similar ma-
terials prepared by the College inform those who read them: a) that in 
Connecticut the age of majority is 18 and that under the law, students 
that age and older hr.ve tne full rights and responsibilities of all other 
adults, and b) that, as a matter of principle, in keeping with College 
policy, students normally be dealt with directly in matters pertaining to 
college bills, grades, academic credit, and academic and disciplinary status, 
and c) that, recognizing the extent of familial involvement in the stu-
dent's education, the various offices of the College, at the request of the 
student, provide bills and information on academic progress and academic 
and disciplinary status to parents and guardians. 
2 ) That each newly admitted student who signifies his intent of 
enrolling at the College be requested to make known, in the event he is 
not to be the sole recipient of bills and academic and disciplinary status 
reports, etc., the persons other than himself to whom any one or all of 
the following are to be sent during his student career: a) bills owed to 
the College; b) grade reports ; c) notices of academic probation; d) no-
tices of faculty actions other than probation affecting student status; e) 
notices of disciplinary actions, more serious than "admonition," affecting 
student status. 
Each year the Registrar provides students with a form on which to 
signify to whom they wish each of the items in Number 2, above, to be 
sent. 
It should be noted that under Federal Jaw the parent or legal guard-
ian of a student who is classified as a dependent for income tax purposes 
has a right to information about that student without the College having 
to seek the student's consent. Thus upon the written request of a parent 
or legal guardian of a dependent student, the College will honor this right 
to the extent required by law. 
Statement On In-Loco-Parentis 
In matters not involving the immediate physical well-being of a stu-
dent, neither the faculty nor the administration assumes what has been 
generally referred to as an in-loco-parentis role. A student is expected to 
conduct his life with ordinary prudence. When his conduct on campus or 
at college-sponsored events falls significantly short of this expectation, 
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College can rely on its own disciplinary and judicial procedures to 
the necessary correction or redress. For misconduct off campus, 
student must accept the consequences of action taken against him 
civil authority. In such cases, the College does not shield him from the 
of his actions. The College believes this position to be 
proper, not only with regard to his education and development as a person, 
but also because a college student should not enjoy a status of special 
privilege. The College will not arrange bail or provide legal service to 
students in difficulty with the law. In these rare cases of incarceration, 
the College will expect a student to arrange his own release either 
through his own or his parents' efforts. The College will, however, advise 
a student who is seeking legal assistance. 
Social Affairs 
Trinity College expects that all social events will be conducted in an 
orderly fashion with due regard for the rights and sensitivities of guests 
and of neighbors in surrounding areas, and with special recognition of the 
needs of fellow undergraduates for an environment in which they can 
undertake their studies and other academic obligations. With these con-
siderations in mind, the College has established the following regulations 
with regard to parties, dances, concerts and other student social events 
on College property or in the fraternity houses: 
1. All parties, dances, concerts and other student social events 
must be registered with the Master Calendar Office in Mather 
Campus Center at least three days prior to the event. If College 
facilities are needed for the event, they may be reserved 
through the Director of Master Calendar and Special Events. 
2. Parties, concerts and similar activities may not be held on the 
Quad or in similar areas at hours when classes are being held. 
3. All indoor parties must end by 1:00 a.m. and all outdoor parties 
by 11:00 p.m. 
4. The proper conduct of a party or other social event is the re-
sponsibility of the officers of the sponsoring organization. In 
the event a party or other social event is not sponsored by an 
organized group, the student or students who reserve the fa-
cilities being used are responsible for the conduct of persons in 
attendance. 
5. When liquor is served at a party, it can only be served until 
12:30 a.m. It is expected that Connecticut law against serving 
liquor to under-age persons will be observed; it is also expected 
that laws concerning drugs and gambling will be observed. 
6. The officers in charge of each party, or the persons responsible 
for the party if it is not sponsored by an organized group, will 
make themselves known to any guests. 
7. At the close of each party it is the responsibility of the officers 
or other responsible students in charge to persuade the depart-
ers to leave quietly and expeditiously. 
The normal penalty for violation of the above regulations is Censure 
for one year. 
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In an emergency officers of the sponsoring organization or studenta 
responsible for the conduct of the event may end the event early if theJ 
deem necessary. Such action should be reported to the Office of the Dean 
of Students as soon as possible. Members of the Security staff may also 
terminate a social event in an emergency or if the event has continued 
beyond the designated closing time. 
When a member of a College organization in its designated faci lities 
or function exceeds reasonable limits of conduct, the president of the or-
ganization (or his designated deputy) is expected to take corrective ac-
tion. The College holds the president of the organization directly respon-
sible for the conduct of members at organizational events. If the member-
ship is not responsive to the president's directives, he .should resign. Un-
less a new president can be elected to whom the membership will be re-
sponsive, the organization will lose College recognition and will not be 
allowed to use Trinity facilities or to function at the · College. When ap-
propriate, the Student Government Association may also take action 
against student organizations which violate regulations established by the 
SGA or by the College. 
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Registration 
Toward the end of each semester students designate the courses 
they intend to take the following semester. This process, pre-registration, 
involves selecting courses, obtaining the approval of the faculty adviser 
and instructors, and presenting the properly completed forms to the Reg-
istrar. There is a substantial fine for late pre-registration or registration. 
Registration occurs just prior to the beginning of classes and is, 
essentially, a confirmation of the information submitted at pre-registra-
tion. Students with grades of incomplete in three or more courses during 
a term may not register for more than three courses in the succeeding 
term. 
The first two weeks following registration are designated Change of 
Program period (10 days for Physical Education), and during this time 
students may drop or add courses with the permission of their faculty 
adviser and the instructor of the course added. Courses dropped during 
the Change of Program period are not entered on the permanent record 
card. Following the Change of Program period and for the first two-
thirds of the semester, courses dropped are entered on the permanent 
record card and are marked Drop. Courses may not be dropped during 
the final one-third of the semester. 
Each semester any full-time student may take one academic course 
on a Pass/ Fail basis, provided the course is not required for the major 
and provided that the student was not on academic probation for either 
of the two preceding semesters. (Physical education courses may be taken 
Pass/ Fail in addition to the one academic course.) The Pass/ Fail desig-
nation is "made at registration and may be changed by the student at any 
time during the first two weeks of classes. After the first two weeks and 
prior to the last two weeks of classes the student may notify the Regis-
trar that he wishes to receive a letter grade in his Pass/ Fail course. After 
the first two weeks of classes the student may not convert to Pass/ Fail 
a course which he had elected to take for a letter grade. Those teaching 
or taking student-taught courses are graded only on a Pass/ Fail basis, 
and the option may not be used for one of these courses and for another 
academic course in the same semester. 
Graduate courses may be taken by undergraduates with the per-
mission of the faculty adviser, the instructor, and the Graduate Office. 
Students who register for six course credits are charged an additional 
fee. Courses may be audited by degree candidates with permission of the 
instructor. No examinations or credit are given for audited courses, and 
no entry made on the permanent record. 
Student-Taught Courses 
Information for Students Preparing Proposals 
I. Pr·ocedures and Deadlines for application: A student who desires to 
offer his own course as provided by the curriculum (see Catalogue) 
should take the following steps: 
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II. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Draw up a proposal according to the format below. 
Obtain a Faculty Supervisor to assist in developing 
posal and to oversee the teaching of the course. 
Obtain an Outside Examiner to evaluate the work of the studenta 
enrolled in the course. 
Submit a copy of the proposal to each member of the Curriculum 
Committee. Deadlines : October 15, 1976, for a course to be 
taught in the Trinity Term, 1976-77. March 1, 1977 for a course 
to be taught in the Christmas Term, 1977-78. 
Submit to the coordinator of the Student-Taught Courses: 
1. A written statement from the Faculty Supervisor indicating 
his approval of the course as proposed and the way in 
which he intends to supervise it. 
2. A written statement from the Outside Examiner indicating 
his willingness to evaluate the students who take the course. 
3. A written comment from the chairman or director if the 
course falls within the boundaries of a department or pro-
gram. 
Fo1·mat of the proposal: This proposal should be specific and de-
tailed in its presentation, for the Curriculum Committee will only 
approve courses which combine worthwhile subject matter, carefully 
conceived structure, and thorough preparation of the teacher. 
Date: 
Name of student: Class: 
Campus address : 
Title of proposed course: 
Name of Faculty Supervisor: 
Name (and address) of Outside Examiner: 
A. Course description 
1. Objectives of the course 
2. Outline of the course including a timetable 
3. Conduct of the course (lecture, seminar, etc.) 
B. Materials and resources 
1. Books and/ or projects to be assigned 
2. Special assignments (labs, field experiences, trips, etc.) 
3. Special lecturers and/ or consultants 
4. Materials to be used by student-teacher in preparation of the 
course including a bibliography 
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Careful account should be taken of the adequacy of the College 
facilities to support the course and any expenses which the Col-
lege might be expected to sustain. In addition, regard should be 
given to expenditures required of students. 
C. Arrangements 
1. Number of class meetings and their length 
2. Limits of student enrollment. (The absolute maximum en-
rollment is fifteen students.) 
3. Amount of course credit recommended for students success-
fully completing the course 
D. Justification 
1. Why do you want to teach this course? 
2. What would this course contribute to the curriculum of 
Trinity College? 
Signature of the student: 
Signature of the Faculty Supervisor: 
Signature of the Outside Examiner: 
III. Responsibilities of the student-teache1·: Once a course is approved, 
the student-teacher is solely responsible for all aspects of that course, 
other than final evaluations, including : 
A. Arrangements for meeting time and place (see the Recorder). 
B. Preparation of book lists for library reserve and the ordering 
of library books, if necessary, at least two months before the 
course is to be offered (see the Librarian). 
C. Submission of book orders to the Bookstore at least two months 
before the course is to be offered (see the Manager of the Book-
store). 
D. Signing of permission slips for pre-registration. 
IV. Responsibility of the faculty supervisor: The supervisor will assume 
the same responsibility for the student-taught course that a depart-
ment chairman does when an instructor in his department must with-
draw from a course before it is completed. 
The coordinator of Student-Taught Courses for the Curriculum Com-
mittee is Professor Andrew Gold. Procedures for application and prepara-
tion of a proposal should be discussed with him before submission to 
the Committee. 
Individually Tailored Interdisciplinary Majors 
A student wishing to construct his own interdisciplinary major must, 
in consultation with two faculty sponsors and with the advice of the de-
partment chairmen of the disciplines involved in the program, prepare a 
program of study which would constitute his major. (See the appropriate 
pages in the College Catalogue.) 
Such a major should be initiated only when it is clearly directed 
to the achievement of objectives which cannot reasonably be approxi-
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mated by any major now offered at Trinity. It must encompass a body 
of intet·related courses which enable achievement of the learning objec-
tives, and it should be unified by a synthesizing agent such as a carefully 
devised thesis project and/ or appropriate comprehensive examination. 
Fulfillment of the major should not be possible simply by means of per-
functory completion of a certain number of assorted courses in several 
disciplinary areas. 
The signature is required of the chairman of any department or the 
director of any program if more than two course credits are included in 
the interdisciplinary major from the discipline taught by that department 
or program. The chairman or program director's signature would signify 
his approval of the major to be undertaken and his department or pro-
gram's acceptance of responsibility to work with the student to obviate 
any later difficulties if courses included in the interdisciplinary major 
proposal are not then offered at Trinity or if faculty strategic to the 
completion of the major have left Trinity. 
After the proposed major is approved by the Curriculum Committee, 
any change in the major must receive the written approval of the faculty 
sponsors and the Curriculum Committee's coordinator of individually 
tailored interdisciplinary majors. If the change is deemed to be important 
enough the coordinator will refer it to the Curriculum Committee for a 
final decision. 
Each proposal must contain no fewer than twelve different courses. 
It is not anticipated that more than eighteen different courses will be 
included in the proposed major. At least one-half of the courses in the 
proposed major must be advanced level courses. 
The Curriculum Committee cannot entertain majors which are pre-
liminary studies to a particular discipline. That is, majors which purport 
to be pre-law, pre-medicine, pre-architecture, etc. are not acceptable. Also, 
no disciplinary major, e.g., anthropology, which is not established as a 
regular major at the College already may be presented as an interdis-
ciplinary major. 
A student, together with his faculty sponsors, must submit his pro-
posal to the Curriculum Committee for its approval. This should be done 
using the format given below. A copy should be sent to each member of 
the Committee. 
Completed proposals, in the proper form (see below), must be pre-
sented to the Curriculum Committee no later than March 1 of the second 
semester of the student's junior year (or October 15, if the second semes-
ter of the student's junior year falls in the Christmas Term ) . It is not 
anticipated that the Curriculum Committee will consider proposals which 
come later in a student's undergraduate career. 
The coordinator of individually tailored interdisciplinary majors for 
the Curriculum Committee is Dean Robbins Winslow. Each proposal must 
be discussed with him before submission to the Committee, but he does 
not approve or disapprove it. 
Proposal for an Individually Tailored Interdisciplinary Major 
Date: 
N arne of student: Class: 
Title of proposed interdisciplinary major: 
N arne of faculty sponsors : 
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3iplinary Major 
I. Objectives: 
II. Courses 
Department 
Freshman year 
Sophomore year 
Junior year 
Senior year 
Course No. Title of course Instructor 
III. How these courses are interrelated and enable achievement of the 
learning objectives: 
IV. Synthesizing agent (unifying project; e.g. thesis, comprehensive 
examination): 
V. Names of faculty members from two different departments who 
will evaluate the synthesizing agent: 
VI. Further comments or explanation: 
Signature of student: 
Signature of faculty sponsors: 
Signatures of department chairmen: 
Open Semester Proced ures 
1) Discuss your program with a faculty member who will be your Open 
Semester Adviser. Decide with him on a method of evaluation of 
your work. Whetl:.er or not you have an Off-Campus Adviser, your 
Faculty Open Semester Adviser is finally responsible for the evalu-
ation of your work for academic credit. 
2) Meet with the Dean for Educational Services to discuss your Open 
Semester and any off-campus contacts necessary to your program. 
Obtain from him the Open Semester application. 
3 ) Define clearly and commit to writing your educational objectives 
in undertaking an Open Semester, your specific program ( including 
a timetable) and your schedule of contacts with your Open Semes-
ter Adviser. 
4) Seek the approval of the appropriate department chairman if you 
wish Open Semester course credits to be counted toward your 
major requirements. An Open Semester applicant should make sure 
he can fulfill all of the requirements for his major either through 
using course credits from the Open Semester or through completing 
enough courses in his remaining semesters. 
5) Consult with the Director of Financial Aid if you receive financial 
aid and if you will live off campus during your Open Semester. Any 
earnings gained during Open Semester will be taken into account in 
awarding financial aid. 
6) Consult the Office of Student Services if you wish Trinity housing 
for part of your Open Semester. Open Semester students desiring 
housing for the entire term of their Open Semester retain the 
eligibility they would have as students enrolled in four individual 
courses. 
7) Observe the following deadlines for submission of the Open Semes-
ter application and your narrative description to the Office of Ed-
ucational Services : 
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Off-campus Open Semesters for Trinity Term, 1977: November 15, 
1976. 
Off-campus Open Semesters for Christmas Term, 1977: April 15, 
1977. 
On-campus Open Semesters must be completely set up prior to the 
conclusion of that term which immediately precedes the term dur-
ing which the Open Semester will be taken . Consult the Dean for 
Educational Services before pre-registration. 
8) Every student participating in an Open Semester will pay fu ll 
tuition and fees. 
!l) Register for the Open Semester during the regular pre-registration 
period by writing "Open Semester" and the title of your Open 
Semester on your registration card. In addition, r egister at the 
announced time for registration (if you are on campus) or (if you 
are away from Hartford ) confirm your Open Semester registration 
with the Registrar's Office during the two weeks prior to the be-
ginning of tl:e term, but no later than the first day of class. 
10 ) An Open Semester is taken for four course credits. Other courses 
may not be enrolled in concurrently without special permission 
obtained through the Dean for Educational Services. 
11 ) Open Semester grading is Pass/ Fail. The Open Semester Adviser 
has the option of awarding a Pass for one, two or three course 
credits if the Open Semester is less substantial than planned. 
12) The Open Semester application - reflecting objectives, program 
and evaluation - will serve as a "catalogue course description" and 
will be placed in the student's folder in the Registrar's office. In 
addition, the title you provide for your Open Semester will be 
entered on your Permanent Record Card (transcript). At the con-
clusion of an Open Semester, the description may be rewritten (with 
the Open Semester Adviser's approval) to reflect more closely the 
work of the Open Semester. 
13 ) Final eligibility is contingent upon the elimination of all incomplete 
grades prior to the start of the Open Semester period. Approval 
for an Open Semester will be withdrawn if the student has not met 
this eligibility standard. 
14) The following elements ought to be included as part of any Open 
Semester proposal: 
a) Structured, periodic contact with your Open Semester Faculty 
Adviser. The submission of periodic reports or appropriate 
written materials for evaluation. 
b) Some contact between any off-campus advisers or supervisors 
and your Open Semester Faculty Adviser. 
c) Time for a rewriting if the culmination of your Open Semester 
is to be a written exercise (there should be a due date estab-
lished for this). 
d) Copies of assignments done under the direction of an off-
campus supervisor should be sent or given to your Open Se-
mester Faculty Adviser. 
e) An understanding with any off-campus supervisor that your 
work will be of substance and will include the possibility for 
the exercise of your own initiative, creativity, imagination, and 
responsibility. 
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Procedure to Apply for an Academic Leave of Absence or 
Summer Courses at a College Other Than Trinity 
An Academic Leave of Absence is defined by Trinity College as a 
voluntary absence to undertake academic work in another college . or uni-
versity or in a study-abroad program of another college or university) 
with which Trinity does not have a formal Exchange Program (see 
Catalogue, "Academic Leave of Absence and Credit for Work in Other 
Colleges" under "Academic Standards and Regulations"). Normally, an 
Academic Leave of Absence is taken for one or two terms. 
A small administrative fee ($10 for one term or $15 for the year in 
1976-77 ) is charged those students who study abroad in a non-Trinity 
program. 
All permissions for an Academic Leave of Absence for the Trinity 
Term, 1977, must be secured by November 15, 1976 and all permissions 
for an Academic Leave of Absence for the Christmas Term, 1977, must 
be secured by April 15, 1977. 
Permissions for summer study should be secured before the end of the 
preceding Trinity Term. However, the actual form listing the courses to 
be taken away from Trinity need not be completed by a specific date. It 
should be completed by the student, he should obtain the proper signa-
tures on it and he should file it with the Assistant Registrar at Trinity 
before beginning his study away from Trinity. The proper form may be 
obtained from the Registrar's Office. 
A student who wishes to spend part or all of his senior year away 
from Trinity must secure the permission of his major department chair-
man and of the Dean for Educational Services. 
Under certain conditions, students on Academic Leave of Absence 
may be eligible for a continuation of their financial aid from or through 
Trinity College. Consult the Dean for Educational Services and see sec-
tion, Use of Trinity College-Controlled Financial A id for an Academic 
Leave of Absence, below. 
Please follow this procedure: 
1. Obtain a catalogue of the college or program you wish to attend. 
Some representative catalogues and brochures are available in the 
Office of Educational Services. Also available is information on the 
Institute of European Studies and study in foreign countries. Dis-
cuss your proposed program with the Dean for Educational Services 
to ascertain if credit from it will be acceptable at Trinity. Do this 
at least two weeks in advance of the above-listed deadlines. 
2. Fill out the Trinity application to take an Academic Leave of Ab-
sence or Summer Courses and discuss your proposed program, in-
cluding the specific courses you will take, with your f aculty adviser 
(and with your major department chairman if the courses are in your 
major ). Obtain your adviser's signature approving your participa-
tion in the program you have chosen and ask your major department 
chairman to designate specific courses that will fulfill any major 
requirements . 
3. Present your application and a catalogue of your program (including 
course descriptions ) to the Assistant Registrar and she will add to 
your written statement an acknowledgement of the academic credit 
to be given you at Trinity on transfer of work completed with a C-
or better. 
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4. Be certain that you leave with or have sent to the Assistant Regis-
trar at Trinity complete course descriptions prepared officially by 
your host college or program. Usually, this will take the form of a 
catalogue, but sometimes course descriptions are issued separately. 
5. Request that an official transcript of your completed work be sent 
to the Registrar of Trinity College. 
You may receive a maximum of five course credits for study away from 
Trinity during a period equivalent to a term of the regular academic year 
at Trinity. Proportionately less or more credit may be gained for shorter 
or longer periods, respectively. A full academic year at a British univer-
sity normally warrants nine course credits. 
Use of Trinity College-Controlled 
Financial Aid for an 
Academic Leave of Absence 
1. Any student may request the continuance of his Trinity College-
controlled financial aid for an Academic Leave of Absence by submitting 
a specific description of his proposed program and projected course of 
study (though he may only have applied and not yet been accepted by the 
host institution) to the Office of Educational Services by the deadline 
established for arranging an Academic Leave of Absence. The student 
should certify that the proposed course of study is integral to his major 
and is not available at Trinity through a Trinity program or through a 
program Trinity participates in. This description must be approved and 
signed by the student's faculty adviser and major department chairman. 
A current catalogue of the prospective host institution or program should 
accompany the request. 
2. The proposed program must offer the opportunity for the stu-
dent to maintain normal progress toward the Bachelor's degree and to 
earn the equivalent of at least four course credits per term from an ac-
credited institution of higher education. Students will be expected to 
complete at least one full term enrolled in courses in Trinity College in 
Hartford upon the termination of their Academic Leave of Absence. 
3. The student must be in good academic standing at the time of 
his request and during the remaining period preceding his proposed Aca-
demic Leave of Absence. 
A detailed statement of conditions and procedures is available from 
the Office of Educational Services, and the Financial Aid Office has a 
Statement of Special Financial Arrangements which specifies what costs 
of various programs are eligible for Trinity College financial aid. 
Guidelines for Awarding Academic Credit to Teaching Assistants 
1. Since credit for Teaching Assistants (T A) is analogous to credit for 
regular course work, a T A should demonstrate to the instructor's 
satisfaction that he has acquired new knowledge or deepened his 
grasp of previously learned subjects. A T A can achieve this end a) 
by working with the instructor in preparing the course, b) by read-
ing interpretative papers (as opposed to checking multiple-choice 
tests) and thereby sharpening his critical ability and understanding 
of the subject matter, c) by making up tests which should further 
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1) 
2) 
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5) 
the T A's grasp of the materials and require him continuously to 
evaluate his own knowledge, d) by having to answer students' ques-
tions that demand not merely understanding an area but also ex-
plaining it to others and e) by evaluating students' progress. 
Credit should not be granted for merely non-academic duties ·Such as 
scoring objective tests, clerical work, photo-copying of books, and 
looking up of references. But a T A receiving academic credit may, 
from time to time, be asked by the instructor to perform such non-
academic duties. 
Other specific guidelines : 
a. A T A should have a superior overall academic record. 
b. A TA should have demonstrated a competence beyond the level 
of the course in which he is assisting. 
c. A TA can receive credit only once for assisting in a particular 
course. If the instructor wishes that a T A assist him again, he 
should apply for pay for the T A. 
d. Letter grades should be used for evaluating a T A's work. 
e. A T A can receive a maximum of one course credit per course for 
successful completion of his duties. 
f. A TA must be approved by the instructor in the course and by 
the chairman or program director. Specific notification of en-
rollment as a T A must be provided at registration on the appro-
priate form. 
g. The Registrar will report on the use of T A's by Trinity faculty 
to the Curriculum Committee at least once a year. 
h. An instructor using T A's should indicate that fact in the course 
description or syllabus. 
Voluntary Withdrawal 
A student in good academic standing who believes that he might 
benefit from an interruption of his academic progress, or who other-
wise wishes to discontinue his enrollment, may voluntarily withdraw. 
Such a student is expected to inform the Registrar of his withdrawal 
at the time he withdraws. (If the student fails to provide the Regis-
trar with such notification, the student will be fined $50 when he 
next enrolls at the College.) 
A student who voluntarily withdraws shall be automatically read-
mitted to the College provided that he informs the Registrar of his 
intention to return not later than March 1 or November 1, whichever 
immediately precedes the semester in which he .intends to return. 
Normally, a student who voluntarily withdraws does not enroll else-
where for academic work for which he wishes transfer credit at 
Trinity. Exceptional cases may be handled through the Academic 
Leave of Absence procedure. 
If a student decides to enroll for academic work elsewhere subsequent 
to his withdrawal, he must complete any Trinity course work graded 
"Incomplete" during the first two-thirds of the term in which he is 
enrolled elsewhere. Otherwise, the Incomplete grade will be changed 
to a final grade of F on the student's permanent record card. 
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It is understood that in extraordinary cases, where the Registrar has 
reason to believe that the student's proposed return would jeopardize the 
welfare of the College, he may petition the Academic Affairs Committee 
to deny the student readmission. In such cases the Registrar would be 
expected to present evidence in behalf of his petition at a formal hearing 
before the Academic Affairs Committee. Such a hearing would be con-
ducted in accordance with the standards of due process developed by said 
Committee. 
Students considering a voluntary withdrawal are urged to discuss 
the matter with their academic adviser and/ or the Dean of Students. 
Directory of Terms Used in the Administration of Education 
at Trinity College 
INDEPENDENT STUDY 
An individually tailored program of study, for one or two course 
credits, arranged between a student and an instructor and with the 
approval of the instructor's chairman. Sometimes known as a tutorial. 
(Internships are one type of independent study.) 
VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL 
A discontinuance of all classes, through written notification to the 
Registrar. Trinity students on Exchange or Academic Leave of Absence 
remain affiliated with Trinity while on Exchange or Leave and therefore 
do not withdraw. 
OPEN SEMESTER 
A full term of independent work or internship, either on campus or 
away, supervised and evaluated by a member of the Trinity faculty. 
ACADEMIC LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
An approved absence from Trinity for one or two terms in order to 
undertake approved academic work abroad or in an accredited college or 
university with which Trinity does not have an Exchange program. 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
A formal program arranged between Trinity and one or more other 
colleges to interchange students from one college to the other for one or 
two terms. 
TRANSFER STUDENT 
A student who withdraws from one college and enters another in 
order to complete his bachelor's degree in the second college. 
CROSS REGISTRATION , 
Concurrent enrollment at Trinity and in a course (on a commuting 
basis) at another of the colleges in or near Hartford with which Trinity 
has a formal cooperative arrangement. 
ACADEMIC PROBATION 
The student status caused by unsatisfactory scholarship and desig-
nated "Academic Probation" on the permanent record card. 
REQUIRED WITHDRAWAL 
Suspension from the College because of academic deficiencies. At 
the end of the Christmas Term required withdrawal is voted by the 
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Intellectual Honesty 
The student, in all his college courses, should maintain his intellec-
tual honesty. He should be willing, and in fact proud, to abide by his own 
conclusions and beliefs. To maintain his intellectual honesty, a student 
must do his work himself, in and out of class. When in writing a paper he 
turns for information or ideas to another person - another student, an 
instructor, a writer - he should give that per son's work and thought the 
credit it deserves. 
To avoid intentional plagiarism, a student must be honest and care-
ful. To avoid unintentional plagiarism is more difficult. The student must 
remember that "Plagiarism means presenting, as one's own, the words, 
the work, or the opinions of someone else."! In order to insure his giving 
due credit to others, the student should also keep in mind the fact that 
whether he quotes directly or paraphrases the words of another person, or 
uses "the sequence of ideas, the aTrangem ent of material, the pattem of 
thought [or the observations and opinions] of someone else," 2 he should 
be sure to acknowledge his debt ( to a book, a newspaper, a columnist, an 
instructor, a relative, a fellow-student, or whatever) in a footnote or a 
parenthesis, or should r efer precisely to the source in the body of his 
paper, speech, or examination. 
Students sometimes find it difficult to avoid plagiarizing, uninten-
tionally, when they paraphrase material from a printed source. To illus-
trate this difficulty, let us take a passage from H . L. Mencken's The 
American Language: 
The American, probably more than any other man, is prone to be apologetic 
about the trade he follows. He seldom believes that it is quite worthy of his 
virtues and talents ; almost always he thinks that he would have adorned some-
thing far gaudier. Unfortunately, i t is not always possible for him to escape, or 
even for h im to dream plausibly of escaping, so he soothes himself by assuring 
himself that he belongs to a superior section of his craft, and very often he in-
vents a sonorous name to set h imself off from the herd. Here we glimpse the 
origin of a multitude of characteristic American euphemisms, e.g., mortician 
for 1111d ertaker, realtor for real-estate ageut, electragist for electrical contractor, 
. . . so on . 3 
If the student were writing a research paper on some aspect of the Ameri-
can language and wished to use Mencken's explanation of the origin of 
the euphemisms for professional occupations, but wished to draw exam-
ples from another source, he might write thus: 
As Mencken says, ' 'The American, probably more than any other man, is prone 
to be apolegetic about the trade he fo llows''. 4 
I Genev ieve B. and N ewman P. Birk , UnderJta nding and Using EngliJh (4th Ed.; New York: 
Odyssey Press, 1959), p. 696. 
2 Birk and Birk, Understanding and Using English, pp. 696·697. 
3 H. L. Mencken, The A muican Languag <: A n Inquiry into the Developm ent of J!.ngtub 111 
the United States (4th ed .; New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1936), p. 284, 
4 Mencken, T he A merjcan Language, p. 284, 
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The student may, of course, wish to quote even more from Mencken, 
which he is quite free to do, but as long as he uses Mencken's exact words, 
he must put them in quotation marks (and acknowledge his source in a 
footnote, of course). 
Often, however, the student will prefer to paraphrase and in doing 
so may run into difficulty. The most important point to remember is that 
paraphrasing means putting into differ ent words and phrases the material 
expressed in the printed source. The following "close paraphrase" is not 
a satisfactory paraphrase: 
As Mencken says, the American believes that he would have adorned some-
thing gaudier, so he soothes himself by inventing a sonorous name to set him-
self off from the herd . I 
Technically, this is plagiarism, despite the reference to Mencken; if the 
student had written this sentence, he would have been using verbatim the 
words of his source without fully acknowledging the fact - even if he 
had used a footnote reference to the text (as he should even with a 
paraphrase). When the student wishes to paraphrase, he should absorb 
the material he reads and then restate it "in other words," in his own 
diction and style, not in that of the original. An acceptable paraphrase 
might read: 
Mencken explains the origin of these professional euphemisms as lying in the 
American's vanity; the American feels that he is really better than his profes-
sion, but since he cannot escape it, he tries to make it at least sound worthy of 
him. 2 
This sentence, which assumes that the student has already been talking 
about these euphemisms, embodies accurately the ideas that Mencken ex-
pressed, but it is a true paraphrase rather than an unacknowledged quota-
tion. It still requires a footnote; whether he mentions Mencken by name 
or not, the student is indebted to him for an idea and should acknowledge 
the debt.3 
It is the responsibility of each student to make sure he or she is fully 
aware of the rules on intellectual honesty which apply to every test, pa-
per or other academic exercise submitted for evaluation in a course at 
Trinity College. 
Academic Dishonesty 
I. A Resolution Regarding the Responsibility of the Academic Affairs 
Committee in Cases of Academic Dishonesty: 
Whereas, state and federal courts have taken an increasingly in-
terventionist role to insure the observance of due process in matters 
of college and university discipline; and 
Whereas, the judicial system at Trinity College is based on the 
assumption that all members of the college community are to be 
guaranteed the benefits of due process; and 
I Mencken , T he American Language, p. 284. 
2 Mencken, The American Language, p. 284. 
3 The regulation on INTELLECTUAL HONESTY is taken from the llfanua/ for English 101 : 
Fruhma11 EngliJh (Fifth edition; Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., 1965), pp. 5-7. 
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Whereas, the Academic Affairs Committee, which is responsible 
for adjudicating cases of alleged academic dishonesty, has developed 
and will continue to develop procedures to protect the rights of 
faculty and students involved in such cases, 
Be it Resolved, That the faculty of Trinity College urges indi-
vidual faculty members to bring cases of academic dishonesty before 
said Committee for adjudication . The faculty recognizes that the 
individual instructor has the prerogative under the canons of aca-
demic freedom to dispense with such cases through the issuance of a 
punitive grade and by such other means as the assignment of addi-
tional work. The faculty believes, however, that formal adjudication 
of such cases by the designated committee, operating under accepted 
rules of due process, will best protect the rights of both the student 
and the faculty member, avoid contentiousness, and lessen the likeli-
hood of court litigation. Furthermore, the adjudication of all such 
cases by a single body will guarantee consistency in the punishments 
meted out for similar offenses . 
II. A Motion to Establish an Academic Dishonesty App~als Board 
We ask the faculty of Trinity College to reaffirm the Academic 
Affairs Committee's jurisdiction in cases of academic dishonesty, and 
its use of procedures of due process as developed by that Committee 
in considering such cases, and we request that the faculty elect an-
nually, at the time of regular faculty elections, four faculty members 
and two faculty alternates; the four to serve with two student mem-
bers (and two student alternates) as an Academic Dishonesty Ap-
peals Board, members of this Committee to be elected on a rotating 
basis. 
INFORMATION FOR THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS ON PROCEDURES ALREADY 
ESTABLISHED BY THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Procedures of Due Process Followed by the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee in Cases of Academic Dishonesty 
a) The faculty member who believes that there has been plagiarism 
or other academic dishonesty shall provide the Committee with 
a written charge and specifications. A hearing will be promptly 
scheduled. Prompt notification of the hearing and a list of Com-
. mit tee members will be given to the faculty member and the 
accused student. 
b) A copy of the charge and specifications will be provided to the 
accused student, who shall attend the hearing. The accused stu-
dent shall be given adequate time to prepare his defense. The 
accused student may be accompained at the hearing by an ad-
viser if he/ she gives adequate notice to the Chairman of the 
Committee. 
c) The faculty member will be expected to attend the hearing and 
may be questioned. 
d) Ordinarily, the Committee will first hear the faculty member 
bringing the charge. He may make a statement, after which he 
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will be questioned by members of the Committee and then by 
the accused student. Next, the accused student may make a state-
ment, after which he will be questioned by members of the Com-
mittee and then by the faculty member. 
e) The faculty member and the accused student may call wit-
nesses, who may be questioned by members of the Committee 
and by parties to the case. The witnesses will be heard in an 
order determined by the Chairman. Each witness will be present 
at the hearing only when giving testimony. Witnesses will be 
expected not to discuss the case outside of the hearing. 
f) In cases where more than one student have been charged with 
academic dishonesty, all of the accused students may be present 
when any one of their number is addressing the Committee. 
g) As a rule, academic dishonesty hearings are closed and the pro-
ceedings are kept confidential. A hearing may be open, however, 
upon the written request of the accused student. 
h) Any member of tl~e Committee who is party to a case shall dis-
qualify himself for that case. 
i) As a rule a student found guilty of academic dishonesty shall 
be assigned one of three penalties - Censure, Suspension or 
Expulsion - depending on the severity of the offense. The 
schedule of penalties applied to cases of academic dishonesty is 
listed below with typical offenses: 
CENSURE: for an initial offense reported to the Committee 
when the act of academic dishonesty is an isolated situation on 
a quiz, examination, paper, etc. 
SUSPENSION: for an offense after the instructor has warned 
the student, whether reported to the Committee or not; or for 
plagiarism or repeated cheating on a quiz or examination; or 
for a second Censurable offense; etc. 
EXPULSION: when a second Suspension is warranted. 
The Academic Affairs Committee may also recommend that the faculty 
member assign a penalty grade to the student in the course in which the 
offense occurred. 
j) The record of each hearing shall consist of a detailed written 
report which shall be incorporated into the Minutes of the Com-
mittee and of a tape recording of the entire hearing. In the 
event of an appeal, these materials will be made available to the 
appellant, faculty members and to the Academic Dishonesty 
Appeals Board. 
Grades 
Passing grades are A+, A, A-, B+ , B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, D-. 
Grades below C- are unsatisfactory. F denotes failure. In computing a 
student's average, a numerical value from zero to twelve is substituted 
for each letter grade from F to A+. 
At the end of a semester an instructor may, if a student is prevented 
from completing course work by circumstances beyond his control, grant 
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a grade of Incomplete. The instructor will set a date for the completion 
of the work and communicate it to the student; in no instance will this 
date extend beyond two-thirds of the next semester in which the student 
is enrolled for academic credit at Trinity or elsewhere. If the work is not 
completed by the deadline, a final grade of F will be recorded. 
At the close of each term the student receives a grade report. A 
grade report will also be sent to a parent or guardian if the student so 
instructs the Registrar. (See section on Age of Majority, above.) 
Grades for approved courses taken outside of Trinity after matricu-
lation are normally included in a student's grade point average. (See 
section on Grade Point Average in the Catalogue.) 
Mid-Term Grades 
At mid-term Faculty will report a grade of "U" for any student who 
is doing unsatisfactory work and a grade of "ABS" for any student who 
is enrolled in a course but not attending it. This will apply to freshmen 
as well as upperclassmen. 
A copy of all "U" and "ABS" grades will be sent to the student and 
the student's adviser, but not to parents or guardians. 
Absences from Class 
When circumstances beyond a student's control (e.g. illness or a 
family emergency) cause him to miss class, the instructor should be 
notified. The nurse on duty will notify the instructor if a student is 
treated at the Medical Office. In other cases of unavoidable absence from 
class the student should contact the Dean of Students to secure a Dean's 
Excuse. Dean's Excuses are also available for students who must miss 
class because of recognized religious holidays. 
When a student has been granted an excused absence, it is his or her 
responsibility promptly to contact the instructor to arrange to make up 
the missed work. Unnecessary delay in making these arrangements can-
cels the instructor's obligation to permit the student to make up the work. 
Transcripts 
Requests for transcripts should be made to the Transcript Secretary 
in the Office of the Registrar. Official transcripts will not be given to 
students, although they may secure unofficial copies of their records for 
their own personal needs. 
All requests must be made in writing. Requests from third parties 
will not be honored. 
All financial obligations to the College must be met before transcript 
service will be provided. 
The first transcript is provided free. Thereafter, the cost is $1 each, 
except for orders of several copies, in which case the cost per transcript 
is reduced. One day service is provided for $1.50. 
Letters of Recommendation 
Seniors are strongly urged to see that three ( 3) letters of reference 
from faculty or administration have been sent to the Career Counseling 
Office for their permanent file before graduation. Students and alumni 
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may then request that their dossiers be sent out whenever needed. Letters 
are only sent at the request of the individual, or when it is clear that he 
is actively seeking employment, admission to graduate school, or a fellow-
ship. General statements regarding character, college standing, date of 
graduation, etc., are handled by the Career Counseling Office; requests 
for academic information or transcripts are the responsibility of the Reg-
istrar. 
Spouses of Undergraduates 
Spouses of undergraduate students may audit courses without having 
officially registered for them. This would only require permission of thP 
instructor in a particular course. If spouses should wish to take courses 
for credit, they can be admitted as special students and charged the same 
rate as special students are charged for individual courses. 
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College Policy on the 
Confidentiality of Student Records, 
Faculty Records, and Guides to the 
College on the Matter of the 
Confidentiality 
Introduction 
The Board of Trustees provides two guides to the Faculty on the 
matter of records. They are: 
Title XI, Section 1, of the Statutes of Trinity College: "The Fac-
ulty shall keep a record of the progress in study, punctuality in at-
tendance, and general conduct of students." 
Title XI, Section 2, of the Statutes: "The students shall be ranked 
in the several classes according to their progress in study." 
The policy and guides set forth below on record mai11tenance and on 
confidentiality were prepared by an ad hoc committee of administrators 
and were put into effect by the President of the College after being re-
viewed by the Student Government Association and a Faculty committee. 
They are consistent with the Trustee directions cited above and with ap-
plicable legislation. 
No statement of policy can be made without reference to the manner 
in which records are maintained by various offices of the College. Con-
fidentiality is dependent not only upon the good judgement of persons 
who keep information but also upon the kind of information kept and the 
manner in which it is kept. Consequently, the policy on the confidentiality 
of student records begins with specific guides to the keeping of specific 
types of records. 
I 
Guides to the Keeping of Student Records 
A) The following types of records will be permanently retained in the 
student's central file at the Office of the Registrar: 
1) College Entrance Examination Board scores (aptitude and 
achievement) 
2) American College Testing Program test scores and student pro-
file report 
3) Advanced Placement Test scores 
4) Secondary school grade record (i.e., "transcript") 
5) Application for admission 
6) Previous college transcripts of transfer students 
7) Any documents from foreign educational institutions 
8) Transcript from institution attended on Academic Leave of Ab-
sence 
9) Transcript from 12-College Exchange institution attended by 
Trinity student 
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10) Independent Study form 
11) Letter from instructor requesting grade change 
12) Registrar's form indicating change of information re an under-
graduate; e.g., voluntary withdrawal, required withdrawal, 
change of address, marriage, name change 
13) Teaching Assistant form 
14) Application for interdisciplinary major 
15) Foreign transcripts 
16) Student request to see contents of file 
17) Open Semester application 
18) Description of student-taught course 
19) Intensive Study Program description 
20) Letter notifying a student he/ she has been required to withdraw 
for deficient scholarship 
B. The following types of records in the student's central file at the 
Office of the Registrar will be destroyed when the student graduates, or 
in the event the student withdraws, five years after the date of with-
drawal: 
1) Letter offering admission 
2) Card signed by student accepting admission 
3) Supporting documents for admission, such as poems, photo-
graphs, etc., submitted by applicant 
4) Description of Advanced Placement course and teacher's recom-
mendation regarding award of credit 
5) Dean of Students' report form 
6) Letter to donor of scholarship 
7) Letter reporting student's grades to donor of scholarship 
8) Freshman Adviser's information sheet 
9) Freshman tentative course selection form 
10) Freshman application for exemption tests and placement tests 
11) Freshman information re foreign languages 
12) Appeals to and letters from Curriculum Committee re such mat-
ters as course credit, additional credit, etc. 
13) Address change, letter from student re same 
14) Consortium registration form 
15) Notice of credit awarded transfer student 
16) Leave of Absence form 
17) Letter requesting readmission and application for readmission 
after required withdrawal 
18) Readmission inquiry 
19) Letter readmitting student 
20) Request for reference letter for student who was required to 
withdraw 
21) Reference letters for student applying for readmission 
22 ) Statement of Incomplete grade 
23) Notice re additional charges for six or more course credits 
24) Notice to student who did not pre-register or register 
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25) Senior check-out sheet 
26) Senior application for degree 
27) Age of majority form 
28) Form letter re release of information to secondary school 
29) Letter re graduation requirements 
30) Selective Service form 109 
31) Letter from Registrar to Draft Board 
32) Application for major 
33) Freshman change-of-course form 
34) Letter to and from student re freshman course selection 
35) Medical letter of endorsement re application for readmission 
36) Notification of grade change 
37) Motor vehicle card 
38) Worship attendance certificate (no longer used) 
39) Request from Treasurer's Office to hold grades/ transcripts for 
delinquent account. (To be destroyed at the time of graduation 
or when the bill is paid, whichever comes later ) 
40) 12-College Exchange application and correspondence 
41 ) Rome Campus and Barbieri Center correspondence 
42) Library request to withhold registration because of overdue 
books 
43) Letter re academic probation 
44 ) Mid-term report to parents (no longer used ) 
45 ) Mid-term report to student 
46) Letter to and from parent re student's progress/ difficulty 
47) Permission to be part-time student 
48) Reference letter for student. (This refers only to a copy placed 
in the student's central file at the Registrar's Office. Author 
retains copy as long as he/ she chooses ) 
49 ) Test sheet re reading and vocabulary 
50) Junior Adviser report form (no longer used ) 
51) Form letter re condition of room and related matters 
52) Questionnaire re housing, roommate preference, religion, sec-
ondary school activities, hobbies, etc. 
53) Freshman parent's letter responding to College Counselor's 
questionnaire (no longer used) 
54) Sealed envelope re disciplinary action. (To be destroyed at grad-
uation, unless a different date is specified on the envelope) 
C) The following types of records, accumulated in connection with 
the admissions process, will be destroyed between the time the student 
is admitted and the time he or she enrolls: 
1) Admissions Office interview notes and phone notes 
2) Evaluative comments contained on secondary school transcripts, 
mid-term school reports and final school reports 
3) Letter from Admissions Office to student acknowledging that 
he/ she has accepted a place in the class 
4) Headmaster's or principal's recommendation and secondary 
school teacher's recommendation 
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5) College faculty and administrator recommendations submitted 
in support of an application to transfer to Trinity 
6) Any other letters of recommendation submitted in support of an 
application for admission 
7) Letter to or from applicant regarding Admissions Office inter-
view appointment 
8) Letter from applicant requesting application form, College Bulr 
letin, etc. 
9) Letter to applicant regarding Admissions Office visit to appli-
cant's school 
10) Form used to report alumni interview of applicant 
11) Receipt for payment of application fee or note indicating fee 
has been waived 
12) College Entrance Examination Board writing sample 
D) The following schedule of retention will be observed for disciplinary 
records maintained by the Office of the Dean of Students and/ or in the 
student's central file at the Office of the Registrar: 
1) Records of disciplinary actions leading to Fines, Pen sums, Ad-
monitions and Restrictions will be destroyed at the time the 
student graduates, unless a different time of destruction is 
specified to the student at the time the penalty is imposed. (Cer-
tain penalties - Admonition foremost among them - are some-
times imposed for a period of one semester or one year, with 
the proviso that all records of the action will be destroyed at 
the end of the specified period if the student commits no new 
offense.) 
2) Records of disciplinary actions leading to Censure of a limited 
duration will be destroyed at the time a student graduates un-
less the period of Censure continues to a date later than the 
student's graduation, in which event the records shall be de-
stroyed when the period of Censure ends. 
3) Records of disciplinary actions leading to permanent Censure 
and to Suspension, Dismissal or Expulsion will be permanently 
retained. 
E) The following Financial Aid Office records will be retained until five 
years after the student graduates or until the records have been audited 
by Federal authorities, whichever comes later: 
1) Notice of approval of loan 
2) Notice of Work-Study employment 
3) Notice of award of scholarship 
4) Loan application 
5) Letter from student accepting financial aid 
6) Need analysis 
7) Parents' Confidential Statement 
8) Student budget 
F ) Career Counseling Office records on individual students will be re-
tained according to the following schedule: 
1) Letters of recommendation placed on file at the Office at the 
Student's request will be retained permanently, as will the regis-
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2) All other materials will be destroyed as soon as the Director of 
Career Counseling believes they are no longer useful to the stu-
dent - ordinarily five years after the student graduates. 
G) Medical Office records will be permanently retained. 
H) Information provided by a student to the Alumni, Development 
or Public Information Offices, or information obtained by these Offices 
from the public record, will be retained for such periods as the officers 
in charge deem necessary. 
I) All records and forms connected with a student's pre-registra-
tion, registration (e.g., change-of-program cards), housing, and partici-
pation in the meal plan will be destroyed as soon as they cease to be use-
ful to the administrative offices involved. 
J ) The files of the College Counselors will be available only to 
members of the counseling staff, and their contents will not be made 
available to others in or out of the College without the mutual consent 
of the student involved and the College Counselor, except under legal 
compulsion or in cases where the safety of persons or property is in-
volved. 
K) It is the responsibility of the Registrar to exclude from the 
student's central file information which does not bear directly on his or 
her academic performance or conduct. 
L ) A designated member of the College staff shall have the op-
portunity to cull from records scheduled for destruction material of his-
torical value to the College. Such material may be entered into the Col-
lege archives if approved by the President of the College. 
II 
Policy on the Confidentiality of Student R ecm·ds 
Information relating to individual students or alumni and maintained 
by the College is held in confidence by the institution and its officers 
and in conformance with applicable laws. "'. Access to such information 
within the College is limited to those faculty and administrative 
staff members determined by the appropriate record keeper to have 
legitimate educational interests in seeing the records in question. All 
members of the College and all College employees who have access to 
student and alumni records must understand that their access is priv-
ileged and that the information to which they have access is to be treated 
as confidential. Further, all members of the College who contribute to the 
store of information which inevitably accumulates as a candidate seeks 
admittance, enrolls, and continues in student status should take pains to 
contribute only such information as is factual and useful to them in the 
pursuit of their particular institutional responsibilities. 
* Reference is made to that section of the College Catalogue entitled 
"Notice of Procedures and Policies Regarding Student Access to Ed-
ucation Records at Trinity College." That statement explains in detail 
the College's treatment of student records. The reader is expected to 
review that notice carefully. 
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From the general rule of confidentiality certain specific information 
pertaining to a student or to an alumnus is excepted, and College officers 
may publish and, on request, provide the following information: 
- the name of a student presently or previously attending the Col-
lege; 
- address, telephone listing, date and place of birth; 
- major field of study, participation in officially recognized activ-
ities and sports; 
- weight and height of members of athletic teams; 
- dates of attendance and degrees and awards received; 
- the most recent previous educational agency or institution attend-
ed by the student; 
- other similar information such as honors received. 
Students have a right to inform the College within a reasonable pe-
riod of time of any or all of such information that should not be released 
without ·their prior consent. Requests by students to suppress this infor-
mation from public distribution are to be made annually. As required by 
legislation, the College annually provides through the Catalog·ue public 
notice of its intention to publish such information. It is, however, a 
College policy not to provide this information when the request for it 
is likely to lead to solicitations of various kinds. 
III 
Guidelines on Confidentiality of Student Records 
A. When in doubt about the propriety of a request for specific infor-
mation, the person receiving the request should refer the person 
making it to the President's Office, which maintains copies of all 
materials bearing upon student records and College policies and pro-
cedures related thereto. 
B. When information from College records is to be released, it should 
be released in as factual a form as is possible, and it should not ex-
ceed the needs of the person requesting it. 
C. In those cases where the public media seek information about a stu-
dent, members of the College are expected to volunter no details. 
Those who may be approached should refer all such inquires to the 
Director of Public Information who, at his discretion, may answer 
relevant questions about that information which he is permitted to 
provide. 
D. Except for those parties stated below, no one shall have access to ed-
ucation records without the written consent of the student con-
cerned. The exceptions to the consent requirement are: 
1. Faculty and staff members determined by the appropriate rec-
ord keeper to have legitimate educational interests in seeing 
the records in question. 
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2. Authorized Federal and State officials auditing Federally-sup-
ported education programs and State officials to whom infor-
mation from student records is required by statute adopted 
prior to November 19, 1974, to be disclosed. 
3. Persons processing a student's financial aid application or re-
ceipt of financial aid but only to the extent of (1) determin-
ing eligibility, amount, and conditions for aid and ( 2 ) enforc-
ing such conditions or terms. 
4. Organizations conducting studies on behalf of educational 
agencies in connection with predictive tests, student aid pro-
grams, and the improvement of instruction provided that the 
identity of students is not revealed to other than representa-
t ives of such organizations and the information is destroyed 
when no longer needed for study purposes. 
5. Recognized accrediting organizations carrying out their ac-
credit ing functions. 
6. Parents or legal guardian of a student who is dependent upon 
such parents or legal guardian for Federal Income Tax pur-
poses (discussed above). 
7. To comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena 
provided reasonable notice in advance of compliance is sought. 
8. Officials of another school in which the student seeks or in-
tends to enroll, provided notice requirements are met. 
!l. In an emergency, appropriate persons, as determined by the 
keeper of the records, if the knowledge of information from a 
student's record is necessary to protect property or the health or 
safety of the student or other persons. The factors to be taken 
into account in determining whether personally identifiable 
information from the education records of a student may be 
disclosed include: 
a. The seriousness of the threat to the health or safety of 
the student or other individuals; 
b. The need for the information to meet the emergency; 
c. Whether the parties to whom the information is disclosed 
are in a position to deal with the emergency; 
d. The extent to which time is of the essence in dealing with 
the emergency. 
E. Records released to any organization, agency, or individual shall be 
transmitted with a notice informing the recipient that such informa-
tion is released only on the condition that the recipient will not per-
mit any other party to have access to such information without the 
written consent of the student. 
F. Each office which maintains education records shall maintain a 
record for each student which shall list all individuals (except insti-
tution officials described above ) , agencies, or organizations which 
have requested or obtained access to such student's education 
record. 
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G. A student may inspect material belonging to his education record 
solely at the office which is responsible for maintaining such infor-
mation. Any office may require that the student inspect that record 
only in the presence of the office head who may assist in interpret-
ing the information. Each office has the ultimate responsibility for 
establishing appropriate procedures; however, each office has been 
instructed to ask that the student's request be made in writing, and 
where appropriate, in person. On request, the student may be re-
quired to properly identify himself in filing a request and prior to 
having access to his records. The student is obligated to examine the 
record during reasonable hours at the place the record is main-
tained and not to interfere with the operation of the office in which 
the record is being maintained. 
H. Under the Act, the College has 45 days from the time of request 
until it must comply with the request. 
I. A student's request to examine his academic record card will ordinar-
ily be honored the same day it is made. 
J. In some instances, materials a part of a student's own record may 
include references to other students. In such cases, the individual 
student's right to disclosure is limited to only that part of the record 
that pertains to him. The Act does not give the student an absolute 
right of inspection of all such materials. At the College's discretion, 
a student can be informed of such materials, as specified by the 
Act, but may legally be denied inspection of them. 
K. Unless and until the College is provided with a written statement of 
permission by the author, confidential letters and statements of rec-
ommendation received prior to January 1, 1975, and evaluative ma-
terials received prior to ovember 19, 1974, will remain confidential 
and inaccessible to students. Materials received after these dates will 
not be treated as confidential by the College and will be accessible 
to students upon request. 
L. Copies of records accessible to students shall be transmitted to the 
student upon payment of the established fee for issuing such copies. 
M. A student who believes the information contained in his education 
records is inaccurate or misleading or violates his privacy or other 
rights may request that the College amend them. A student who 
seeks to question such information will be requested to state the 
basis for his challenge in writing to the head of the office where the 
student's records are maintained. The head of the office may, if he 
believes circumstances warrant, alter the material in accordance 
with the assertion(s) made in the student's challenge. If, however, 
the office head believes the challenge is not warranted, the matter 
will be referred in a reasonable period after request to a Board of 
Inquiry, impanelled by the Dean of Students, for an arbitration 
hearing. The student shall be given notice of the date, place and 
time reasonably in advance of the hearing. The purpose of the 
hearing is to afford the student a full and fair opportunity to chal-
lenge and correct any inaccurate, misleading or inappropriate in-
formation about the student. The procedures for a hearing will 
ensure that a decision is rendered by disinterested persons. The 
Board of Inquiry, composed of one undergraduate, one faculty 
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"air opportunity to chal-
lg or inappropriate in-
res for a hearing will 
nterested persons. The 
rgraduate, one faculty 
member and one administrator, will provide the student and the 
office head full opportunity to present their respective positions and 
to cross-question one another. Excluded from the panel will be any 
party who has a direct interest in the outcome of the hearing. The 
Board will also hear witnesses when appropriate. The student may 
be assisted or represented by individuals of his choice at his own 
expense, including an attorney. The hearing will otherwise be 
guided by the applicable provisions for due process spelled out in 
the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dis-
pute, as modified to conform with the requirements of the Act. 
Within a reasonable time after the conclusion of a hearing, the 
Board will issue a written decision, copies of which will be provided 
to the student and the office head. This decision will be binding. 
The decision of the College shall be based solely upon the evidence 
presented at the hearing and shall include a summary of the evi-
dence and the reasons for the decision. 
N. If, as a result of the hearing, the College decides that the informa-
tion is inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the privacy 
or other rights of the student, it shall amend the education records 
of the student accordingly and so inform the student in writing. 
0 . If, as a result of the hearing, the College decides that the informa-
tion is not inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the 
privacy or other rights of the student, it shall inform the student of 
the right to place in his education records a statement commenting 
upon the information in the education records and/ or setting forth 
any reasons for disagreeing with the decision of the College. 
Any such explanation placed in the education records of the student 
shall: 
1. Be maintained by the College as a part of the education records 
of the student as long as the record or contested portion thereof 
is maintained by the College, and 
2. If the education records of the student or contested portion 
thereof is disclosed by the College to any party, the explanation 
shall also be disclosed to that party. 
P. Except as permitted by the legislation, transcripts of or information 
concerning a student's education record will be released to indi-
viduals or parties outside the College only with the written consent 
of the student or under subpoena, in which case the student will be 
notified. The Act requires that the student's written consent indi-
cate which records are to be released, the reasons for such release, 
and to whom the copies are to be released. A copy of the material 
to be released may be r equested by the student. 
Q. Students do not have the right to see financial records of their par-
ents. 
R. Students may voluntarily waive their rights of access to confidential 
recommendations on or after January l, 1975, in three areas - ad-
missions, job placement and receipt of awards. Under no circum-
stances, however, can a student be required to waive this right. (It 
should be understood that faculty and administrators are not re-
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quired to write letters of recommendation on behalf of students with 
or without the use of waivers.) To execute a waiver, the student 
will be asked to sign and date a written form specifying that infor-
mation to which he voluntarily waives his right of access. Such 
forms are available at various College administrative offices, includ-
ing the Career Counseling Office and the Registrar's Office. In 
waiving his right of access, the student retains the right to be noti-
fied, upon request, of the name of each person who has submitted 
such a confidential evaluation or recommendation. Moreover, the 
recommendation may be used only for the purpose intended. 
S. Unless provided voluntarily by the student, the following are not to 
be matters of record in any office of the College: 
1. Political or social activities or views, 
2. Membership in organizations other than those included in the 
official extra curriculum of the College or those which have 
profess ional or honorary or academic significance. 
College Policy on the Confidentiality of Faculty R ecords 
Official information about present or former members of the Faculty 
is maintained by the Dean of the Faculty. Such information is considered 
to be confidential. Confidential evaluations and private information 
should not be released in their original form under any circumstances. 
All requests for information about a present or former faculty member 
addressed to members of the College faculty or administration or stu-
dent body should be referred to the Dean of the Faculty, except when the 
person receiving the request has been requested to release information 
about a faculty member by that member himself. 
Persons answering requests for information about members of the 
Faculty should follow the same principles which pertain to the confiden-
tiality of student records. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS 
as of August 1, 1976 
Abbreviations for the dormitories are: 
AE - Allen East 
AW- Allen West 
C- Cook (A, Band C) 
CR - 78-80, 82-84, 
111 Crescent St. 
E-Elton 
G-Goodwin 
HR - High Rise 
J- Jarvis 
JH- Jones Hall 
JK - Jackson Hall 
N - Northam Towers 
NB- 194 or 216 New 
Britain Ave. 
NC- North Campus 
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NR- Non-Resident 
SM - Smith Hall 
90-92V- 90-92 Vernon St. 
W- Woodward 
WH - Wheaton Hall 
Katrina Schermerhorn Abbott 
2 Eaglehead Rd. 
Manchester, MA01944 
Milton Academy 
NC-224 
Robyn Ava Adet.on 
34 Auburndale Rd. 
Marblehead, MA 01945 
Marblehead H.S. 
JH-322 
John V. Alex:androv 
'I1 Patch Reservoir Dr. 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Doherty Memorial H.S. 
J -119 
Muk Andrew Anderson 
American Embassy, Box 99 
FPO, NY09544 
St. Paul's School 
J -108 
Gary Murray Abramson 
45 Juniper Lane 
Newton Centre, MA 02159 
Ne'Nton South H.S. 
JH-113 
Thomas Seymour Adll 
53 Desmond Dr. 
Wethersfield, CT06109 
Wethersfield H.S. 
JH-121 
Robert Turner Almquist 
52 Naomi Dr. 
East Hartford, CT06118 
GeorgeJ . Penney H.S. 
NR 
Susan Smith Angelaslro 
46 Thomson Rd. 
West Hartford, CT06107 
Kings wood-Oxford School 
Joseph Sarkis Adajian 
200xYokeDr. 
Wethersfield, CT06109 
Wethersfield H.S. 
NR 
William Lewis Adler 
4217 Kirkwood Rd. 
Harrisburg, PA 17110 
Susquehanna Township Sr. H.S 
J -102 
Judith Lynn Ambrose 
191 Old Army Rd. 
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 
Ridge H.S. 
J-301 
Gordon Field Armour 
630SpruceAve. 
Lake Forest, 1L60045 
Choate School 
E-107 
86 
Bruce;C1ark Adams. Jr. 
tO Camel Honow Rd . 
Lloyd Harbor, NY 11743 
Deerfield Academy 
J-~ 
Margaret Leah Affe1der 
15725 Shaker Blvd . 
Shaker Heights, OH 44120 
Shaker Heights H.S. 
J-308 
Darryl Augustos Arney 
10'78 Blake Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY 11208 
Andover H.S. 
E-102 
Mary Prescott Alwood 
30rbitDr. 
Enfield, CT 06062 
Watkinson School 
NC-212 
Susan V. Adelman 
9DavisRd. 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
Paul D. Schreiber H.S 
NC-221 
PeterCajlin Albritton 
Seminary Post Office 
Alexandria, VA 22304 
St. Paul's School 
J -121 
Cathy Elizabeth Anderson 
150 New Amsterdam Ave. 
Buffalo, NY 14216 
Buffalo Seminary 
E-312 
Geoffrey Ware Bacon 
Pegan Lane 
Dover, MA 02030 
Noble and Greenough School 
WH-324 
Jeffrey Charles Baird 
5785 East BuUer 
Fresoo, CA, 93727 
Theodore Roosevelt H.S. 
E-407 
David Neil Bazar 
205 Slater Ave. 
Providence. Rl 02906 
Providence Country Day Sdlool 
NC-109 
Andrew James Bendheim 
12 Sheldrake Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Scarsdale H.S. 
NC-116 
Woodrow Michael Baird 
44 Whitehorn Dr. 
Kingston, RI 02881 
South Kingstown H.S. 
JH-202 
Ellen Meredilh Beasley 
52 Old Hyde Rd. 
Weston. CT 06880 
WestonH.S. 
J-338 
ce Clark Adams, Jr. 
Camel Hollow Rd. 
t'd Harbor, NY 11743 
eerfield Academy 
J -236 
aret Leah Affelder 
25 Shaker Blvd. 
. Heights, OH 44120 
ker Heights H.S. 
J -a..J 
Augustos Arney 
tBiakeAve. 
:lyn, NYU2(11 
dover H.S. 
E -102 
Susan V. Adelman 
9Dav:is Rd. 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
PauJ D. Schreiber H.S. 
NC·22J 
Peter CajUn Albritton 
Seminary Post Office 
Alexandria , VA 22304 
St. Paul's School 
J-121 
C. thy Elizabeth Anderson 
150 New Amsterdam Ave. 
Buffalo. NY 14216 
Buffalo Seminary 
E -312 
Geonrey Ware Bacon 
Pegan Lane 
scott Atwood 
·bit Dr. 
' CTII6082 
!iOn School 
;.212 
Dover, MA 02030 
Noble and Greenough School 
WH-324 
David Neil Bat.ar 
205SlaterAve. 
Providence, Rl 02906 
Providence Country Day School 
NC-109 
Andrew James Bendhelm 
72 Sheldrake Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Scarsdale H.S. 
NC-116 
Dana Emerson Barnard 
784 Overhi.ll Rd. 
Birmingham, Ml48010 
Cranbrook School 
JH-23 
Ellen Meredith ~asley 
52 Old Hyde Rd. 
Weston, Cf 06880 
WestonH.S. 
J -338 
C. Douglas Bennett 
941 Merion Square Rd. 
Gladwyne, PA 19035 
Harriton H.S. 
JK·306 
Ellen MafflU Bates 
18St. Andrews Dr. 
St. Louis, M063124 
Mary Institute 
NC-238 
Paul Graham Bftrs 
I805QuincySt. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20011 
Sidwell Friends Scbool 
NC· l27 
Gilbert Frederick Benz 
915 School St. 
Indiana , PA 15701 
St. Andrew's School 
90-92V-Al 
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Thomas Andrew Behrens 
57 Sunrise Hill Dr. 
West Hartford, CT06107 
Conard H.S. 
NR 
Anne Loren Bergin 
Route 5, Box 361 
Charlottesville, VA22901 
Tandem School 
NC-209 
Patrice Munzel Ball 
364.2 West Douglas Blvd. 
Chicago, IL60623 
Roger C. Sullivan Sr. H.S. 
E-216 
Thomas Gosney Baty 
11 Horseshoe Dr. 
Pt. Reyes Station, CA 94956 
Phillips Academy 
E· llO 
John Alexander Beir 
200 East 66th St. 
New York, NY 10021 
Kent School 
JH-206 
Claire Alida Berlan 
154 Alfieck St. 
Hartford, cr 06106 
Hartford Public H.S. 
NR 
Daphne Christine Berkland 
2206 Sherman Ave. 
Evanston, [L 60201 
Evanston Township H.S. 
WH-223 
Suz:anne L« Blanca nor 
311 Center St. 
Wok:ott, CT06716 
WokottH.S. 
E-215 
Richard Joseph Bogdan 
321 Walsh Ave. 
Newington. CT 06111 
Ne,.ington H.S. 
NR 
Andrew Mark Brenner 
100 Tree Top Dr. 
Springfield, NJ (17061 
Pingry School 
JH-24 
Randy Michael Berkow 
31 Stirling Ct . 
Benjamln Cha rles Berndt 
14 EastAve. 
Jona tha n Blake 
428 East Sixth SL 
Plainrield, NJ 07060 Metuchen, NJ ~ 
Metuchen H.S. 
NC-125 
Norwalk , CT0685l 
Fairf.eld CoUege Prep. School 
WH-323 
Helmut Btttllngmayer 
657 Forest Ave. 
Rye, NY 10580 
RyeH.S. 
9Q.92V-Al 
Wardlaw Country Day School 
JH-106 
Lydia Colwell Bliven 
619 Scotts Way 
Augusta, GA 30904 
Augusta Prep. School 
NC-200 
David Cha rles Bolster 
5 Old Field Place 
Rowayton. CT06853 
Brien McMahon H.S. 
J -106 
Eliz:abeth Wolcott Block 
~MaudSt., N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20016 
Madeira School 
JK-321 
Peter Lopes Borges 
36 Augur St. 
Hamden, CT06517 
Millbrook School 
E -102 
Anne J. Brlglia Barry James Brockway 
399 Oroooke Rd. 'Zl Jane St. 
Waterbury, CT067~ Closter, NJ 07624 
Lisa Ellen Bloom 
1485 East 21st Sl. 
Brooklyn, NY 11210 
Berkeley Institute 
NC-210 
Catherine Ann Bourgeois 
Av . Vieira Souto 526/801 
Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro. RJ , Brazil 
Esoola Amerk:ana 
NC-201 
Dnid Clark Brooks 
27 Hig)!St. 
St. Margaret 's-McTernan School No. Valley Reg . H.S.-Denarest 
Deep River, C1'06417 
Valley Regional H.S. 
90-92V-B2 E-115 JH-111 
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Tracy Warden Bodine 
1200 Old Gulph Rd. 
Rosemont, PA 19010 
Shipley School 
NC-201 
Eliza beth Corbin Bransfield 
11 Jordan Lane 
Portland. CT06480 
Portland H.S. 
NC-206 
Deborah Ann Brown 
93 Crooked Tree Lane 
Princeton, NJlM540 
Stuart Country Day School 
E -314 
Ottaviano Antonio Canevaro 
Poggiosecoo Grass ina 
Florooce. Italy 
Williston-Northampton Sc:booJ 
J-1~ 
David Arthur CarvUI 
153 West Shore Dr. 
Marblehead. MA0194S 
Marblehead H.S. 
JH-107 
P•ull\1ic:b 
4 Carter Brook l 
Princeton. 
SouthS 
JH 
ThomasDal 
5910CedaJ 
ChevyChll 
Gonz:agaC 
WH 
Helmut BllUlngmayer 
657 Forest Ave. 
Rye, NY 10580 
RyeH.S. 
9Q.92V·Al 
Usa Ellen Bloom 
1485 East 21st St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11210 
Berkeley Institute 
NC.210 
Catherine Ann Bourgeois 
Av. Vieira Souto52fr/801 
ma , Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil 
Escola Americana 
NC-201 
David Clark Brook.J 
27llit!I>St. 
Deep River. cr 06417 
Valley Regional H.S. 
JH-111 
Jonathan Blake 
428 East Sixth St. 
Plainfield, NJ a7060 
Wardlaw Country Day School 
JH-106 
Tl-acy Warden Bodine 
1200 Old Gulph Rd. 
Rosemont, PA 19010 
Shipley School 
NC-201 
Elizabeth Corbin Bran&riekl 
11 Jordan Lane 
Portland, CT06480 
PorUand H.S. 
NC-206 
Inborah Ann Brown 
93 Crooked Tree Lane 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Stuart Country Day School 
E-314 
Ottaviano Antonio Canevaro 
Poggiosecco Grassina 
Florence. Italy 
Williston-Northampton School 
J-1(1\ 
DIYkl Arthur CarvUI 
153WestShoreDr. 
Marblehead. MA 01945 
Marblehead H.S. 
JH·l07 
Paul Michael Canning 
4 Carter Brook Lane R.D. No. 4 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
South Brunswick H.S. 
JH-26 
Thomas Dallahan Casey 
5910Cedar Parkway 
Chevy Chase. MD 20015 
Gonuga College H.S. 
WH-118 
Barry Wade Bucklin 
676 Park St. 
Stoughton. MA 02072 
Stoughton H.S. 
90-92V-A3 
Giuseppe Capas o 
178 Adelaide St. 
Hartford, Cf06114 
Bulkeley H.S. 
!I0-92V-A2 
Nancy Elh.abeth Ceccon 
707 Dorian Rd. 
Westfield, NJ 07090 
Northfield-1.11. Hermon Scbool 
JH-
89 
William Rotch Bullard 11 
107 Highland Rd. 
Andover, MA 01810 • 
Berkshire School 
WH-319 
Eliza beth Anne Carroll 
325 Pembroke Ave. 
Wayne, PA 1908'7 
Radnor SEnior H.S. 
!10-92V-B2 
Galen Arcellana Centeno 
306 FaUey Dr. 
Westfield, MA 01085 
Deerfield Academy 
J-236 
Nancy J . Bunn 
4025 Whippoorwill Way 
Youngstown, OH 44505 
Western Reserve Academy 
NC-212 
1\Uchael J. Campo 
1704 Boulevard 
West HarUord. CT 06107 
ConardH.S. 
J-117 
Kathleen Joan Cartt:r 
31 Seneca Dr. 
Meriden, CT 06450 
Francis T. MaloneyH.S. 
JH-307 
Carolyn Knox Chamberlain 
4015 Laird Place 
Chevy Chase. MD 20015 
Sidwell Friends School 
NC-238 
Charles Vat-Slng Ch;1n 
30-32 Wyndham St. , 8}F C 
Hong Kong 
Pennington School 
JH-207 
J. Kevin Chlldress 
6631 Harrington 
Yoqstown, OH44512 
Western Reserve Academy 
NC-1W 
Nan~y Ann Clayton 
19 Walnut Grove Rd. 
Ridgefield, CT 06871 
Ridgefield H.S. 
E-215 
Linda Anne Colligan 
II Hayward Place 
Rye. NYI0580 
RyeH.S. 
90-92V-B2 
John Wesley Chandler, Jr. 
212MainSt. 
Williamstown, MA 01267 
Mt. Grey lock Regional H.S. 
WH-118 
Koan ~ngChong 
150-H, Happy Valley, Terrace U 
Air lt.am, Peoang, Malaysia 
ChWll! Ling H.S. 
JH-211 
Katherine Ann Codega 
203 Lincoln Ave. 
Barrington, Rl 02806 
Barrington H.S. 
JH-302 
Constan~e Anne Collins 
S2MawneySt. 
East Greenwich , Rl 02818 
East Greenwich H.S. 
JH-224 
PeterJ.Charap 
114 Continental Ave. 
Forest Hills, NY 11375 
Kew-Forest School 
NC.ll6 
David Grant Clark, Jr. 
Route 2, Box 89D 
Middletown, MD 21769 
Middletown H.S. 
JK-301 
Gary Scott Cohen 
18CecUCourt 
Melville, NY 11746 
Walt Whitman H.S. 
JH-104 
Cynthia Rae Collins 
2401 Dorval Rd. 
Wilmington, DE 19810 
Conoord H.S. 
WH-223 
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Anthony J.W. Chase 
Derick Dr. 
Fishkill, NY 12524 
John Jay H.S. 
WH-111 
Nan~y R. Clarke 
R.R.l, Box 142 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
Yarmouth H.S. 
WH-223 
Marc Stewart Cohen 
7814 Louise Lane 
Wyndmoor, PA 19118 
Springfield H.S. 
NC-IZ7 
Lisa beth Ann Conn 
253 Wendover Dr. 
Princeton, J 08540 
Hun School 
E-314 
Nina M. Chiara 
401 Prospect St. 
Methuen, MA 01844 
Governor Dummer Academy 
E-311 
Lee Alison Claytoft 
6 Crestmoor Or. 
Denver, C080220 
Kent Denver Cowtry Day Sc:bool 
JH-304 
Kathleen O'Neill Cole 
R.D. I, Box450 
Titusville, NJ lll560 
Stuart Country Day School 
E--314 
Jdfery Scott Cooley 
35 Maynard Rd. 
Northampton. MA01060 
Northampton H.S. 
WH-324 
Douglas Alan Coulter 
4732 Ooug1as Ave. 
Downers Grove. lL 60515 
University of Chicago H.S. 
WH-325 
Annle Vlve Crain 
3606 Chevy Chase 
Houston, TX 71019 
Oldflelds School 
JK-319 
Jobn William Danaher 
54 Adelaide Terrace 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Hotchkiss School 
E-401 
Michael Lawrence Countryman 
881 Osceola Ave. 
St. Paul . MN 55105 
St. Paul Academy 
JH·2S-27 
Anne Marie Craven 
R.D. 7, SheryiSL 
Kingston, NY 12401 
John A. Coieman H.S. 
WH-223 
Amy Louise Dnls 
MillertownRd. 
Bedford, NY 10506 
Masters School 
J-326 
J.W. Chase 
ickDr. 
l, NY 12524 
Jay H.S. 
H-Ill 
R.Ciarke 
l, Box 142 
th, ME04096 
lOUth H.S. 
"H-223 
rwartCoh~n 
JUiseLane 
or,PA19118 
fieldH.S. 
:!--127 
1 Ann Conn 
dover Dr. 
n, NJiliMO 
School 
-314 
Nina M. Chiara 
467 Prospect St. 
Methuen, MA 01844 
Governor Dummer Academy 
E-311 
Lee Alison Clayton 
6 Crestmoor Dr. 
Denver, CO 80220 
Kent Denver Country Day School 
JH-304 
Kathleen O'Neill Cole 
R.D . 1, Box 450 
Titusville, NJ 08560 
Stuart Country Day School 
E-314 
Jeff~ry Scott Cooley 
35 Maynard Rd. 
Northampton, MA 01060 
Northampton H.S. 
WH-324 
Douglas Alan Coulter 
4732 Douglas Ave. 
DownersGrove,IL60515 
University of Chicago H.S. 
WH-325 
Annie Vlve Crain 
3606 Chevy Chase 
Houston, TX 77019 
Old!ields School 
JK-319 
Anthony Crosby 
47 IvesSt. 
Waterbury, CT06704 
WUby H.S. 
WH-119 
John William Danaher 
54 Adelaide Terrace 
Torrington, Cl' 06790 
Hotchkiss School 
E-'101 
Michael Lawrence Countryman 
881 Osceola Ave. 
St. Paul, MN 55105 
St. Paul Academy 
JH-25-27 
Anne Marie Craven 
R.D. 7, Sheryl St. 
Kingston, NY 12401 
John A. Coleman H.S. 
WH-223 
Catharine Eve Croswell 
76 Bellvale Rd. 
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046 
Mountain Lakes H.S. 
JH-315 
Amy Louise Davis 
MillertownRd. 
Bedford, NY 10506 
Masters Sdlool 
J-326 
Alic.la Marie Craffey 
45 Quorn Hunt Rd. 
W. Simsbury, CT06092 
Simsbury H.S. 
JH-222 
Elltabeth Margaret Cra"rord 
63 Spring Valley Rd. 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
MadisonH.S. 
JH-217 
Carol Ann Curtin 
752 Old Marlboro Rd. 
Concord, MA 01742 
Concord-Carlisle Regional H.S. 
9(>.92V·B4 
Elizabeth Ware Da,•ison 
100'7 New Jersey Ave. 
Cape May, NJ 08204 
George School 
E -213 
91 
Jeffrey Dodd Craig 
160 Mill Creek Lane 
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 
Orange H.S. 
E-115 
Edith Sturgis Crocker 
33 IGngsbury Rd. 
Chestnut HiiJ, MA 02167 
Beaver Country Day School 
JH-220 
Maria 1\1. DaCosta 
117WestwoodDr. 
Wethersfield, CT06109 
South Catholic H.S. 
NR 
DavidS. Deacon 
211 Grace Church St. 
Rye, NY 10580 
RyeH.S. 
E-<10 
Scott Alan Cra ig 
422 South Main St. 
Surrield, CT 06078 
Suffield Academy 
WH-119 
Arthur l\1enadier Cromwell 
1932 Old Court Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 21204 
Gilman School 
JH-215 
Tere.nce Paul Dalton 
3Rale;gh Rd. 
Dover, MA 02030 
Dover-Sherborn Regional H.S. 
90-92V-A3 
M~ry Ellen Dee 
3 Chatham Place 
Wallingford. PA 19086 
Baldwin School 
WH-222 
Donald Charlet DeFabio 
24 Fenton Dr. 
Short Hills, NJ 07tl78 
Newark Academy 
J-3'1Jl 
Rosa Marta Oocal 
Apartado Aereo aan 
Cali , Colombia , S.A. 
Colegio Bolivar 
JH-301-303 
Nicholas Jeffery Dowling 
996 Old Post Rd. 
Fairfield, CT06430 
Roger Lu<Dowe H.S. 
E-112 
Marshall Newlon Dudley. Jr. 
85 Water St. 
Guilford, CT 06437 
Guilfo.-dH.S. 
E-.a7 
Lorraine Olry deLabry 
94 Horseshoe Rd. 
Guilford, CT06437 
GuiUord H.S. 
E -317 
David Arthur Doe 
P .O. Box88 
Urn lngton, ME 04049 
Bonny Eagle H.S. 
E-414 
Hugh Patterson Dre•cher 
325 Westgate 
St. Louis, MO 63130 
St. Louis Country Day 
JK-303 
Robert M. Dudley, Jr. 
8401 Ardmore Ave. 
Philadelphia , PA 19118 
Germantown Academy 
J -110 
Scott Bernard Dempsey 
125 Glenmore Ave. 
Baltimore, MD 21228 
Ml. St. Josepll H.S. 
E-412 
Stephen Frank Doroff 
1204 Gilbert Rd. 
Meadowbrook, PA 19046 
William Penn Charter School 
E-113 
E . Lanier Drew 
4726 Nottingham Rd. 
Jacksonville, FL32210 
Jacksonville Episoopal H.S. 
WH-222 
William Joseph Duggan 
225 David Humphreys Rd. 
Derby, CT 06418 
Derby H.S. 
J -135 
92 
Sally DeSipio 
86 Joralemon St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Trinity School 
J -311 
Katharine Ellubcth Dorsey 
T1 Thornberry Rd. 
Winchester, MA01890 
Winchester H.S. 
NC-230 
Douglas Reed Dubcrsteln 
315 East 86th St. 
New York, NY 10028 
Columbia Prep. School 
NCL-18 
David G. Dunn 
224 Oxford Sl. 
Hartford, CT 06105 
Hartford Public H.S. 
J -123 
Georfrey Russell Dimmick 
280 Prospect A\'e 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656 
Park Ridge H.S. 
E-U3 
l..aWTence M. Dowd II 
14003 Castaway Dr. 
Rockville, MD 20653 
Phillips Academy 
E-411 
Holly Katherine Ou Brul 
28 Moore's Hill Rd 
Oyster Bay, NY 11771 
Oyster Bay H.S. 
J-'lll2 
Jane Lewis Dlliil(ht 
4502 Woods End 
Madison, WI 53711 
West H.S. 
J-:IOI 
Kevin John Fahey 
116CarsonAve. 
Dalton, MA 01226 
Wahconah Regional H.S. 
NC-135 
Paul Mitchell Feuerman 
86 Beaumom St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11235 
John Dewey H.S. 
NCL-18 
David Ross Ed~lson 
18 Usher Ave. 
Plainville, CTOOOO: 
Plainville Senior H.S. 
JH-104 
NC-128 
ieSiplo 
1monSt. 
NYII201 
School 
II 
1beth Dorsey 
rry Rd. 
MA01890 
~r H.S . 
10 
•ubultein 
lhSt. 
y 10028 
). School 
l 
""" St 
06105 
lcH.S. 
Georrrey Russell Di mmick 
280 Prospect Ave 
Park Ridge. NJ 07656 
Park Ridge H.S. 
E-413 
Lawrenc~ M. Oowd II 
14003 Castaway Or. 
Rockville, MD 20853 
Phillips Academy 
E-411 
Holly Katherine Du Bnll 
28 Moore's Hill Rd 
Oyster Bay, NY 11n1 
Oyster Bay H.S. 
J-202 
Jane LewiJ O"ight 
4502 Woods End 
Madison, WI 53711 
WestH.S. 
J-3()8 
Joshua Stephen Feingold 
2210Soulh Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 21209 
Park School 
JH-109 
Paul Mitchell F rurrman 
86 Beaumont St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11235 
John Dewey H.S. 
NCI.r!B 
David Ross Edelson 
18 Usher A ve. 
Plainville, CT06062 
Plainville Senior H.S. 
JH-104 
Francis Isidore Fallon . Jr. 
32 Bretton Rd. 
Scarsda le, NY 10583 
Edgemort H.S. 
J-223 
J a mes Bernard Felds tein 
173 Sycamore Circle 
Stony Brook, NY 11790 
Ward Melville H.S. 
JH-109 
Jonathan I an Fleldman 
1123 Wade St. 
Highland Park, lL 60035 
Highland Park H.S. 
NC-128 
William Christopher Egan 
107 Brookmeadow Dr. 
Wilmington, DE 19807 
Tower Hill School 
J -126 
Kathleen Ma rie Faughnan 
20 Fullin Lane 
Wilton, cr 06897 
WiltonH.S. 
H02 
Kathleen Howell Felt 
Piping Rock Rd . 
Locust Valley, NY 11560 
Miss Porter' s School 
JH·321 
Jos~ph Woodward Filley 
Holland Rd. 
Far Hills, NJ 07931 
Brooks School 
E-401 
93 
William Lester Einstein 
32 Washington Square West 
New York, NY 10011 
Hotchkiss School 
E-116 
Edith Gardner Faulkner 
35400rdwaySt. , N.W. 
Washington. D .C. 20016 
Madeira School 
JH-301-JOO 
Laura Hill Fergusson 
1029 Waverly Rd. 
Gladwyne, PA 19035 
Shipley School 
J -301 
Leslie Louise Flnc.h 
No.3 Everween Circl e 
LitUe Rock, AR 722ffl 
HallH.S. 
E-217 
Mlchu.l Elgunlse 
66 Valley Crest Or . 
Wethersfield, CT06109 
Wethersfield H.S. 
J-Ill 
Bruce Brody Feinberg 
33Shir~y Lane 
New London. CT 06320 
New London H.S. 
J -132 
Robe.rt Steven Frrs, Jr. 
870 Middletown Ave . 
North Haven, CT06473 
North Haven H.S. 
J -134 
Deborah Ruth Fish 
10 Lafayette Rd. 
Lardtmort , NY 10538 
Mamaroneck H.S. 
E -312 
Marjorie Martin Fisher 
tn51 Fa irway Hills Dr. 
Franklin, Ml48025 
Kings wood School Cranbrook 
WH-222 
Gregory Francis Fox 
51 1 River Rd. 
Hamden, CTOOS IB 
Hamden H.S. 
NC-110 
Rebecca Jo Friedkin 
720 N . Kensington St. 
Arlington, VA 22205 
Washington-Lee H.S. 
E-214 
James John Garrahan 
83 Morgan Lane 
Hamden , CT06514 
Hamden H.S. 
E-115 
Robert Paul Flaherty, Jr. 
33 Hadwen Lane 
Worcester, MAOI602 
Doherty Memorial H.S. 
WH-108 
Henry Stebbins Fox 
5475 Palisade Ave. 
Riverdale, NY 10471 
Deerfield Academy 
J-231; 
Scott Edward Friedman 
4 Fox Chapel Rd. 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
Nichols School 
NC·125 
David A. Gatenby 
1427 Warner Rd. 
Meadowbrook, PA 19046 
Abington H.S. 
E-117 
Barr Armstrong Flynn 
45Everett St. 
Newport, Rl 02840 
Portsmouth Abbey School 
J-124 
l\11chael Joseph Franc 
14948 Chillicothe Rd. 
Novelty, OH 44072 
University School 
J·318 
Daphne Malian Fullerton 
137 Wellesley St. 
Weston, MA 02193 
Oldfields School 
NC-216 
Clarence Andrew George 
55East86thSI., Apt . tt ·B 
New York , NY 10028 
LycfS.e Francais de New York 
NCI.rl36 
94 
Jam Arthur Foltz 
531 Guyasuta Rd. 
Pittsburgh , PA 15215 
Shady Side Academy 
J -137 
Halsey Barker Frank 
267 E. Linden Ave. 
Englewood. NJ 07631 
Dwight-Englewood School 
J -323 
William Grover Gabor 
Ormonde Dr. 
Cazenovia , NY 13035 
Cazmovia Central H.S. 
WH-119 
William Whitney George 
Aspeto~ Rd. 
Bedford, NY 10506 
Choate School 
JH-102 
Sarah Fostu 
165 East 66th St. 
New York, NY 10021 
Hewitt School 
E-20'1 
Jordan Seth Fried 
5 Reynolds Dr. 
Wallingford, CT06492 
Choate School 
WH-313 
Catharine Ga lla gher 
14 Goverrors Rd. 
~filton, MA 02186 
MiltonH .S. 
JH·3ll 
Thompson A. Gerke 
20Armk1Dr. 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 
South Kent School 
J -109 
Pamela Jane Ger main 
Nottingham Circle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15215 
Shady Side Academy 
E-207 
Bruce Ira Green 
85 Fairway Rd . 
Brookline, MA 02167 
Brookline H.S. 
NC-128 
Joseph Jobn Giblin 
Village Rd. 
New Vernon, NJ 07976 
Salisbury School 
90-92V·A2 
Jame5 Arthur Foltz 
531 Guyasuta Rd. 
Pittsburgh , PA 15215 
Shady Side Academy 
J-137 
Halsey Barker Frank 
267 E . Linden Ave. 
Englewood, NJ (17631 
Dwighi-Englewood School 
J-323 
William Grover Gabor 
Ormonde Dr. 
CazEJlOvia, NY 13035 
Cazmovia CmtraJ H.S. 
WH-119 
illiam Whitney George 
Aspeto111 Rd. 
Bedford, NY 10506 
Choate School 
JH-102 
Jordan Seth Fried 
5 Reyoolds Or 
Wallingford, CT06492 
Choa te School 
WH-313 
Ca tharine Gallaghu 
14 Governors Rd. 
Milton, MA 02186 
MiltonH.S. 
JH-311 
Thompson A. Gerke 
20Arnold0r . 
Bloomfield. C'f06002 
South Kent School 
J-109 
Bruce Ira Green 
85 Fairway Rd. 
Brookline, MA 02167 
Brookline H.S. 
NC.L28 
Ca rol l\larie Green 
m Highland Ave. 
West Newton, MA 02165 
Newton North H.S. 
E-210 
Elizabeth Claire Green 
560 Wellesley Sl. 
Weston, MA 02193 
WestonH.S. 
JH-309 
95 
Carol Ann Goldbe:rg 
19 Lakeside St. 
Haverhill, MA 01830 
Governor Dummer Academy 
E-311 
Michael Edward Grabschekl 
101 Surrey Rd. 
Stamford, CT06903 
Weslhill H.S. 
E-410 
Geoffrey Dennis Green 
78 Gleeson Rd. 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Woodrow Wilson H.S. 
NC-132 
Robert Matthew Golding 
263 Singletary Lane 
Framingham, l\1A 01701 
St . Mark'sSchool 
NC-102 
Jerrrey WUUam Granfield 
33 Fairty Dr. 
New Canaan, CT 06840 
Storm King School 
NC-135 
Stephen Manning Greene 
4258 Salisbury St. 
Worcester, MA 01609 
Doherty Memorial H.S. 
E-402 
Thomas Gnybowski 
292 Celia Dr. 
Wolcott, Cf 06705 
WolcottH.S. 
E· lOI 
Pekr Hay Ha lpert 
315 South 21st St. 
Philadelphia , PA 19103 
EP,soopal Academy 
J -219 
Chr istopher Howell Hatch 
95 Tower Ave. 
Needham Heights. MA 02194 
Tabor Academy 
NC-109 
Susa n Carline Gulino 
387 Middle Rd. 
Farmington, CT06032 
Farmington H.S. 
NC-200 
Kenneth J ouph lla lpln 
200 Haypath Rd . 
Old Bethpage, NY 11804 
John F . Kennedy H.S. 
J -123 
Pa ul Alexander Haughton 
160 Hughes Rd. 
King of Prussia , PA 19406 
Haverford School 
WH-119 
Lucr e tia Grasselll Hadden 
2507 Stratlord Rd. 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44.11 8 
Madeira School 
E -21 3 
Grace llaronian 
2807 P r inceton Pike 
LawrmceviUe, NJ 08648 
Lawrence H.S. North 
JH-217 
Felice Ela in e Hawley 
94 Hamilton Terrace 
London, N.W. 8, England 
American School in London 
JK-315 
96 
Anne Louin II a ll 
11 River Rd. 
Richmond, VA 23226 
St. Ca therine' s School 
E-307 
Da r ryl Kevin ll arr is 
108 East Euclid Ave. 
Bloomfield, CT06002 
Bloomfield H.S. 
NC-103 
Hobert Heap 
70 Eddy St. 
Springfield, MA 01104 
Classical H.S. 
E-406 
U se Nadine llalpem 
406 Saratoga Dr 
Cherry Hill, NJ 011002 
Cherry Hill H.S. West 
E-210 
Davkl Wins ton Harrison 
402 Mockingbird Hill Rd 
Louisville, KY 40207 
Kentucky Courtry Day School 
JH-125-127 
Kenn Roger II ebert 
482 CornwaiJ St. 
Hartford, CT06112 
WeaverH.S. 
90-92V·AI 
Cl.ndy Ma rie lltggins 
145 Rock Harbor Rd. 
Orleaos, MA~ 
Nauset Regional H.S. 
J-214 
Michael Pr ice Hinton 
520 East Sedgwick St . 
Philadelphia , PA 19119 
Chestnut Hill Academy 
NC-108 
Margaret All• 
R.D.2, 
Middleto...,_-n, 
St. Andrew' 
J 
Ktitb\\ill 
6006 Ma rwnr 
Balttmore. 
Loyo~ 
JH-' 
tiGrevstad 
•wood Rd. 
ord, CT06107 
rd H.S. 
1-116 
lseUaU 
rRd. 
VA 23226 
•'•School 
~ 
llarris 
idAve. 
T06002 
H.S. 
01104 
5. 
AJrred Douglas Griffen. Jr. 
136 Brook St. 
~ky Hill , CT 06067 
WaUc:inson School 
JH-215 
Use Nadine llalpern 
406Saratoga Dr. 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 
Cherry H;u H.S West 
E-210 
Dnld Wlnston Harrison 
402 Mocltingbird Hill Rd 
Louisville, KY 40207 
Kentucky Courc.ry Day School 
JH-125-127 
Ken:n Roger IIebert 
482 Cornwall St. 
Hartford, CT 061 12 
WeaverH.S. 
90-92V-AI 
Cindy Marie lligglns 
145 Rock Harbor Rd. 
Orleans. MA 02653 
Nauset Regional H.S. 
J-214 
Michael Price Hinton 
520 East Sedgwick St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19119 
Chestnut Hill Academy 
NC-108 
Margaret Ann Higgins 
R.D. 2, Box 74 
Middletown, DE 19'709 
St. Andrew'sSchool 
J -335 
Keith WIIUa m lli.ss 
6006 Mannington Ave. 
Baltimore. MD 21206 
Loyola H.S. 
JH-120 
Jeffrey Lee IHiburn 
R.F .D. No. 4, County Rd. 
Gorham, ME 04038 
Salmon Fa Us School 
J -101 
Lawrence WUIIamllolmberg 
1114 Bartholomew Rd. 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Woodrow Wilson H.S. 
JK-302 
97 
Christophu Scott Hillcoat 
4903 Newport Ave. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
St. AlbansSd>ool 
JH-105 
David Paullloule 
120 Harryel St. 
Pittsfield , MA 01201 
Pittsfield H.S. 
JH-207 
Suzanne MacLeod Herr 
Stamets Rd. 
Milford, NJ 08848 
St Timothy's School 
NC-234 
Marie Therese Hickey 
21 Peirce Rd. 
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 
Dana HaU School 
JH-317 
Christopher Dehli Hillyer 
303 Castlewood Dr. 
Devon, PA 19333 
Conestoga Sr. H.S. 
JH-122 
Elena Georgina Hovey 
47 Deer[;eld Rd. 
Wyckoff, NJ 07481 
Ramapo Regional H.S. 
E-312 
Anne Elh.abeth Hritzay 
18 Alden Lane 
Winchester, MA 01890 
Winchester H.S. 
JH-130 
Carl Walter llurtig 
58 Gammons Rd. 
Cohasset , J\.tA 02025 
Cohasset H.S. 
J-221 
Richard Jolin ltzen 
505 Stony brook Dr. 
Levittown, PA 19055 
Woodrow Wilson H.S. 
NC 115 
Katharine Truscott J ebb 
15 Argyle Park 
Buffalo, NY 14222 
Nichols School 
E -310 
Lawrence Jamison Hudson 
14 Green Beech Dr. 
Rowayton, CT 06853 
WiltonH.S. 
E -106 
Lynn Elizabeth Hyatt 
205 Crest Way 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 
Shipley School 
NC-228 
Sarah Ivins 
15 Beardsley Lane 
Huntington, NY 11743 
Cold Spring Harbor H.S. 
NC-215 
Wendy 8 . Jennings 
642 Round Hill Rd_ 
Greenwich , CT 06830 
Garrison Forest School 
NC-227 
Micha el Christie lluebs~h 
15 Forest HiU Rd. 
Darien, CT06820 
King School 
J -121 
George Chester Irons 
IDormaDr. 
Oyster Bay, NY unt 
St. Paul's School 
90-92V-AI 
Kris Adair Jatluion 
10821 Alloway Dr. 
Potomac, l\.10 20854 
Holton Arms School 
NC-214 
Bruce Patrick Johnson 
485Tanacrest Dr. N.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30328 
Galloway School 
JK-306 
98 
Thon1as Angell Hunter 
50 Tall Timbers Dr. 
Glastonbury, CT06033 
Glastonbury H.S. 
JH-206 
Elizabeth Chittenden Isham 
ItO Turtleback Rd . 
New Canaan, CT06840 
New Canaan H.S. 
J -201 
Sleven Daniel Jacobs 
10 Kohary Dr. 
New Haven, Cf0651S 
Hopkins Grammar-
Day Prospect HiU School 
J -219 
David J oseph Johnson 
31St. Joseph Ave. 
Norwood, MA 02062 
Norwood Senior H.S. 
NC-114 
Thomas Griest Hunter 
280 Edgerstoune Rd. 
Princeton, NJ <&540 
Lawreoceville School 
J-102 
Jenny Ann Is ler 
4 Beechwood Lane 
Westport, CT 06880 
Staples H.S. 
NC-234 
Joanna Martha J anoska 
Valentine's Lane 
Old Brookville, NY 11545 
Friends Academy 
J -213 
Lynne Kirs ten Johnson 
100 Woodruff Rd. 
Farmington, CT06032 
Farmington H.S. 
NC-2ll7 
Edward Felix KJoman 
57 Sammis St. 
Rowayton. CT 06853 
Choate School 
JH-1112 
Corey Alyson Kowaluk 
220 Goodale Dr. 
Newington,. CT06ttl 
Newington H.S. 
JH-306 
Ridg'<' 
n 
One 
8 
B 
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;Or. 
00033 
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hham 
d. 
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ool 
Thomas Griest Hunter 
280 Edgerstoune Rd . 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Lawrenceville School 
J-102 
J enny Ann Isler 
4 Beechwood Lane 
Westport, CT 00880 
Staples H.S. 
NC-234 
Joanna Martha Janoska 
Valentine's Lane 
Old Brookville, NY 11545 
Friends Academy 
J-213 
Lynne Kirsten Johnson 
100 Woodruff Rd . 
Farmington, CT 06032 
Farmington H.S. 
NC-207 
Corey Alyson Kowaluk 
220 Goodale Dr. 
Newington, CT06tlt 
Newington H.S. 
JH-306 
Penny Kozol 
One Sentry Hill P lace 
Boston. 1\.tA 02114 
Berkshire School 
NC-200 
A.my Ruth Kabcenell 
SOld Oak Rd. 
Port Chester, NY 10573 
Blind Brook H.S. 
NC-214 
\\'Uiia m T. Kierfer Ill 
149WesllandSt. 
West Hartford, CT06107 
Clayton H.S. 
E~I3 
Natha niel Richard Krieger 
1755 East 55th St. 
OJ.icaiJ) , IL60615 
Northfield-Mt . Hermon School 
J -230 
99 
Edward A.lan Kaminsky 
18 Tanners Rd. 
Great Neck, NY 11020 
Great Neck South Sr. H.S. 
NC-126 
David !\1.\\'. King 
139 West Lanvale St. 
Baltimore, MD 21217 
Boys' Latin School 
NCI32 
Julia Kuck 
1756AlhudsonDr. 
Escondido, CA 92025 
Esoondido H.S. 
NC-203 
Richard Lee Katzman 
7909 Lagoon Dr . 
Margate, NJ 08402 
Atlantic City H.S. 
J -120 
Kenneth John Klrilenko 
138 Alberta St. 
Waterbury, CT 06708 
Kent School 
NCL-136 
Beth ll elen Kurtz 
1049 LyndhW'St Dr. 
PiUsburiUJ , PA 15206 
Taylo·r ADder-dice H.S. 
NC-202 
David Irwin Kurtz 
Beaver Hill, Apt. 516N 
Jenkintown, PA 19046 
Chestnut Hill Academy 
NC.llO 
Robert. Douglas Lan1ner 
66 Diana's Trail 
Roslyn, NY 11576 
Friends Academy 
JH-115 
Ann Coates l.escher 
295 Reed Ave. 
Windsor Locks. CT 06096 
Loomis-Chaffee School 
NR 
Ruth Ellen Levine 
1312RoweRd. 
Schenectady, NY 12309 
Niskayuna H.S. 
E-311 
Christlne Anita Laban 
15 Lin-Sal Sl. 
Windsor Locks, CT 06096 
Windsor Locks H.S. 
J-201 
Ma.rk Aaron Leavitt 
tOO Crescent Rd. 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 
Longmeadow H.S. 
JK-301 
Scott Alan LHsne 
42 Shelley Lane 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 
Glastonbury H.S. 
JK-304 
Robert Joel Levy 
One Roeksp-ay Lane 
West Simsbury, CT 06092 
Simsbury H.S. 
J -122 
Jean t~rances Lambertson 
63 West Burdi am Sl. 
Hartford, CT06112 
Northwest Catholic H.S. 
NR 
Harriet M. Lee 
28DickDr. 
Worcester, MA01609 
Bancroft School 
NC-226 
Harry Joseph Lennstein 
I46Sbepard'sKnoU Dr. 
Hamden, CT065I4 
Hamden H.S. 
JH-121 
Eric Collis Lewis 
421 Monument Ave . 
Malvern. PA 19355 
Episcopal Academy 
NC-107 
100 
Michael Bruce Lansbury 
t220ParkAve. 
New York, NY 10028 
Hotchkiss School 
E-113 
Eugene E. Ufebvre 
5720 Ridge Ave. 
Philadelphia , PA 19128 
William Penn Charter School 
E-U3 
Scott MitcheU Leventhal 
9219 Manchester Rd. 
Silver SJring, MD 20901 
Montgomery Blair H.S. 
J-lJ9 
James Kanut lA:"' is 
250MainSt. 
Ridgefield. CT 06877 
Ridgefield H.S. 
JH-120 
Jam es Page Lansdale 
416 Route liM 
Sandy Spring, MD2ai!O 
Mercersburg Academy 
NC-126 
Al.iJ:on Carroll Legge 
523 Garrison Forest Rd 
OwingsMills.MD11117 
Agnes lrwin School 
JK-315 
Alan P . Levine 
619 Wyndham Rd. 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 
Teaneck H.S. 
JH-113 
Magdalen Uchota 
45Ad<lison0r. 
Short Hills, NJ 070711 
MillburnH.S. 
E-310 
Scott Allertl..yde.n 
1150 Via Lugano 
Winler Park. FL32789 
Winter Park H.S. 
wH= 
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oldH.S. 
120 
James Page La nsd• le 
416 Route lOB 
Sandy Spring, MD 200160 
Mercersburg Academy 
NC-126 
Alison Carroll Legge 
523 Garrison Forest Rd. 
Owings Mills, MD 21111 
Agnes Irwin School 
JK-315 
Alan P . Levine 
619 Wyndham Rd. 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 
TeaneckH.S 
JH-113 
Magda len Lic hota 
45 Addison Dr. 
Short Hills, NJ 07078 
Millburn H.S. 
E-1110 
Scott Allen Lyden 
llSOViaLugano 
Winter Park, FL3Z789 
Winter Park H.S. 
WH-325 
William Joseph Lynch 
17LilacLane 
Milford, CT 06460 
ForanH.S. 
J -233 
Robert Edmond Malhame 
35 Timber Lane 
Manhasset , NY 11030 
Canterbury School 
WH-108 
Peter Michael Lyons 
7 Eastgate Lane 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Portsmouth Abbey School 
WH-1120 
Hope Elizabeth Malkan 
4141 Southwest Frwy. C/0 C.S. l. 
Houston, TX 77<m 
LamarH.S. 
NC-209 
101 
Douglas Ross 1\lacby 
911 LaLoma Rd . 
Pasadena, CA 91105 
Polytechnic School 
WH-324 
Richard James Margenot 
18 Clover Place 
Cos Cob, CT 06807 
Greenwich H.S. 
J -113 
Abbie Lundberg 
5 Bridgewater St. 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
Gloucester H.S. 
E-1113 
lan Breckenridge MacNeil 
450rio5eSt. 
Bronxville, NY 10708 
BrooxvilleH.S. 
JH-Ul 
James Benjamin Martin 
I tOO Westover Rd . 
Wilmington, DE 19807 
Alexis I. duPont H.S. 
E-116 
Sean WUiiam Martin 
246CiaySt. 
U.Omaston, cr 06787 
Hotchkiss School 
E-104 
Thomas Royce McCauley 
18 Arlington St., N. 
Meriden, CT 06450 
Francis T. Maloney H.S. 
E-414 
Thomu Francis McGarry 
10885 Crestmont Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19154 
Holy Ghost Prep. School 
JH-117 
Susan Marion McNally 
n Mountain Ave. 
North Caldwell , NJ 07006 
West Essex H.S. 
J-2<18 
Michael Joseph Mascolo 
129 Robeth Lane 
Wethersfield , CT061.09 
South Cathllic H.S. 
NR 
Sarah Parsons McCormick 
6 Sunset Lane 
Yardley, PA 19067 
Pennsbury H.S. 
J-215 
Elltabeth Linda McGill 
t50ThreeMileRd. 
Glastonbury, CT06033 
Glastonbury H.S. 
E -317 
Patrick Raymond McNamara 
4 Colony St. 
Ansonia , CI'06401 
Ansonia H.S. 
J -114 
Jeffrey Felix Mather 
Storrs Rd . 
West Willington, CT06279 
WindhamH.S. 
J-323 
Sarah Beeck man McCoy 
430042ndSL, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
Immaculata Prep. School 
NC-213 
Michael Christopher McGovern 
22MillardSt. 
Fairfield, CT06430 
Roger Ludlowe H.S. 
WH-316 
Nina Warren l\1cN«Iy 
441 East Locust Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19144 
Germantown Friends School 
E-307 
102 
John Edward Mayo, Jr. 
41 Brett Lane 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Enrico Fermi H.S. 
JH-125-127 
LHIIe Judith McCuaig 
Cherry VaUey Rd. 
Princeton, NJ MS40 
Concord Academy 
J -202 
Thomas Edward McGowan 
60Acadia St. 
West Hartford, CT06119 
William H. Hall H.S. 
WH-321 
James Davis Mt:Vey 
3416 Westmoreland Rd ., N.W. 
Canton, OH 44718 
Cranbrook School 
JH-20 
Andrew A. McAleer 
10 Nathan Hale Dr. 
Stamford, CT 06902 
WesthiUKS. 
NC-122 
James Garneau McDonald 
II Fordyce Lane 
St. Louis, M063124 
St. Louis Country Day SdJool 
JH-26 
Carol Anne MeKt.ntie 
North Mountain Rd. 
Canton, CT06019 
Canton H.S. 
JH-225-227 
Janit:e Coupe Meagher 
Netherwood Rd. 
Hyde Park, NY l2S38 
Millbrook School 
J -338 
John Brinton Medford 
403 Crumwald Lane 
Wallingford. PA 1~ 
Episcopal Academy 
JH-21 
Alphonse Jeremiah Murasso 
419 Elm St. 
Rocky HiU , cr 06067 
South Catholic H.S. 
NR 
Lyo,Jr. 
,. 
1082 
H.S. 
uaig 
d. 
i40 
oy 
119 
'· 
I.W. 
Andrew A. McAleer 
10 Nathan Hale Dr. 
Stamford, CT 06902 
WesthilJH.S. 
NC·l22 
James Garneau McDonald 
11 Fordyce Lane 
St. Louis, M063124 
St. Louis Countr y Day School 
JH-26 
.. 
....... 
J 
,. \. 
~-
\ 
Carol Anne McKenzie 
North Mountain Rd. 
Canton, CT060t9 
Canton H.S. 
JH-225-227 
Janice Coupe Meagher 
Netherwood Rd. 
Hyde Park, NY 12538 
Millbrook School 
J-338 
John Brinton Mectrord 
403 Crumwald Lane 
Wallingford, PA I~ 
Episcopal Academy 
JH-21 
Antonio Costa Mendes II 
90 Franklin Ave. 
Hartford, CT06114 
Westledge School 
JH-123 
Carol Linda Moore 
163 Grant St. 
North Attleboro, MA 02760 
Bishop Feehan H.S. 
J-201 
Alphonse Jeremiah Murasso 
419ElmSt. 
Rocky Hill , CT 06067 
South Catholic H.S. 
NR 
Ca rol Ruth Melcher 
2610 West 7oth Terrace 
Shawnee Mission, KS66208 
Sunset Hill School 
JH-305 
Andrew Pepperell Merrill 
490GaySt. 
Westwood, MA 02090 
Lawrenceville School 
E-107 
Cha rles A.B. Moore 
23 Tamarind Reef 
Christiansted, St. Croix 00620 
St. Croix Country Day School 
WH-325 
Jean Marie Murphy 
738 Burnside Ave. 
East Hartford, CT06108 
East Hartford H.S. 
90-92V-B4 
Thomas Lawrence Melly 
120 Zacceus Mead Lane 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
Kent School 
J-224 
Danielllarris Meyer 
18 Dromara Rd. 
St. Louis, MO 63124 
John Burroughs School 
JK-300 
Jeremy Stacey Morrow 
R.R. l , Box 144 
Sherman, CT 06784 
Canterbury School 
J -101 
Theodore R. Murphy 
21 Manor Dr. 
Milrord, CT 06460 
ForanH.S. 
J-233 
103 
Michael David Melo 
44 Pleasant St. 
West Hartford, CT06107 
Conard H.S. 
WH-113 
Anita R. Aolirani 
8539 Homelawn St. 
Jamaica, NY 11432 
Jamaica H.S. 
90-92V-B2 
Gilda L. Moseby 
1113 West Thompson St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
Parkway-Delta School 
JK-310 
Brandon Joseph Musler 
88 Rockridge Rd. 
Stamford, CT06903 
Westhill H.S. 
JH-126 
Catherin e AUce Menard 
7 Ridgewood Dr. 
Rockville, CT 06066 
Rockville H.S. 
NR 
Bruce McKay Mitchell 
60 Rolling Lane 
Weston, MA 02193 
Buckingham, Browne 
and Nicbols School 
90-92V-A2 
Robert Arthur Most.utz, Jr. 
76 Freeman Parkway 
Providence, RI 02906 
Moses Brown School 
J-111 
Robert Francis Myers Ill 
36 Planters Field Lane 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Archbishop Williams H.S. 
E-117 
Scott Phillip Myen 
156 Conrad Or. 
New Haven , CT 06515 
Hopkins Grammar-Day 
PrO&pect Hill School 
J-101 
Richard E. Noble 
1240 Park Ave. 
New York, NY 10028 
St . Mark' s School 
NC-102 
Jay Raymond Olson III 
11 Rockledge Rd. 
Pleasantville, NY 10070 
Byram Hills H.S. 
JK-307 
Boward Steven P..-ris 
~Glen way Rd. 
Philadelphia , PA 19118 
William Penn Charter School 
E-114 
Carol Joy Novick 
16 Van Greenby Rd. 
LowelJ, MA 01851 
Dana Hall School 
E-217 
Lois Eliubeth Ordway 
3913 Virgilia St. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20015 
National Cathedral School 
9CH12V-B2 
CorneUa Marjorie Panons 
3 Spring Hill Rd. 
Westport, CT 06880 
SlaplesH.S. 
E..-315 
Laura Allee Nakshian 
16 Blackstone Rd. 
Attleboro, MA 02703 
Attleboro H.S. 
WH-211 
JobnT.O'Brien 
27 Deepwood Rd. 
Simsbury. Cf06070 
A von Old Farms School 
E-410 
Mkhael Joseph O'Sullivan 
9NashuaSt. 
Seabrook, NH 03874 
St. Jolm 's Prep. School 
NC-134 
Audrey Lynn Patrone 
'SI Tanglewood Lane 
Stamford, CT 06903 
Rippowam H.S. 
NC-228 
104 
Robert Paul Nero 
54 Abbotsford Ave . 
West HarUord, Cf06110 
ConardH.S. 
NR 
Alice Mary O'Connor 
3291leechwood Rd. 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450 
immaculate Heart Academy 
9CH12V-84 
Elba beth Williams Parker 
Nashua Ave. 
Marblehead, MA 01945 
Pingree Sdlool 
JH-315 
Todd Steven Pattuson 
119 Meadbrook Rd. 
Garden City, NY 11530 
Garden City Sr. H.S. 
J -122 
Mark Alltn Ndldl 
tOO Stewart St. 
Manchester, NH 031111 
Manchester West H S. 
J·ll8 
Jonathan Joseph Olear 
ItO Forest Ridge Rd. 
Waterbury, C'I'067(1 
HotchkissScbool 
NC-107 
William Amory Parker 
Proctor St. 
Manchester, MA01944 
Brooks School 
E-411 
Darlene Jamie Petillo 
1144 Mather St. 
Suffield , c.TO&a78 
Suffield H.S. 
'C-237 
Frances Ruth Plough 
Twopennyworth Box716 
Wrig]ltstown, PA 18940 
G«>rge Sdlool 
WH-211 
Thomas A. Quigley 
340 Hotdlkiss Rd . 
Orange, CT 06477 
Amity Regional H.S. 
E· llO 
Robert Johnston Plumb 111 
10'1 Meadowbrook Dr. 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Lawrenceville SchoOl 
E-114 
Peter James Quinlan 
79Cast~Dr. 
Meri!en, CT 06450 
O.H. Platt H.S. 
J -138 
tiNero 
rdAve. 
,CT06110 
!.S. 
Connor 
ldRd. 
J 07450 
tAcademy 
• 
1Parku 
·01945 
ol 
....... 
ld. 
1530 
!.S. 
Mark Allen Netsch 
IOOStewartSt. 
Manchester, NH 03102 
Manchester West H.S. 
J-118 
Jonathan J oaeph Olear 
110 Forest Ridge Rd. 
Waterbury, CT 067~ 
Hotchkiss School 
NC-107 
William Amory Parker 
Proctor St. 
Manchester, MA01944 
Brooks School 
E-411 
Darlene Jamie Petillo 
844 Mather St. 
Suffield, CT 06078 
Suf(ield H.S. 
NC-237 
Davkl Harrison Preltrer 
'II Parker St. 
Newbury, MA 01950 
PhiiUps Exeter Academy 
NC-134 
Frances Ruth Plough 
Twopennyworth Box 716 
Wrightstown. PA 18940 
George Sdlool 
WH-211 
Susa n Dobbs Pntt 
2800 Main St., Box 6031 
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 
Princeton Day School 
E-217 
Thomas A. Quigley 
340 Hotchkiss Rd. 
Orange, CT 064'71 
Amity Regional H.S. 
E -110 
John Francis Phelan, Jr. 
449 Brownstone Ridge 
Merkles1, CT 06450 
O.H. P latt H.S. 
J-138 
Robert Johnston Plumb Ill 
107 Meadowbrook Dr. 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Lawrenceville School 
E-114 
Cynt.bia M.D. Prideaux-Brune 
500 Dorchester Rd. 
San Mateo, CA 94402 
Crystal SJrings School 
J-338 
Peter James Quinlan 
79Castle Dr. 
Meriden, CT 06450 
O.H. Platt H.S. 
J-138 
Suwalhln Phlan&unthon 
123 Laan Cope& van Cattenburch 
The Hague, The Netherlands 
American School or the Hague 
J-224 
Amy Lynn P olayes 
49 North Racebrook Rd . 
Woodbridge, CT 06525 
Amity Sr. H.S. 
NC..224 
Susan Paine Proctor 
Stickney Hill Rd. 
Concor<l, NH 03301 
St . Paul'sSchool 
NC-226 
Paul Spt_nc:e Rasmussen 
19Edgehill Rd. 
New Haven, CT 06511 
Episcopal Academy 
NC-107 
105 
Timothy Roger Phillips 
3213 Woodberry Dr . 
Vestal, NY 13850 
Ve&taiH.S. 
JH-202 
Hartley Unwood Pond 
21 Baldwin Dr. 
Waterford, CT06385 
St. Mark's School 
NC-100 
Steven W. Prouty 
11 Marion Ave. 
Auburn, MA 01501 
AuburnH.S. 
JH-209 
RobertA. Ravensc:roft, Jr. 
R.F . .D . I, Covey Rd. 
Burlington, CT06013 
LeW S. Mills H.S., Reg. No. 10 
J · l26 
Kevin David Planc:her 
940 Carol Ave. 
Woodmere. NY 11598 
George W. Hewlett H.S. 
E-402 
James Michael Post 
95 Garden St. 
Tonington, CT 06790 
Torrington H.S . 
JK-301 
Karen Anna Provensen 
Meadowbrook Lane 
Staatsburg. NY 12580 
Roosevelt H.S. 
NC-223 
Stephanie RaveU 
24Knoll Rd. 
Tenafly, NJ 07670 
Tenafly H.S. 
JH-323 
Roger Haydock Read 
470 East Locust Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19144 
Germantown Friends Scbool 
J-101 
Cynthia Prescott Rogers 
19 Briar Brae Rd. 
Darien, CT 06820 
Suffield Academy 
WH-222 
Sandra Ann RuU 
45 Great Swamp Rd. 
Glastonbury, CT06033 
Glastonbury H.S. 
JH-221 
Michael Lawrence Salilan 
121 Deerfield Dr. 
Tenafly , NJ 07670 
Tenafly H.S. 
JH-105 
Paul Michael Riccardo 
29 Craba~le Rd. 
Windsor, CT 06095 
Loomis-Chaffee School 
E-•115 
Susan E. Rolfe 
770 Radcliffe 
University City, M063130 
University City Sr. H.S. 
NC-223 
Claire Frances Rush 
20 Stuyvesant Oval 
New York, NY 10009 
Marymount School of N.Y. 
NC-215 
Jennirer Marte Sandson 
31 Holly Circle 
Weston. MA 02193 
Commonwealth School 
NC-237 
James Charln Rickert 
Ill Wildwood Ave. 
Madison, CT 06443 
Milford Academy 
J-318 
Cynthia Jean Rolph 
21 ShorncliffeAve. 
Montreal , Quebec H3Y IA8 
Phillips Academy 
JH-304 
Eugene Macey Russell 
m Belmont Ave. 
Brockton, MA 02401 
Brockton H.S. 
E-102 
Claude Anthony Sangiolo 
179 Newton St. 
Weston. MA 02193 
WestonH.S. 
WH-118 
106 
Brian Evans Roberts 
4705 Dorset Ave. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20015 
Kent School 
JH-126 
Amy Gordon Rosenthal 
801 Hinman Ave. 
Evanston, JL60202 
Evanston Township H.S. 
NC-210 
SaUy Newbold Ryan. 
17 East 89th St. 
New York, NY 10028 
Hotchkiss School 
J -201 
N. CahlnSaute 
Blueberry Lane 
North Scituate, Rt 02857 
St. Paul's School 
J -118 
Brian John Rodrigues 
164 Douglas Dr. 
Meriden, CT 06450 
O.H. Platt H.S. 
J-138 
Werner Rosshitt 
58 Leslie Court 
Bristol, cr 06010 
Bristol Central H.S. 
NR 
Luther St. Jamn Ill 
?Thornton 
Webster Groves, MO 63119 
Webster Groves H.S. 
JH-106 
Samuel Edward Savoca 
121 Skymeadow Lane 
Leola , PA 17>40 
Hill School 
E_.15 
Ann Tracy Scha ch 
1085 Devon Rd . 
Pittsburgtl, PA 15213 
St . George' s School 
NC-221 
Michael Lawrence Scinto 
247 Madison Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Scarsdale H.S. 
E-414 
J . Connor Seabrook 
304 Forest Dr. South 
Short Hills, NJ 07078 
Pingry School 
E-101 
Robert Greenwood Shaw 
16 Eastwood Dr. 
Mark Raphael Scheibner 
114WilmotCircle 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
New Rochelle H.S. 
J-120 
Elizabeth Seager 
520 River Rd. 
Appleton. W\54911 
AppletonH S. East 
JH-220 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
Williston-Northampton School 
WH-324 
Brian John Rodrigues 
164 Douglas Dr. 
Meriden, CT 06450 
O.H. PlattH.S 
J-138 
Werner Rosshlrt 
58 Leslie Court 
Bristol, CT06010 
Bristol Cent raJ H.S. 
NR 
Luther St. James Ill 
7Thonton 
Webster Groves, M063119 
Webster Groves H.S. 
JH-106 
Samuel Edward Savoca 
121 Skymeadow Lane 
Leola, PA 17..0 
HiliSdlool 
E...fl5 
Ann Tracy Schach 
I~ Devon Rd . 
Pittsburgh , PA 15213 
St. George's School 
NC-221 
Michael Lawrence Scinto 
247 Madison Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Scarsdale H.S. 
E-414 
J . Connor Sea brook 
304 Forest Dr. South 
Short Hills, NJ 07078 
Pingry School 
E-101 
Robf.rt Greenwood Shaw 
I& Eastwood Dr. 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
W'tlUstoo-Northam~on School 
WH-324 
Mark Raphul Scheibner 
tt4WilmotCircJe 
Scarsda le, NY 10583 
New Rochelle H.S. 
J -120 
Elizabeth Seager 
520 River Rd. 
Appleton, Wt S4911 
Appleton H.S. East 
JH-220 
Randy F . Scherck 
50 Clermont Lane 
St. Louis, MO 63124 
St. Louis Country Day School 
JK-301 
Linda Elaine Scott 
8 Dellwood Dr. 
Huntington, NY 11743 
Walt Whitman H.S. 
JH-323 
Michael Scott Seller 
125 Crestwood Lane 
Williamsvme, NY 14221 
Williamsville North H.S. 
NC-100 
Barry Bruce Sbendell 
205 Morgan Lane 
West Haven, CT06516 
West Haven H.S. 
JH-204 
107 
Robert William Schmidley 
4031 Pilgrim Rd. 
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 
Plymouth-Whitemarsh H.S. 
JH-24 
R. Kent Scrivener 
320 Jaffery Rd. 
Malvern, PA 19355 
Archbishop Carroll H.S. for Boys 
J-135 
Randolph Paul Sera fino 
105 Gern1ania St. 
Southington, cr 06489 
Southington H.S. 
JH-122 
John Andrus Shepard, Jr. 
Box422 
Tuxedo Park, NY 10987 
Deerfield Academy 
J -236 
Frederic llenry Schwarlt 
ns Parkes Run Lane 
Villanova, PA 19085 
RadnorH.S. 
WH-315 
Mark Wade Scroggs 
2006 Dartmouth Dr. 
Durham, NC mos 
Northern H.S. 
WH-322 
Gordon A. Shafer 
105 Loder Rd. 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 
Yorktown H.S. 
NC-106 
John 1-"'rNericll: Sherman 
111 North Hoosac Rd. 
WiUiamstown, MA 01267 
Mt. Greylock Regional H.S. 
WH-118 
Sara Marie She:rman 
302 North Third St. 
Geneva, 1L60134 
Geneva Community H.S. 
li5V 
Michael Joseph Siraco 
<SolitieRd. 
Peabody, MA 01960 
St. John'sPrep. Scbool 
WH-109 
Peter de Wolf Smith 
9 Middleton Court 
Baltimore, MD 21212 
St. PauJ'sSchool 
90-92V-A3 
T.MichaelSpencer 
100 Windward Rd. 
Wilmington. DE 19807 
TatnaU School 
J-230 
Alexander T. Sherwood 
335 Tynebridge 
Houston, TX 77024 
Kinkaid School 
JH-115 
La uri Ann Slvasllan 
81 Windtree 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Torrington H.S. 
E-213 
Robert Daniel Snyder 
2525 Washington St. 
Allentown, PA 18104 
William Allen H.S. 
WH-313 
Paul Scott Sperry 
48 Paper Mill Lane 
Newtown Square, PA 190'13 
Marpe Ne'Mown H.S. 
E-101 
AnU!ony David Shore 
S33ElkinsAve. 
Elkins Park, PA 19117 
Cheltenham H.S. 
E-116 
Stephen Blair Slade 
325 Pembroke Rd. 
Bala·Cynwyd, PA 19004 
Friends Central School 
J -117 
DaVkl Lee Snyderwlne, Jr. 
905 Whites Rd . 
Norristown, PA 19401 
WiJiiam Penn Charter School 
J-132 
Anita lngrida Splguli 
9DuraN.Rd. 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
Wellesley Sr. H.S. 
NC-230 
108 
AnneSices 
15DunsterDr. 
Hanover, NH 03755 
Haoover H.S. 
J-335 
Christopher H.K. Sloan 
3SummitRd. 
Lexington, MA 02173 
Lexington H.S. 
JH-107 
Barbara Ruth Soares 
7GrandAve. 
North Providence, Rl 02904 
North Providence H.S. 
E-216 
Joan Ellen Steuer 
2951 Glenmore Rd. 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
Hathaway Brown School 
E·214 
Jerfrey Chris Siekierski 
R.F.D. No.I 
North Grosvenordale, CT 06255 
Pomfret School 
NC-113 
EUu beth Curtiss Smith 
511 Lynmere Rd. 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
Agnes Irwin School 
JK-316 
Mary Lee Sole 
<OSouth Turkey Hill Rd. 
Westport, CT06880 
SLaplesH.S. 
E--315 
Richard W. Stevenson 
14 Vista Rd. 
Wilton, cr 06897 
WiltonH.S. 
JK-308 
Francis Edward Sl.OdoUnlr. 
616 Chickadee Lane 
Stratford, CT06497 
Frank Scott Bunnell H.S. 
WH-1~ 
Suzette N. Sturges 
Cedar Rd. 
West Mystic, CT06388 
Pom!ret School 
NC-208 
Norma Jun Tate 
44 Ridge Ave. 
Bridgeport, CT 06604 
Bassic.k H.S. 
E-301 
Charles Edward Tiernan Ill 
7CY]X"ess0r. 
Branford, CT 06405 
Branford H.S. 
JH-117 
AndrewMa 
617WUiiams 
Springfield, 
Springfield 
90-92V-
ShlrleyDenell 
4t60Easttt 
Cleveland.(] 
Western Reserv 
E-!U 
AnneSh::es 
15 Dunster Dr. 
nover, NH 03755 
Hanover H.S. 
J-335 
ttpher H.K. Sloan 
Summit Rd. 
agton, MA 02173 
xington H.S. 
JH-107 
·a Ruth Soares 
rand Ave. 
vidence, Rl 02904 
rovidence H.S. 
&216 
:lien Steuer 
mmoreRd. 
ighta, OH 44122 
Brown School 
~·214 
Jeffrey Chris Sit'kienkl 
R.F.D. No. I 
North Grosvenordale, CT06255 
Pomfret School 
NC·I13 
Elizabeth Curtiss Smltll 
511 Lynmere Rd 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
Agnes Irwin School 
JK-316 
Mary Lee Sole 
40 South Turkey HiiJ Rd 
Westport, CT 06880 
StaplesH.S. 
E·315 
Richard W. Stevenson 
14VistaRd. 
Wilton, CT 06897 
WiJtonH.S. 
JK-3ll8 
francis Edward Stodollnk 
616 Chickadee Lane 
StraUord, CT 06497 
FrankScottBumell H.S. 
WH-108 
Sur.ette N. Sturges 
Cedar Rd. 
West Mystic, CT 06388 
Pomfret School 
NC-208 
Norma Jean Tate 
44 Ridge Ave. 
Bridgeport, CT 06604 
Bassicll. H.S. 
E-301 
Charles Edward Tiernan Ill 
7 Cy;ress Dr. 
Branford, CI' 06405 
Branford H.S. 
JH·ll7 
Douglas Fernald Stone 
81 Albion Rd. 
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181 
Cambridge School of Weston 
JK-306 
Stephen Mark SuUivan 
2 Beaver Pond Rd. 
Loudonville, NY 12211 
Hotchkiss School 
NC-101 
Andrew Mark Teltt 
617 Williams Blvd. 
Springfield, IL62704 
Springfield H.S. 
90-92V-A3 
Shirley Oeneae Tolliver 
4160 East tOOth St. 
Cleveland, OH 44105 
Western Reserve Academy 
E·216 
Christopher Onid Storm 
Eastwood Rd. 
Bristol , CT06010 
St. PauJ Catholic H.S. 
NCL-136 
Rowena Mae Sum men 
47 45 20th Ave. 
Moline, IL 61265 
Westoyer School 
E-214 
NeU James Therrien 
301 LyMfield St. 
LyM, MA 01904 
St. Mary' s H.S. 
JH-25-27 
William Mande Tonldn 
1303 Susquetlanna St. 
Rydai, PA19044i 
Abington H.S. 
JH-23 
109 
Henry Lawrence Strom 
22 Rodney St. 
HarUord, CT 06105 
Hartford Public H.S. 
NC-124 
Jefrrey Voorhees Swain 
4662 Gleason Ave. 
Sarasota, FL33581 
Riverview H.S. 
E-412 
Sharon Maureen Thornton 
119 Shepard Ave . 
East Orange, NJ 07018 
Newark Academy 
JK-312 
Lawrence Robert Townley 
25318 Barsumian Dr. 
Barrington, IL 60010 
CohassEt H.S. 
J·221 
Steven Bennett Stuart 
5402 Purl.ingt.on Way 
Baltimore. MD 21212 
Friends School 
JH-205 
Rebecu Jene Szendy 
Squash Hollow Rd. 
New Milford, CT06776 
Wooster School 
JK-325 
EUubelb Helen Thrasher 
m Girard Ave. 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
East Aurora H.S. 
NG-207 
Joseph Eugene Troiano 
3Beach Rd. 
Bloomfield, cr 06002 
St . Thomas Seminary 
NR 
Cyprian Akotachl Ukah 
University School 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka, E .C.S. Nigeria 
Boy'sH.S. 
NC..l03 
Michael Brock Veldenheimer 
16 Sterling Rd. 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
Wellesley H.S. 
JH-22 
Susan Vuylsteb 
79 Tall Timbers Rd. 
Glastonbury, CT06033 
Glastonbury H.S. 
JH-313 
Karyn Rogers Webb 
':rl Brookwood Lane 
New Canaan, CT06840 
New Canaan H.S. 
NC-216 
Richard Putnam Up john 
Box335 
Southboro, MA Otm 
Milton Academy 
E·llO 
Frederic Pierre Vlgneron 
Orchard St. 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
North!ield·Mt. Hermon School 
NC·122 
Karen Lynn Wachtell 
26 Tamarack Way 
Pleasantville, NY 10570 
Byram Hills H.S. 
JK-315 
Linda Ann Wells 
56 Lake Forest 
St. Louis, MO 63117 
Mary Institute 
NC-236 
John Valaitis, Jr. 
149 Homestead Rd. 
Torrington, C1' 06790 
Hotchkiss School 
JH-213 
Daniel M. Vincento 
316 Brown St. 
Hartford, CT 06114 
St . Thomas Seminary 
NR 
Audrey Adele Wagner 
14 West Aspen St. 
Hazelton, PA 18201 
M.M.I. Preparatory School 
E-317 
l\1ary Bernadette Whall 
28 High Sl. 
Dorchester, MA 02122 
Boston Latin Academy 
E-310 
110 
Laura Ann Van Thunen 
16GienwoodDr. 
Saddle River. NJ 07458 
Saddle River Courtry Day School 
J -338 
Susan Ruth Vlamynck 
645 River Dr. 
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 
Saddle River Country Day School 
JH-317 
Edith l...aughlin Wallace 
1338 Morticello Blvd. North 
St. Petersburg, FL 33703 
Northeast Senior H.S. 
JK-315 
Deborah Sue White 
460 Mawman Ave. 
LakeBlulf,IL60044 
Lake Forest H.S. 
J -301 
Lynn Carol Veazey 
1 Sandas Trail 
Acton, MA 01720 
Acton-Boxborough Reg. H.S. 
JH·222 
Sarah Angela Vorder Bruegge 
38 Copper Beech Rd. 
Greenwich. CT 06830 
Convent or the Sacred Heart 
JH-309 
Janet Pruett Weakley 
645 Riviera Isle 
Ft. Lauderdale. FL33301 
Pine Crest School 
WH·211 
Elise Helaine White 
296 Hurting Rd. 
Needham, MA 02194 
Needham H.S. 
JH·224 
Jeffrey Oa vid White 
120 Foxwood Rd. 
West Nyack. NY 10994 
Clarkstown H.S. South 
JH-20 
Janet Ruth Wilson 
179 Meadbrook Rd. 
Garden City, NY 11530 
Garden City H.S. 
JH-225-227 
Laura lyn Wish 
44 Holbrook Rd . 
West Hartford, CT06107 
ConardH.S. 
WH-211 
Patricia Wrenn 
725 High Sl. 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Beaver Country Day School 
NC-203 
Franclt Georg Wob!it 
2430 Onandaga Dr 
Columbus, OH 43221 
Columbus Academy 
NC·ll5 
San VIrginia Wreru 
1601 East Third Ave 
Denver, C080211 
Kent Denver Country Day 
J-326 
1ura Ann Van Thunen 
16 Glenwood Dr. 
lddleRiver, NJ07458 
River Coutt_ry Day School 
J-338 
Lynn Carol Veney 
l Sandas Trail 
Acton, MA 01720 
Acton-Boxborough Reg. H.S 
JH-222 
l~~~~~~~~-ynck Sarah Angela Vorder Bruegge 
~ood Park, NJ 074(!1 ~r~':~h~ci~ 
ver ~:;y Day School Convent of the Sacred Heart 
JH-309 
..a ugh lin Wallace 
lticello Blvd. North 
~rsburg, FL 33703 
east Senior H.S. 
JK-315 
ahSue While 
awmanAve. 
lluff, IL60044 
Forest H.S. 
J-301 
Janet Pruett WeakJey 
645 Riviera Isle 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL3330J 
Pine Crest School 
WH-211 
Elise Helaine White 
296 Hurting Rd. 
Needham, MA 02194 
Needham H.S. 
JH-224 
Jeffrey David White 
120 Foxwood Rd. 
West Nyack, Y 10994 
Clarkstown H.S. South 
JH-20 
Janel Rulh Wilson 
179 Meadbrook Rd 
Garden City, NY 11530 
Garden City H.S. 
JH-225-227 
Laura L.yn Wish 
44 Holbrook Rd . 
West Hartford, CT061rn 
Conard H.S. 
WH-211 
Patricia Wrenn 
725 High St. 
Dedham. MA 02026 
Beaver Country Day School 
NC-203 
Rosina Brock Whitney 
8013 Crereld St. 
Philadelphia , PA 19118 
Kent School 
JH-306 
Peter Chisholm Wilson 
210 Constitution Dr. 
Princeton, NJ Cll540 
St. George's School 
E-ll3 
Franck Georg Wobst 
24300nandagaDr . 
Columbus, OH 43221 
Columbus Academy 
NC115 
Sara Virginia Wrenn 
1601 East Third Ave. 
Denver, C080218 
P . John Wlc.knertz 
70 Wearimus Rd. 
Ho Ho Kus, NJ 07423 
Saddle River Country Day School 
NC120 
. Phyllis Ann Wilson 
1 533 42nd Place North 
Birmingham, AL35222 
CarolW. Ha yesH.S. 
E-301 
Roderick Harold Wolrson 
325 South Roberts Rd. 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
Episoopal Academy 
JH-21 
Edwa rd M. Wrobel, Jr. 
34 Two Mile Rd. 
Kent Denver Country Day School 
J-326 
Farmington, CT06032 
Farmington H.S. 
NC-114 
111 
Susan Michael Wllk.l.ns 
8321 Burning Wood Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 2JU 
Park School 
E-307 
David Ross Winans III 
Walch Hill Rd. 
Westerly , Rl02891 
Brooks School 
E-Hil 
Anthony Harts well Woodson 
2835 Divisadero St. 
San Francisoo, CA 94123 
Thacher School 
JH-211 
Stephen Garrell Yarnall 
514 Conestoga Rd. 
Villanova. PA 19085 
Friends Central School 
J-138 
J anice Teresa Wllkos 
119 Freeman St. 
Hartford, Cf06114 
Bulkeley H.S. 
JH-307 
Susan Mary Wingler 
T1 Cedar Hill Rd. 
Northboro, MA 01532 
Algonquin Regional H.S. 
NC-202 
Jane Tholen Works 
7BrierRd. 
Gloucester, MA01930 
Pingree School 
J·311 
Sandra Dunbar Yearley 
418 Alden Ave. 
Westfield, NJ 07090 
Westfield H.S. 
E-313 
Robert Carroll Yingling 
39 Pequot Trail 
Westport, CT 06880 
Staples H.S. 
JH-209 
Caroline French Zug 
l'l'l Rose Lane 
Haverford, PA 19041 
Shipley School 
E-313 
George Adams Young 
2430l..akeviewAve. 
Chica#), lL60614 
St. George's School 
E-402 
Transfer Students 
Fall 1976 
Philip William Bittel IU 
Burlington Rd. 
Harwinton, CJ' 06790 
Vanderbilt University 
NCU3 
Nathaniel Gordon Brown 
215 Chestnut Hill Rd. 
Glastonbury, CJ' 06033 
University of VermoTt 
JH-124 
Kathryn Mary Youngdahl 
1740 Sevenoaks 
Jackson, MI 49203 
Jackson Parkside H.S. 
NC-226 
Lisa Joan Alberti 
115 Stockbridge Rd . 
Lenox, MA 01240 
Vassar College 
J.:zm 
Elaine Marc:la Buebardt 
29 Wyndwood Rd. 
Farmington, CJ' 0&032 
Hartford College for Women 
NC217 
112 
Mary Katherine Zackrlson 
140 Winton Rd. 
Fairfield. CT06430 
Roger Ludlowe H.S. 
NC-227 
Lynne Stacey Bagdis 
16 Brentwood Dr. 
Holden, MA 01520 
Connecticut College 
J-200 
Usa E leanor Christen en 
18 Greystone Rd. 
West Hartford, CT06107 
Hartford College for Women 
JH-223 
JusUn Raymond Za.k 
21 Garden Hill Rd 
Wethersrield, CT06109 
St. Paul's School 
JH-.u; 
Lauric A. Basch 
204 Windsor Ave. 
Melrose Park, PA 191215 
University ofR.ocbester 
J.J09 
Paul Edward Chr lsttMtn 
561 North Madison Rd. 
Guilford, CT06437 
University of North CaroHna 
NR 
Francls Parkman Coolidge, Jr. 
Brown Rd. 
Harvard, MA 01451 
Wentworth Institute 
WH-318 
Edward Thomas Falsey Ill 
7 Motmtain View Terrace 
North Haven, CT06517 
Comell University 
J-317 
John Peter Gu.rka . Jr. 
132 Raymond Rd. 
West HarUord, CT 06107 
University of Comecticut 
NR 
Usa Ann Hughes 
437 Shrewsbury St. 
Holden, MA 01520 
Comecticut College 
J -204 
Sherry Lynn Curtis 
829 West Piper St. 
Macomb, IL61455 
Western Illinois University 
JH-226 
Anne F. Franke 
37 Warrenton Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 21210 
Boston College 
NC-229 
J. Ross Hamilton, Jr. 
38 Hurdle Fence Dr. 
Avon, CT06001 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
NC-123 
Shirley R01s Irwin 
Meadow Lane 
Harwinton. Cf 06790 
Trinity College 
NR 
Thomas Page HI 
312ValleyCal 
Grand Haven, M 
University of · 
NC-121 
Deborah Ly• 
BEngle""'OOI 
Baltimore,MI 
DenisonUnh 
G-25 
113 
lne Zackrison 
ton Rd. 
CT06430 
tloweH.S. 
!27 
Bagdi& 
dDr. 
0152() 
:Ollege 
Justin Raymond Zd 
21 Garden HiJI Rd 
Wethersfield, CTOSUIIJ 
St. Paul's School 
JH-205 
Laurie A. Basch 
204 Windsor Ave. 
Melrose Park, PA 19126 
Univers ity of Rochester 
J-309 
Paul Edward Christensen 
561 North Madison Rd 
Guillord, CT 06437 . 
1tensen 
ld. 
r 06I07 
·Women University of North Carolina 
NR 
Edward Thomas Falsey Ill 
7 Mountain View Terrace 
North Haven , CT06517 
Cornell University 
J -317 
John Peter Gurka, Jr. 
132 Raymond Rd. 
West Hartford. CT 06107 
Univers ity of Connecticut 
NR 
Usa Ann Hughes 
4'n Shrewsbury Sl 
Holden , MA 01520 
Comecticut College 
J -204 
Anne F. Franke 
'n Warrellon Rd. 
Baltimore. MD 21210 
Boston College 
NC-229 
J . Ross Hamilton , Jr. 
38 Hurdle Fence Dr. 
Avon, CI' 06001 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
NC-123 
Shirley Ross Irwin 
Meadow Lane 
Harwinton, CI' 06790 
Trinity College 
NR 
Vivian Eve D'Amato 
950 Mayfair Way 
Plainfield, NJ 67060 
Douglass College 
J-313 
Bradd Jonathan Gold 
122 Green Koolls Lane 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
Clark University 
J-235 
Tbomu Page Harbe<:k 
312 Valley Court 
Grand Haven, Ml49417 
University of Michigan 
NC-121 
Deborah Lynn Jones 
8 Englewood Rd. 
Baltimore, MD 21210 
Denison University 
G-25 
113 
Julianne Harln Downs 
Rose Lane 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Clark University 
JH-320 
Catherine Sarah Graubert 
3 Shelter Rock Rd. 
Manhasset, NY 11000 
Skidmore College 
NC-229 
Leslie Eileen Henderson 
5238 MacArthur Blvd. 
New Orleans, LA 70114 
Chatham College 
NC-217 
Peter Douglas Edwards 
1150 East 24th Place 
Tulsa, OK 74114 
University of Texas 
NR 
Carl Steven Guerriere 
124 Jacqueline Dr. 
Bristol, CTO&OlO 
Trinity College 
Alyson Balfour Henning 
Mayfair Lane 
Greenwich, CI' 06830 
Wheaton CoUege 
NR 
Cynthia Elaine KilUan 
234 Terry Rd. 
HarUord. Cf06105 
Fairneld University 
NR 
1\tanlred Harold Kolmar 
42 Washington St. 
Glastonbury, CT06033 
Greater Hartford 
Community College 
NR 
Catherine Georgette Pnonowsky 
8 Trout Brook Terrace 
West Hartford, CT06119 
University ofComecticut 
Walter Loub:Sdden, Jr. 
3712 Lytle Rd 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
UnJversity of Hartford 
J -324 
Pa ula Jeanne Swilling 
t4Kent Lane 
Bloomfield. CT 06002 
Hartford College for Women 
NC-205 
Mlehael William Morgan 
5546 Keeney Rd. 
Warsaw, NY 14569 
University of Hartford 
JH-124 
Scott Roblnson Ritter 
248 North Whitney St. 
Hartford, CT06105 
Newhouse School of 
Public Communications 
NR 
Raymond S. Smlalowskl 
365 High St. 
New Britain, cr 06051 
St. '1'11omasSeminary 
Jwlior CoUege 
NR 
Anne Eliza Mt.h ToUey 
8 Dimitri Place 
Larchmort. , NY 10038 
Emory University 
JH-223 
David Wesley Parr 
45 Beverly Rd. 
Grosse Pointe, Mt 48236 
University of Michigan 
J-217 
Irene M. Rodriguez 
1662 Broad St. 
Hartford. CT06106 
Hartford College for Women 
NR 
Jonathan Leavy Stanley 
R.F .D. Barbourtown Rd. 
Collinsville, CT06022 
Lehigh UrUversity 
J-217 
Garth Michael Waiaman 
111 Meadowview St. 
Marshfield, MA 02050 
University or Massachusa.ts 
E-404 
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Robert Addison Peattie 
Old Bedford Rd. 
Greenwich, CI'06830 
University of North Carolina 
Alison 8. Starkey 
87 Fairmount Sl 
Brookline, MA 02146 
Bradford College 
JH-226 
Joseph Jamrs WeSlerfield 
92 Woodside Ave. 
Keansburg, NJ CJ7734 
Syracuse University 
WH-317 
Edward Stanley Pelry, Jr. 
274 Victoria Rd. 
Hartford,CT06114 
University of Connecticut 
NR 
Faith Bright Sanson 
14 Arlington St. 
Bloomfi~d, CT 06002 
Hartford College Cor Women 
NR 
Rae Annette Strickland 
71 WashingtonSt 
Manchester, CT 06040 
Manchester Community College 
NR 
Caron Ca mille land 
3929 Fairlington Dr. 
Columbus, OH 43220 
Pine Manor Junior College 
JH-320 
Members o 
Martha Ayre '78 
8 Aspetuck Ave. 
New Milford, CT 06776 
Ml. Holyoke College 
Full Year 
JH-310 
Margaret H. Burroughs '78 
21 Grandview Ave. 
Essex Junction, VT 05452 
Ml. Holyoke College 
1st Semester 
J-211 
Isabelle D. del Rio '78 
29 Eastern Point Rd. 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
G-35 
Elizabeth E. Depoian '78 
129 Chickering Rd. 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Smith College 
Full Year 
G-35 
Mary Jane Doyle '78 
435 East 70th St. 
New York, NY 10021 
Mt. Holyoke College 
1st Semester 
WH-214-216 
Jane M. Duffy '78 
620 Colebrook Dr. 
Rochester , NY 14617 
Smith College 
Full Year 
J-203 
Nina M. George '77 
c/o 0 . Dahbour 
22 School St., Apt. A-1 
Harlford, CT 06106 
Connecticut College 
1st Semester 
NR 
David J. Helm 
University 
NorwicbNR4 7TJ, 
Full Year 
NC-133 
,ddison Peattle 
~ordRd. 
ncb, CT06830 
r>f North Carolina 
Edward Stanley Pd.ry, Jr. 
274 Victoria Rd 
Hartford, CT 06114 
University of Comec:tiN 
NR 
. Starkey 
nount St. 
, MA 02146 
~CoUege 
·226 
Westerfield 
de Ave. 
NJ 07734 
rliversity 
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Faith Bright Sanson 
14 Arlington St 
Bloomfield, cr 06002 
HarUord College for Women 
NR 
Rae Annette Strick land 
71 Washington St. 
Manchester, CT06040 
Manchester Co~munity College 
Caron Camille zand 
3929 Fairlington Dr 
. Columbus, OH 4322() 
Pine Manor Junior CoUege 
JH-320 
Members of 12 College Exchange 
Martha Ayre '78 Laurie J. Greenwood '78 
BAspetuckAve. 18 Salisbury Rd . 
New Milford, CT 06776 Barrington, RI 02806 
Mt. Holyoke College Wheaton College 
Full Year Full Year 
JH-310 J-211 
Margaret H. Burroughs '78 Susan B. Guild '78 
21 Grandview Ave. 11 Main St. 
Essex Junction, VT 05452 Dover, MA 02030 
Mt. Holyoke College Wheaton College 
1st Semester Full Year 
J ·211 W-31 
Isabelle D. del Rio '78 Megan Gunnis '78 
29 Eastern Point Rd. 158 Fairhaven Rd. 
Gloucester, MA 01930 Concord, MA 01742 
Wheaton College Smith College 
Full Year Full Year 
G-35 WH214-216 
Elizabeth E. Depoian '78 Marjorie E. Hansen '78 
129 Chickering Rd. 11 Leuce Place 
Dedham, MA 02026 Glen Cove, NY 11542 
Smith College Smith College 
Full Year Full Year 
G-35 J-303 
Mary Jane Doyle '78 John W. Hession '78 
435 East 70th St. 10 Christie Hill Rd. 
New York, NY 10021 Darien, CT 06820 
Mt. Holyoke College Connecticut College 
1st Semester 2nd Semester 
WH-214-216 
Stacy H. Jacobson '78 
Jane M. Dully ' 78 5681 Sycamore Grove 
620 Colebrook Dr. Memphis, TN 38117 
Rochester, NY 14617 Wellesley College 
Smith College Full Year 
Full Year J -332 
J -203 
Karen S . Kurtz '78 
Nina M. George '77 1455 Scrope Rd. 
c/o 0 . Dahhour Rydal , PA 19046 
22 School St., Apt. A-1 Smith College 
Hartl ord, CT 06106 Full Year 
Connecticut College G-25 
1st Semester 
NR 
Visiting Students 
David J . Helm 
University of East Anglia 
Norwich NR 4 7TJ , England 
FullY ear 
NC-133 
Robert G. McGurgan 
940High Rd. 
Kensington, CT 06037 
New College 
1st Semester 
NR 
Carol L. Lake '78 
1001d Hunt Rd. 
Northbrook, IL 60062 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
G-21 
Susan M. Manning '77 
Huckleberry Lane 
East Hampton, CT 06424 
Smith College 
1st Semester 
JK-313 
Evelyn V. Mukjian '78 
16 Stoney Brook Rd. 
Belmont, MA 02178 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
JK-317 
Emily W. Ostheimer '78 
Blueberry Hill 
Manchester, MA 01944 
Smith College 
FullY ear 
W-22 
Cynthia L. Romer '78 
8216 North Illinois St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46260 
Wellesley College 
Full Year 
G-21 
Emily J . Sharpe '78 
307 Beech Grove 
Forrest City, AR 72335 
Wellesley College 
Full Year 
J-332 
Sue W. Snyder '77 
31 Point O'Woods Rd. 
Darien, CT 06820 
Wheaton College 
1st Semester 
SM-304 
Michael G. O'Malley 
Upper River Rd. 
South Hadley, MA 01075 
Pomona College 
1st Semester 
J -317 
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Stephanie Taylor '78 
164 Castle Rd. 
Chappaqua, NY 10514 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
W-31 
Allison M. Tooher '78 
34 Van Houton 
Chatham, NJ 07928 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
J-337 
Kathryn J. Waugh '78 
323 North River St. 
Guilford, CT 06437 
Smith College 
2nd Semester 
Susan J . Weiand '78 
63 Mt. Pleasant Ave. 
Holbrook, MA 02343 
Wheaton College 
Full Year 
HR-204 
Susan M. Wey '78 
20 Bennington St. 
Needham, MA 02194 
Wellesley College 
Full Year 
JK-314 
Susan S. Wilcox '78 
15 Thicket Lane 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
Smith College 
Full Year 
W-22 
Lori M. Winkelbauer ' 78 
Pleasant Hill Rd. 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
Smith College 
1st Semester 
HR-604 
Julie M. Philips 
15 River Terrace 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
Skidmore College 
1st Semester 
WH-215 
Student Organizations 
Most of the following organizations are under the direct supervision 
of the Student Budget Committee and the Student Government Associa-
tion. They have been evaluated and recognized by the SEC and most 
qualify for funding from the SEC. For interested students, the Master 
Calendar Office and the Student Government Office in Mather Campus 
Center keep a list of all recognized student organizations and their of-
ficers. 
Drama 
JESTERS 
A dramatic organization, the Jesters is one of the College's oldest 
and most active clubs and has maintained and fostered the dramatic arts 
at Trinity with a high degree of interest and ability. 
The Jesters welcome all who would like to participate in any phase 
of play production. 
Informal Sports Organizations 
TRINITY SAILING CLUB 
Yes, Virginia, there is a sailing club here at Trinity even. And we 
sail, or so they say. We also race, but only because we have a sense of 
humor. For those of you who are wondering how we came about, we have 
something or rudder to tiller you, and we don't tell tales. (Do we keel 
you with our puns?) Anyhow, sailing is a breeze, so throw us a line and 
sea for yourself. 
TRINITY COLLEGE FENCING CLUB 
TCFC was established to encourage the art and spirit of fencing on 
the Trinity College campus through participation in and sponsorship of 
intramural, intercollegiate and regional competitions. 
TRINITY COLLEGE WATER POLO CLUB 
The Water Polo Club, in cooperation with the Athletic Department, 
offers an opportunity for interested students to practice and compete on 
an intercollegiate level. Practice and games are limited to the fall season. 
Musical Groups 
TRINITY INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC PROGRAM 
This organization was founded in 1974 to give interested Trinity 
students an opportunity to perform on their respective instruments in 
various chamber music ensembles. Over the past two years the following 
ensembles have been established: stage band, brass choir, string en-
semble, recorder consort, and saxophone quartet. 
The personality of the organization depends on the level of interest 
and degree of instrumentation. The brass choir has been featured at a 
variety of Sunday services in the Chapel and in the Spring of 1975 per-
formed a concert of organ and brass music with world renowned organ-
ist, Leonard Raver. The stage band has been enthusiastically received at 
on-campus concerts and in the Spring of 1975 performed at Wheaton and 
Smith Colleges. The string ensemble has performed on-campus for POST-
LUDES including a premiere performance written for the group by a 
student composer from Hartt College. 
A formal letter of invitation is sent to all freshmen, followed by an 
organizational meeting during the first week of classes. Participation is 
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THE CONCERT CHOIR 
Formed when Trinity became coeducational, the Concert Choir has 
established for itself an excellent reputation as one of the finest groups 
of its kind. 
The Choir regularly is heard in campus concerts, radio and TV ap-
pearances, on recordings, and in performances at other colleges and cities. 
l\Iembers of the Choir develop ski lls in performing a great diversity of 
music ranging from intricate Renaissance polyphony to the newest in 
multi-media works. Customarily, during the Spring Vacation the Choir 
makes a Concert Tour either in the States or abroad. 
Membership in the Choir is by audition in the fall. All undergradu-
ates and graduate students may apply. 
THE GUILD OF CARILLONNEURS 
This group plays the Chapel's thirty-bell Plumb Memorial Carillon 
before all Chapel sessions as well as on special occasions and gives free 
lessons to all Trinity students desiring to learn to play the Carillon. 
THE PIPES 
The Trinity Pipes date back to 1938, when four men from St. An-
thony Hall formed an c£ cappella quartet. Over the years the group has 
grown in size and has added instrumental accompaniment. When Trinity 
College became coeducational in 1969, The Pipes expanded to include 
women. 
Today, The Pipes are known as one of the most popular college 
singing groups in New England. Their recording sessions and live per-
formances have delighted audiences throughout the East Coast and Ber-
muda. The group combines its careful and varied vocal blending with 
sophisticated arrangements of popular songs of today and many folk 
songs and spirituals, as well as a number of original compositions. 
The Pipes continue to change their style and repertoire as the tastes, 
desires, and members of the group change. Auditions are held early each 
fall to replace members who have graduated. 
Publications and Radio 
THE IVY 
The Ivy, the College yearbook, is available to all sophomores, juniors 
and seniors in the fall. It is published during the summer and includes 
activities of the entire year. Books are mailed to the members of the 
graduated senior class at their homes late in the summer. Freshmen and 
members of the faculty may purchase surplus copies. 
The Ivy staff is composed of members of the four classes. Freshmen 
are encouraged to try out. The Ivy offices are located in Seabury Hall; 
or send inquiries to Box 3028 in Mather Campus Center. 
THE TRINITY REVIEW 
Purpose of The T1·inity Review is to stimulate, through weekly meet-
ings, an interest in writing and to provide an outlet for the creative ef-
forts of both undergraduate and graduate students. 
The Review is published periodically and the Board of Editors will 
consider all material submitted. 
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THE TRIPOD 
The Tripod is the official student newspaper of the College. As such, 
it provides the most effective and comprehensive communications within 
the College. It is published weekly during the academic year. 
The Tripod attempts to give complete coverage of campus news and 
to provide an opportunity for the expression of student opinion and criti-
cism. In addition, it regularly presents articles concerning intercollegiate, 
metropolitan and national affairs. 
All students, regardless of previous experience, are encouraged to 
apply for positions on the news, review, sports or business staffs. The 
editorial board welcomes contributions from all members of the College. 
Offices of The Tripod are located in Seabury Hall. 
WRTC-FM 
WRTC-FM, Hartford's first noncommercial radio station, maintains 
studios in the basement of Cook-B dormitory. Radio Trinity broadcasts 
popular, folk, jazz and classical music, as well as varsity football and 
basketball games. An extensive educational schedule is maintained, in-
cluding foreign-language programs, lectures and discussions. Daily news 
is provided by the United Press International wire service. 
The st-ation is owned and operated by students who, regardless of 
previous experience, fill positions in announcing, sportscasting, technical 
engineering and production. 
SGA COURSE EVALUATION 
Designed to help both students and faculty, the Student Government 
Association Cou1·se Evaluation is a comprehensive evaluation of courses 
at the College. The booklet is meant by its compilers to supplement the 
regular bulletin of courses. Students are asked a variety of questions 
to gauge their reactions to various aspects of courses taken each semes-
ter. The responses are compiled by computer and published in the booklet. 
In addition an essay about each course is prepared by a member of the 
Course Evaluation staff. 
The Course Evaluation is published each semester for use at regis-
tration. Staff members are needed. 
Religious Groups 
COMMITTEE OF THE CHAPEL 
This committee, consisting of members of the student body, faculty, 
and administration and the Chaplain, plans and directs all of the activities 
of the Chapel. Students are elected to it in the spring of each year. The 
Committee is assisted in this by the following organizations which are 
responsible for various areas of the life of the Chapel. 
ACOLYTES 
Students serve at all of the services of the Chapel in such capaci-
ties as torchbearers, assisting at the Eucharist, etc. 
CARILLONNEURS AND CHOIR Listed under Musical Groups. 
LAY READERS 
The responsibility of leading the services of the Chapel is shared 
by members of the College. Students and faculty members conduct 
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CRUCIFERS 
Each year certain members of the Senior Class are given the 
responsibility and honor of carrying the Processional Cross of the 
Chapel at the services. 
USHERS 
Students usher at the Sunday service and special events in the 
Chapel, as well as take up the offering and assist the congregation. 
THE GREATER HARTFORD CAMPUS MINISTRY 
The Greater Hartford Campus Ministry is affiliated with the New 
England Christian Movement. Directed by an ecumenical board, this 
ministry provides a campus minister who serves the colleges and universi-
ties of the area. 
HILLEL SOCIETY 
Hillel offers to the Jewish students at Trinity a program of religious, 
cultural and social activities. Included are lectures, discussions, films, 
Friday evening services, bagels and lox brunches on Sunday morning, and 
several mixers with Hillel Societies at neighboring colleges. Hillel House, 
located at 30 Crescent St., provides facilities for religious services, kosher 
cooking and organizational activities. Hillel is sponsored by B'nai B'rith 
of Hartford. 
NEWMAN APOSTOLATE 
Newman Apostohite brings together members of the Roman Catholic 
Church. The activities of this organization are under the sponsorship of 
a priest assigned by the Archbishop of Hartford . 
TRINITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
The Trinity Christian Fellowship in coordination with the Chapel 
fellowship provides an opportunity for Christians on campus to meet on 
a regular but informal basis and supports a campus-wide outreach for 
interested students. Their activities include multi-media shows, a series 
of lectures and many Hartford community-service projects. 
Social Clubs and Fraternities 
ALPHA CHI RHO 
Alpha Chi Rho, 114 Vernon Street, was founded in 1895 at Trinity 
College in Northam 11. At the present time this Phi Psi Chapter is one 
of the 21 chapters located throughout the United States. 
ALPHA DELTA PHI 
Alpha Delta Phi, 122 Vernon Street, was founded at Hamilton Col-
lege in 1832, and now consists of 29 active chapters in this country and 
Canada. The Phi Kappa Society at Trinity was the parent organization 
out of which the Phi Kappa Chapter was founded here in 1877. 
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON 
Delta Kappa Epsilon, 98 Vernon Street, was organized at Yale Uni-
versity in 1844 and was among the first of the national fraternities 
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chartered at Trinity College. The Alpha Chi Chapter, founded here in 
1879, is one of the 49 chapters of DKE in the United States and Canada. 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
Pi Kappa Alpha, 94 Vernon Street, an outgrowth of a local organi-
zation, Tau Alpha, was established at Trinity in 1953. PiKA, which was 
founded at the University of Virginia in 1868, is the largest national 
fraternity represented on campus, with over 165 active chapters through-
out the country. The chapter house, built in the 1820s, was formerly the 
residence of a mayor of Hartford and a President of Trinity College. 
PSI UPSILON 
Psi Upsilon, 81 Vernon Street, was founded at Union College in 1833. 
It is one of the oldest college fraternities in the country. The Beta Beta 
Chapter was founded here in 1880, being organized from the local society 
known as Beta Beta. 
ST. ANTHONY HALL 
St. Anthony Hall, 340 Summit Street, was established at Trinity in 
1850, thTee years after the fraternity was founded at Columbia Univer-
sity. There are active chapters at M.I.T., Williams, Yale, Columbia, Vir-
ginia, North Carolina and the Universities of Pennsylvania and Missis-
sippi. The Hall is the oldest of the resident fraternities. 
Trinity Outing Program 
The Trinity Outing Program, established and operated by the Col-
lege, provides a wide variety of outdoor activities including winter camp-
ing and climbing, rock climbing, kayaking, canoeing, cross country ski-
ing, and a variety of hikes ranging from one day to five weeks. Partici-
pation is open to all students, faculty, staff, administration and alumni, 
providing a unique opportunity for people to share their experiences and 
expertise. For information and membership, contact the Mather Campus 
Center Front Desk. 
Special Interest Groups 
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DES ETUDIANTS EN SCIENCES ECONOMIQUES 
ET COMMERCIALES 
AIESEC at Trinity seeks to promote international understanding 
and cooperation through the establishment of international exchanges of 
students for short-term business and work opportunities at the manage-
ment level for foreign students in Hartford. AIESEC arranges for a 
pleasurable stay for them, and arranges for its own members to work 
abroad, on a one-to-one reciprocal basis for the number of jobs raised 
locally. 
LA VOZ LATINA-AMERICANA 
ALA was established to propagate a cultural awareness among the 
Latin American students at Trinity College; foster an awareness of a 
Latin American presence through the various activities of these students 
within the College community; increase the contact with the Hispanic 
speaking community; and instruct its members in the skills necessary for 
the furtherance of their educational and cultural development. 
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CERBERUS 
Cerberus is the campus service organization whose members are the 
official hosts of the College. They give tours of the campus to visitors 
and perform similar functions for such offices as Development and Stu-
dent Services. Membership is open to all undergraduates. 
CINESTUDIO 
Cinestudio is a project fostering interest in films at Trinity and 
in the Greater Hartford community. It is entirely self-supporting 
through income from admissions to its showings. All income beyond op-
erating expenses furthers film programs and supports film instruction. 
Participation is open to all members of the College and assistance is wel-
comed from others. Cinestudio is directly responsible to the administra-
tion of the College. 
CONNECTICUT PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (CONNPIRG) 
ConnPIRG was established in the Spring of 1972 to permit students 
to seek practical educational experiences in the research and solution of 
social problems in Connecticut. Each semester $2.00 of the Student Activi-
ties Fee is allocated to ConnPIRG to finance this research. Those stu-
dents who do not wish to have their money used for this purpose will be 
able to have this amount refunded at the beginning of each semester. 
CROWN INVESTMENT LEAGUE 
The Investment League was formed to distribute and administer a 
$4,000 fund given by the Crown Foundation in a securities portfolio. Stu-
dents have complete control of the fund. The profits are used for a schol-
arship for a senior student in economics. Membership is open to any in-
terested student. 
THE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB 
The Photography Club was established to maintain and manage the 
use of darkrooms and darkroom supplies in Mather Campus Center and 
to provide an organization through which photographers can meet and 
work as a whole. The club is open to all students regardless of photo-
graphic or darkroom experience. Instruction in basic darkroom tech-
niques is given for the use of the specific equipment found in the Mather 
Campus Center darkrooms. 
STUDENTS FOR MUSIC AT TRINITY (SMAT) 
SMAT was organized to advance and generate interest in the serious 
performance and enjoyment of music of all periods and types. Its activi-
ties include student recitals, guest artists in lecture and recital, and stu-
dent performing groups. 
TRINITY COALITION OF BLACKS (TCB) 
Trinity Coalition of Blacks was organized for the advancement of 
Black awareness. TCB is concerned with educating itself and the College 
as a whole in Black arts and history, both past and present. In coopera-
tion with faculty, administration and students, it is developing a more 
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cognizant campus in an effort to make Black life at Trinity more mean-
ingful. Many members of the Coalition cooperate with organizations in 
the Hartford area which are engaged in fostering Black rights and 
achievements. The TCB is housed in the Black Cultural Center at 110-112 
Vernon Street. 
TRINITY WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION (TWO) 
Besides sponsoring the annual Women's Week activities, TWO meets 
regularly to discuss the role of women at the College and in the larger 
society. Membership is open to all interested members of the community. 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
This organization sparkplugs campus activity in elections by 
posters and debate supporting the candidates. 
The highlights each year are campaigning and canvassing for local 
and national political figures, working as a general organizer for the 
party, and sponsoring local and party leaders as speakers. 
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Emergency Information 
Ulness 
From 8 a.m., Monday, to 8 a.m., Saturday, the Medical Office in Whea· 
ton Hall is open 'around the clock, except for the evening mealtime (6-7 
p.m.). It is also open for four hours on weekends, according to a s~hedule 
posted at the Medical Office. If you cannot report to the Medical Office, 
call 246-3932 or 527-3151, ext. 231 or ext. 380. During those weekend hours 
when the Medical Office is closed, a nurse is "on call" at her apartment on 
the campus and may be reached by calling the Mather Campus Center 
Front Desk (527-3151). 
What to do in Case of Fire 
Know the location of the fire box nearest your room. 
Do not try to fight a fire; contact the Fire Dept. (522-1234). 
Do not panic. 
When the fire horn sounds, evacuate the building immediately. Do 
not pull any more fire boxes. 
In case of fire outside your room, leave the door shut. Heated gases 
and smoke may be on the other side. Feel the door, if it is hot or seeping 
smoke, block the door and stuff the cracks. 
If you must open the door, do so cautiously. Stand behind the door 
bracing yourself against it. The next room may contain superheated air 
under pressure, a blast of which may prove to be fatal. Be ready to close 
the door quickly, if necessary. 
Plan an alternate escape route from each room. Fire and smoke can 
block your normal escape route. Open a window a crack at the top and 
bottom for fresh air. Hang a sheet out the window to signal rescuers. 
Do not jump. 
If a room is filled with smoke, get down on your hands and knees. 
The air at the lower part of the room is fresher and contains more oxy-
gen, fewer gases. 
You Can Help by Taking the Following Precautions 
Do not block fire doors or exits with trunks, furniture, draperies, etc. 
Do not tamper with fire boxes or fire fighting equipment. 
Do not try to fight an electrical fire with water or soda acid extin· 
guishers; you can be electrocuted. 
Do not overload electrical circuits. 
Do not smoke in bed. 
PROCEDURES IN EVENT OF A BOMB THREAT 
A bomb threat should be taken seriously. Person receiving call should: 
• Note exact time of call, 
• note as correctly as possible wording of threat, 
• describe any voice characteristics, 
• immediately notify Police Headquarters, Detective Division, 
Tel. 527-0112, giving all details, 
• then immediately notify Director of Campus Security, Ext. 264, 
the Dean of Students, Ext. 433 and a security guard on duty at 
the time. 
If the caller specifies that a bomb is located in a particular building, 
floor, classroom, auditorium, or other place of assembly, the entire build· 
ing should be evacuated. Doors and windows should be left open. Should 
there be an explosion the gases resulting from detonation (which cause 
injury and damage) may escape more freely, thus reducing the impact 
of the explosion. 
After the building has been searched by Police, Fire and College offi· 
cials, and it is ascertained there is no further threat, one of the College 
officials will announce that the building may be reoccupied. 
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EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Doctor ....... .. .. . ..... . ...... . . . 246-8861 
247-6792 
522-1234 
522-0111 
Ambulance 
Fire ..... 
Police 
College Guards Day: Ext. 264 
Night: 527-3151 
Medical Office . . . . . . . .. Day: Ext. 231, 380 
Night: 246-3932 
Weekends: 527-3151 
Trinity College ...... .. ...... . .... . 527-3151 
